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This report contains the proceedings from the 14th Overture workshop organized in 
connection with the Formal Methods 2016 symposium. This includes nine papers 
describing different technological progress in relation to the Overture/VDM tool support 
and its connection with other tools such as Crescendo, Symphony, INTO-CPS, TASTE and 
ViennaTalk. 
Preface to the 14th Overture Workshop
Nick Battle, Peter Gorm Larsen and Nico Plat
The 14th in the “Overture” series of workshops on the Vienna Development
Method (VDM), its associated tools and applications, was held in association
with the FM2016 conference in Limassol, Cyprus on the 7th of November 2016.
The workshop aimed to identify and encourage new collaborative research, and
to foster current strands of work towards new projects and publications.
Although VDM is one of the oldest formal methods to have enjoyed a level
of industry use, it nevertheless has a lively and youthful research community,
which has grown up around the development of the Overture open tools plat-
form. The Crescendo and Symphony tools have been built on top of Overture
by the DESTECS and COMPASS projects, respectively, and the tools are being
further extended by the INTO-CPS project as well as by the TEMPO exper-
iment, supported by the CPSE-Labs project. The platform provides a vehicle
for activity in modelling and analysis technology, including static analysis, in-
terpreters, test generation, execution support and model checking. The growth
of this community has been greatly assisted by the Overture workshop series.
Research in VDM and Overture is driven by the need to develop indus-
try practice as well as fundamental theory. Consequently, the provision of tool
support has been a priority for many years. The community-based Overture ini-
tiative is developing industry-strength tools on an open platform that has been
successfully adapted to form platforms for co-modelling and co-simulation in
embedded systems design, and latterly SoS modelling, verification and testing.
The 14th workshop reflected the breadth and depth of work in VDM. Con-
tributions covered topics as diverse as cyber-physical systems, automated code
generation, and tool chain integration. In this technical report we include three
technical sessions with papers. The theme of the first session is Cyber-physical
Systems (CPSs) which start out by considering the resilience of Model-Based
Design of CPSs [4]. This is followed by a paper examining different abstraction
levels in the development of a UAV control system [8]. The theme of the second
session considers different kinds of tool enhancements. Here the first paper deals
with the automatic generation of C# and .NET code contracts from models
written in VDM-SL [2]. This is followed by a paper looking into code genera-
tion for Smalltalk [6]. Afterwards, we have a paper about a tool chain for the
INTO-CPS project including Overture [5]. Finally, this session is completed with
a paper looking at test automation in a code generation setting [9]. The theme
of the last session is Using and Extending Overture in different ways. This is
started by a paper about integrating Overture into the TASTE tool chain [3].
Afterwards we have a paper using Overture to model collaboration between traf-
fic management systems [7]. Finally, the last paper demonstrates how Overture
has been extended with an ability to monitor variables at run-time in an implicit
fashion [1]. The slides of the paper presentations can be found on the Overture
Wiki.
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Mark Jackson and John S. Fitzgerald
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{M.Jackson3, John.Fitzgerald}@newcastle.ac.uk
Abstract. We consider the potential to use co-modelling and co-simulation in
the design of dependably resilient Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). Resilience is
widely discussed in the public discourse on CPSs, but has many definitions. We
propose the description of system resilience in terms of a multi-attribute profile
which may be used as a basis for assessment and trade-off analysis in CPSs.
Our profile has a particular focus on description of system recovery behaviour.
As a first evaluation of the concept, we present a case study based on a VDM
and 20-sim co-model of a small smart grid illustrating causal chains that cross
the cyber-physical boundary. An evaluation of the study leads to suggestions for
further proof-of-concept studies that experiment with increasingly challenging
CPS architectures.
1 Introduction
In complex environments, resilience often spells success, while even the most
brilliantly engineered fixed solutions are often insufficient or counterproduc-
tive.
McChrystal et al. [1]
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) formed from the integration of computational and
physical processes [2] are a natural evolution of embedded devices in networked envi-
ronments [3]. Examples range from medical devices and automotive control systems, to
“smart” infrastructures in areas such as road traffic management and energy grids [4,5].
In many cases, existing physical infrastructure is overlaid with a computer network that
– in principle – offers more efficient and reactive control with greater autonomy than
is delivered by individual embedded or centralised architectures. However, computer
networks are complex (in the sense that small changes can have remote and large-scale
effects), and are vulnerable to failure and attack modes that can be difficult to predict
and test. Adding cyber networks to physical infrastructure is therefore a risky business.
Controlling this risk requires both design methods that promote detection and avoidance
of vulnerabilities, and building-in the capacity to recover from unanticipated faults or
attacks.
Much of the public discourse on infrastructure is concerned with resilience. Al-
though widely used, the term appears to have a range of meanings in different sec-
tors. The United Kingdom’s National Resilience Capabilities programme sees it as “the
1
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ability of assets and networks to anticipate, absorb, adapt to and recover from disrup-
tion” [6]. It is open to debate whether this might be defined in terms of properties such
as fault avoidance, detection, tolerance and recovery [7], but the term is often used in
a broader sense to include adaptive capacity [8]. Given the range of facets of resilience
that are important in different application sectors, it is apparent that a nuanced charac-
terisation of resilience is needed to facilitate disciplined engineering.
Engineering dependably resilient CPSs is a demanding goal [9], and many CPSs
emerge or are developed without resilience in mind at all. Model-based systems engi-
neering methods offer considerable promise, but are challenged by the independence
and heterogeneity of CPS constituents. Several of these challenges are addressed by co-
modelling technology such as that explored in INTO-CPS1. Predecessor projects such
as DESTECS2 and COMPASS3 demonstrated model-based engineering for fault toler-
ance in these settings. It is therefore legitimate to ask whether co-modelling can help to
deliver dependably resilient CPSs. This is the subject of our current work.
We discuss background and related work on resilience in Section 2. Given the need
for a nuanced characterisation of resilience, we discuss resilience profiling (Section 3)
and consider how this might be realised in heterogeneous co-models of CPSs. An ex-
ample based on a simple smart grid is presented (Section 4). Our work is at an early
stage; Section 5 describes future directions.
2 Background and Related Work
We aim to provide usable methods and tools for engineering dependably resilient CPSs.
In this section, we describe the scope and background to our work. We briefly indicate
what we mean by a CPS, explain why we focus on model-based techniques and intro-
duce our baseline tools. We then examine in more detail the existing work on resilience
profiling in CPS-related contexts.
Multidisciplinary Model-Based Design for CPSs
A CPS integrates computational and physical processes [2]. CPS engineering should
therefore address the integration of methods and tools from different (discrete and con-
tinuous) domains and disciplines [10]. The focus of much current work, including our
own, is on systems of networked computing elements, including “smart” devices, that
together deliver emergent properties on which reliance is placed. This adds to the mix
important systems-of-systems (SoS) aspects, including the need to integrate indepen-
dently owned and managed systems, the ability to reason about the composition of the
contractual interfaces between them, and the ability to deal with dynamically evolving
structures over the life of the CPS [11, 12].
Collaborative and multi-paradigm Model-Based Design (MBD) techniques have been
proposed as a means of evaluating alternative architectures and functionality, and pro-
viding early identification of defects in CPSs [13]. Realising the value of such ap-
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ability to compose abstract descriptions of interfaces between system elements, and the
ability to describe architectures explicitly.
Much research builds on hybrid systems as a common semantic framework for
CPSs [14]. Rather than work with a single formalism, we aim at an extensible frame-
work able to integrate the diverse formalisms used in practice. In the work discussed
here, we take Crescendo4 as a baseline technology. In Crescendo, a model of a CPS
is actually a co-model with discrete-event (DE) and continuous time (CT) models (in
VDM/Overture and 20-sim respectively) as its constituents. Crucially for our work,
the approach allows the direct modelling of causal chains across the cyber-physical
boundary. A bespoke co-simulation harness implements an operational semantics that
manages time and communication between the separate DE and CT models running in
their own simulators. The emerging INTO-CPS tool chain promises to extend this to an
n-ary multi-modelling approach, allowing co-simulation of executables derived from
multiple modelling tools [15]. It leverages Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP)
to permit extensible and reusable semantics [16]. At the time of writing, the INTO-CPS
framework is not quite able to handle multi-models of the type needed for our smart
grid applications, and we remain with Crescendo for the moment.
Resilience
Resilience is important in many fields [17, 18]. In materials science it is “the ability
of a material to absorb energy when deformed elastically and to return it when un-
loaded” [19]. In IT and organisational contexts, a resilient control system has been
characterised as “one that maintains state awareness and an accepted level of opera-
tional normalcy in response to disturbances, including threats of an unexpected and
malicious nature” [20]. In the context of power systems, it is seen as the ability of a
system to degrade gracefully under extreme perturbations, and recover quickly after
the events have ceased [21]. In socioecological systems Carpenter et al. argue that an
assessment of system resilience must be qualified by specifying which system config-
uration and disturbances are of interest (resilience ‘of what, to what, and under what
conditions’) [22]. Recent European research calls on crisis management see resilience
as the ability to reduce the impact of disruptive events and the recovery time [23].
Together, the approaches in the literature reflect the idea that resilience as a com-
posite property: a system cannot simply be said to either be resilient or not, but may be
said to show some characteristics of resilience in response to a certain set of faults or
attacks under certain circumstances. There is a also a trade space here: for example, a
system may show resilience to a certain set of attacks, but at the expense of becoming
less resilient to others, or at the price of slower recovery. Again, being able to trace
cause and effect as they go across the cyber-physical boundary is critical to effective
model-based engineering of resilience.
Among the few current research projects directly addressing CPS resilience are
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technologies, methodologies and components that will enable the successful design of
dependable CPSs. FORCES aims to increase the resilience of large-scale networked
CPSs in the key areas of energy delivery, transportation, and energy management in
buildings. SURE will develop foundations and tools for designing, building, and assur-
ing CPSs that can maintain essential system properties in the presence of adversaries.
Although few outputs are available from these projects at this time, there is an emerging
body of work aiming to address CPS resilience.
Resilience Profiling
To analyse resilience in model-based CPS design, we need a working intuitive char-
acterisation of resilience. We adopt some of the terminology of faults, errors and fail-
ures [7] in that we regard a failure as the deviation of a delivered service from correct
service. An error occurs when the state of the system deviates from those required to
deliver a correct service. A fault is the adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error. An
error does not necessarily cause a failure, but it is possible one or more errors may.
Throughout this report we describe a specific fault–error–failure casual chain as a re-
silience scenario.
Rather than identifying a single resilience metric, we treat it as a multi-attribute
property defined in what we will call a resilience profile. The idea of a multifaceted
definition of resilience is not new. Jackson [24] proposes a representation of resilience
composed of four attributes:
Capacity: the ability of a system to absorb or adapt to a disturbance without a total
loss of performance or structure.
Tolerance: the exhibition of graceful degradation near the boundary of a system’s per-
formance.
Flexibility: the systems ability to restructure itself in response to disruptions.
Inter-element Collaboration: collaborations, or communication and cooperation be-
tween human elements of a system.
A resilience scenario is divided into three aspects:
Avoidance: the preventive aspects of system resilience in response to a disruption,
either internal or external.
Survival: implies that the system has not been destroyed or totally incapacitated and
continues to function when experiencing a disturbance.
Recovery: the capability of surviving a major disturbance with reduced performance.
This capability is a focus of system resilience.
Pflanz [25] extends Jackson’s characterisation, applying it to command and control sys-
tems. Although Pflanz does not consider inter-element collaboration, he subdivides the
first three of Jackson’s attributes into the constituent facets listed in Figure 1. Jackson’s
resilience scenarios were then implemented by Pflanz as temporal phases, as shown in
Figure 2.
Pflanz’s work focuses on the survival phase, where capacity, tolerance and flexibility
provide means of analysing resilience in this phase alone. However, there is only limited
further discussion of ways in which to characterise recovery.
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Fig. 1. Outline of Pflanz’s Resilience Profile.
Fig. 2. Avoidance, Survival and Recovery as temporal phases, from [25].
Research Landscape
Although increasing importance is attached to the resilience of the CPSs on which we
depend, there is no widely accepted definition of the concept, still less methods and
tools for the lack of a coherent definition of resilience in the field, and a lack of meth-
ods for analysing resilience as a profile, especially in the recovery phase. In our current
work, we therefore have two main goals. First, to deliver a resilience profile that de-
scribes resilience in the context of CPS, specifically characterising the recovery phase.
Secondly we will provide methods for analysing co-models in the MBD of CPS.
3 Resilience Profiling
In this section we describe our approach to delivering the two goals mentioned at the
end of Section 2. We extend the resilience profile described with new attributes which
elaborate the recovery phase. We initially present one new attribute ‘Recovery’ with
three facets described below and indicated in Figure 3:
Rate of Recovery: the rate at which system performance returns to an acceptable level.
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Available Recovery Capacity: the available performance margin from the current op-
erating levels to the expected recovery operating level.
Actual Recovery Capacity: the actual performance margin from the current operating
levels to the recovery operating levels.
Fig. 3. Extending the resilience profile to characterise recovery.
As shown in Figure 4, the (average) Rate of Recovery (in blue) is measured by the
Measure of Performance Capability (y-axis) divided by time (x-axis). The Actual Re-
covery Capacity (in red) is measured from the point in which the performance value
settles within a range of acceptable levels, however never reaches the Available Recov-
ery Capacity (purple) which we assume is higher. Further analysis of resilience lies in
the ability to compare our attributes in our profile (as shown in Section 4).
Fig. 4. Recovery Attributes: Rate of Recovery, Available Recovery Capacity and Actual Recovery
Capacity.
Given a co-model that can co-simulate a resilience scenario, how can we assess the
resilience of the system of interest according to our extended profile? First, we must
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ensure that the co-model is competent in the sense that it incorporates sufficient features
to allow resilience attributes to be assessed; this amount to ensuring we can observe the
properties needed for the y-axis of the graphs shown in Figures 2 and 4. This could
potentially involve instrumenting the constituent models by adding, e.g. methods in
Overture or 20-sim. Second, we can visualise or post-process co-simulation output data
to generate the elements needed for analysis against our resilience profile. In either case,
the key question lies with the CPS design engineer on exactly what properties need to
be measured. In some cases the y-axis measure may be composed of properties both
cyber and physical in nature.
4 Example
In this section we describe an example co-model from the smart grids domain. We first
explain why we have chosen this application area to evaluate our extended resilience
profile. Second we demonstrate how we can use our co-model to produce sufficient data
so that we are be able to analyse the resilience of an example grid.
Smart Grids
In seeking to extend the resilience profile so as to better incorporate recovery, we need
to validate the approach with example studies. In order to be credible, these should be
in a well established and accepted CPS domain [4,5]. In order to test the capabilities of
formalisms, they should be capable of incorporating a series of increasingly demand-
ing architectures, including centralised, distributed, and modular control. Finally, the
resilience of the systems of interest should be both desirable to have, and challenging
to deliver.
Smart power grids present one such area. Such a grid is a complex ecosystem of het-
erogeneous (co-operating) entities that interact in order to deliver specific functionality
related to the generation, transmission, storage and consumption of (usually electrical)
energy [4]. It is an archetypal example of a CPS, in which the power network is overlaid
with a computing and communication network, and the two are coupled together into
what is generally perceived as a single system of interest [5,26]. CPS technology is seen
as an integral part of the smart grid concept and resilience in smart grids is identified
as a key challenge [9, 27]. There is interest in increasing local control and autonomy
to better match supply and demand in smart grids, and the idea of a local microgrid
provides a modular control concept. Finally, significant reliance is placed on the energy
supply, even in the face of natural or human-made disruptions. Together these factors
make smart grids a suitable example domain for our work.
Co-model Example
To demonstrate our approach to analyse our resilience profile, we have created an exam-
ple co-model of a Smart Grid with a centralised controller in Crescendo. In our example,
we model the physical environment in 20-sim which includes a physical description of
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Fig. 5. 20-sim CT model: An example smart grid.
the grid’s components ranging from power stations and transmission lines, to sensors
and actuators.
Figure 5 is a representation of the CT model in our co-model example in 20-sim.
This gives us an overview of our physical system, in which we include 1 PowerStation,
1 SubStation, 3 TransmissionLines, 3 Switches and 1 House. To give context, Figure
6 shows us the CT logic for Switch1. This is an example of the types of CT equations
present in our physical model in 20-sim.
Fig. 6. A code snippet from within Switch1.
Our DE model is written using VDM-RT. This is where we write our controller logic
and any other cyber functionality present in our CPS. Figure 7 shows the controller logic
used in our co-model when deciding to switch transmission lines. The logic changes
switch state if the voltage level falls below a ‘minLevel’ threshold (minLevel is a shared
parameter between CT and DE models).
Cross-Domain Resilience Scenarios
Cross-domain resilience scenarios are those in which the causal chain transits the bound-
ary between cyber and physical elements. We look at how cyber faults can lead to phys-
ical failures. An example of a cyber fault is a digital controller that fails to execute its
Resilience Profiling for CPS 9
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-- retrieve the level values from Co-sim
dcl level1 : real := levelSensor1.getLevel();
dcl level2 : real := levelSensor2.getLevel();
dcl level3 : real := levelSensor3.getLevel();







Fig. 7. A code snippet of controller logic
control logic even though it is receiving signal data. We model this in Overture by creat-
ing a subclass of our centralised controller class. Before we co-simulate, we initialise a
faulty version (subclass) of our controller class. This is in line with the fault modelling
mechanisms demonstrated in [28]. The fault would cause the switches in our Smart
Grid to remain in their initial state. Our controller would never switch to a different
transmission line and thus may lead to the propagation of physical failures within the
system.
We can also characterise physical faults leading to cyber failures. For example, we
may consider a faulty voltage sensor in the house. This sends only the first voltage
value. We can model this in 20-sim by creating a second (faulty) implementation of
the equation model of our house. Before we co-simulate we can switch to the faulty
implementation. The value sent to the centralised controller would be an outdated value,
and so the controller cannot switch transmission lines if the voltage level falls below the
minimum threshold (shown in Figure 7).
Resilience Profiling
To allow for the analysis of resilience, we must be able to evaluate our resilience profile
against data produced from our co-models. To test our scenario, we run our co-model
through a co-simulation in Crescendo. The PowerStation in our study provides power
to the SubStation. The SubStation uses a step-down transformer to reduce the voltage
to 240Volts(V). This power is then split across 3 transmission lines. The first source
is sent across TransmissionLine1, where it passes an open switch to get to the house.
The second and third sources of power are sent across TransmissionLine2 and Trans-
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missionLine3 respectively, where they encounter closed switches and do not reach the
house. The power from TransmissionLine2 and TransmissionLine3 are considered as
contingencies in the case TransmissionLine1 fails to provide adequate service.
In our scenario, TransmissionLine1 is faulty, which has lead to a steady decrease in
voltage output. Our centralised controller checks the voltage level the house receives. If
this level falls below a threshold, the centralised controller closes the switch to Trans-
missionLine1 and opens the switch to TransmissionLine2.
From Figure 8 we see a significant voltage drop from TransmissionLine1 (blue) until
around 1 second into the simulation. This is when the controller has closed the switch
from TransmissionLine1.
Fig. 8. A comparison of the output voltage from TransmissionLine1 and TranmissionLine2.
Figure 8 shows us the comparison between the voltage received by the house from
TransmissionLine1 (blue) and TransmissionLine2 (red). The cyber controller in our DE
model recognises when the voltage from TransmissionLine1 falls below our thresh-
old and switches to TransmissionLine2. The house now receives power once again -
although at a reduced voltage (220V).
With this data we demonstrate how we can analyse the resilience of our example
using our resilience profile. As shown in Figure 9, from our co-model output we can
analyse the three facets of our recovery phase.
1. Rate of Recovery - In Figure 9 we can see the gradient of the voltage increase is
our Rate of Recovery (blue). In our example the switch in our transmission lines
happens almost instantaneously which results in a vertical line on our graph. In this
case we would have an undefined gradient. From our analysis perspective in the
recovery phase this is the optimal rate at which our line can reach its Available and
Actual Recovery Capacity.
2. Available Recovery Capacity - The Available Recovery Capacity is shown in pur-
ple in Figure 9. This is the maximum potential in which our system may recover
to. In our case TransmissionLine1’s voltage dropped to 0, and the maximum dif-
ference the house can receive is the limit of our initial transmission line which is
240V. This follows that our Available Recovery Capacity is 240V.
Resilience Profiling for CPS 11
Fig. 9. An analysis of the recovery phase from a Smart Grid co-model with a centralised con-
troller.
3. Actual Recovery Capacity - The Actual Recovery Capacity is shown in red. In this
case TransmissionLine2 is a line operating at 220V as opposed to 240V. Therefore
the Actual Recovery Capacity is 220V. This is not always the case, as performance
may be recovered fully, to the Available Recovery Capacity.
Resilience Trade-Off
Crescendo allows us to model resilience scenarios across both cyber and physical do-
mains. We present a resilience scenario in which we can perform resilience profiling
and trade-off analysis of our Smart Grid co-model. To perform trade-off analysis we
consider two resilience scenarios:
1. TransmissionLine1 - TransmissionLine2 - TransmissionLine2 produces power
almost instantly but at a reduced voltage (220V).
2. TransmissionLine1 - TransmissionLine3 - TransmissionLine3 produces a higher
voltage (240V), but at the expense of time.
In our example we have modelled each scenario, and analysed the results. Figure
10 shows us a comparison between scenario 1 (left) and scenario 2 (right). In scenario
1 we can clearly see that TransmissionLine2 switches almost instantly and provides
power to the house at a voltage of 220V. In scenario 2 the house receives power from
TransmissionLine3 at around 5 seconds, this is approximately a 4 second delay from
when TransmissionLine1 is switched off. It is here a CPS design engineer must consider
which is more important, the Actual Recovery Capacity, or the Rate of Recovery.
Figure 11 shows the analysis of the Recovery attribute in our resilience profile. It
is shown that the Available Recovery Capacity (purple) is the same in both scenarios
(240V), as this is the maximum potential voltage our house can receive under normal
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operation. The Actual Recovery Capacity (red) for scenario 1 is 220V, whereas in sce-
nario 2 it is 240V. The Rate of Recovery in scenario 1 is a vertical line and so we have
an undefined gradient as the switch is almost instantaneous. However due to the delay
of switching in scenario 2, our (average) Rate of Recovery becomes 240V divided by
4 seconds, this gives us a Recovery Rate of 60V/s. With this data a CPS design engi-
neer can assess the trade-off between the Actual Recovery Capacity and the Rate of
Recovery facets, in the Recovery Attribute of our resilience profile.
Fig. 10. A comparison of resilience scenarios.
An important note to make about our trade-off analysis example as seen in Figure
11, resides in the fact that our Rate of Recovery facet (blue) is comprised of our volt-
age level and time. The Rate of Recovery facet will always rely on the relation and
importance of the y-axis and the x-axis on our graph. We calculated the (average) Rate
of Recovery in Figure 11 for scenario 2 as 60V/s, however we can see from the graph
that there is no voltage supplied at all until 5 seconds. This is due to the discrete nature
of switching transmission lines in our model. This information may be of interest to
a CPS design engineer. For other resilience scenarios, the engineer may wish to have
some values of performance available leading up to the Actual Recovery Capacity, as
opposed to our co-model example, in which the transmission line is either switched on
or off. In this case we can analyse our recovery phase further at more time steps. It
is for reasons like this that we seek to extend our resilience profile to a more refined
and sophisticated version. Although this is somewhat a trivial example, it describes the
basis of our resilience profile and demonstrates how we can perform trade-off analysis
between attributes and facets.
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Fig. 11. An analysis of trade-off.
5 Evaluation and Further Work
We have provided motivation for being interested in resilience as a property of cyber-
physical systems. Recognising that it is a multi-faceted property, we have extended
an existing resilience profile with additional features that characterise recovery phases,
and demonstrated that it is possible to assess this aspect of resilience on CPS co-models
using Crescendo by means of a simple example from the domain of smart grids. We
have illustrated resilience scenarios that cross the cyber-physical boundary and have
demonstrated the potential to assess trade-offs.
Our work is at a preliminary stage, but we believe that there is potential to build
useful methods for CPS resilience engineering on top of co-modelling technology of the
kind pioneered by Overture, 20-sim, Crescendo and INTO-CPS. We naturally expect to
progress from the Crescendo framework to INTO-CPS, exploiting the nascent SysML
architectural modelling methods developed in that context as well as the improving
performance of tools. We hope to take advantage of order of magnitude improvements
in co-simulation and design space exploration performance that will allow us to evaluate
our resilience profile on system architectures that reflect the potential complexity of
emerging CPSs. These will include decentralisation of control, and eventually increased
localised responsibility and autonomy in smart grids. Modular architectures such as
microgrids (in which local smart grids negotiate with one another to trade energy) may
serve to improve or impede facets of resilience, for example. We will assess the extent
to which the abstractions currently available in VDM-RT help or hinder the modelling
of such structures.
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As discussed at the end of Section 4, we seek to extend our profile in order to better
encapsulate the interesting design decisions that a CPS design engineer may face when
considering the resilience of a system. In the future we look towards generating data
using the INTO-CPS tool chain described in Section 1. This would allow us to profile
the resilience of models of CPSs that have been generated with different semantics
across a variety of simulation tools.
Finally, we note that there are – at least at a certain abstraction level – significant
similarities between CPSs in different infrastructure domains. We might expect that
some modelling patterns might be shared between, say, negotiating microgrids, and
negotiating traffic flow systems. There is therefore significant potential in identifying
and exploiting those patterns as a means of sharing experience between otherwise quite
separate application domains.
As societal and business dependence on cyber-physical systems grows, we believe
that the need to take a systematic view of resilience – and in particular recovery – will
only grow. Through their support for varied levels of abstraction, and their capacity to
integrate with hitherto isolated tools, Overture and VDM have a vital role to play in
addressing this requirement in the future.
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Abstract. Cyber-physical systems consist of cyber parts controlling
physical entities and this close interaction can be challenging. To manage
the complexity of CPSs it can be useful to create models of the constituent
components and simulate these in what is called a co-simulation. This can
help in building prototypes and discovering undesired behaviour. When
creating such models it is important to choose the right abstraction level
to enable prototyping of various parts of a system. For this purpose it can
be advantageous to create models at different levels of abstraction. This
paper describes a case study based on a continuous time model and a
discrete event model of a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle. Abstractions
are considered a tool to gain insights and manage the complexity of a
given system, and therefore the discrete event model has been abstracted
to allow focusing on high-level waypoint behaviour. The results show that
the abstracted models resemble the original model with respect to the
goals of the abstraction.
Keywords: Cyber-Physical Systems, Co-Simulation, Model-Based Design, Crescendo,
Overture, VDM-RT, DESTECS, INTO-CPS, FMI
1 Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) incorporate sensing, actuating, computing, and
communication from a cyber perspective [14]. Such systems are becoming a
vital part of our society, which relies on them in cars, trains, medical devices,
and so forth. The development of CPSs poses a challenge because of the close
interaction between cyber parts and physical entities. This challenge is also due
to the necessity of taking the complexity of the physical domain into account
when developing control applications [12].
To support the development of CPSs it can be useful to create models of
the constituent components that jointly form a given system. A model is an
abstract description of a component, where irrelevant details are abstracted
away [10, 16]. In case these components are expressed in an executable subset of
a notation, a collaborative simulation (a co-simulation) can be employed, which
can couple models created in different formalisms. One way of performing such
co-simulations is presented in the DESTECS1 project, where Continuous Time
1 http://www.destecs.org/, visited on 28 Oct. 2016.
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(CT) and Discrete Event (DE) models can be co-simulated. The approach of
using models is captured in “model-based design”, a methodology that describes
how models can be used when developing new systems [9]. In this paper the
physical system dynamics are modeled in the CT modeling domain and the digital
control in the DE modeling domain [5]. The model-based design approach excels
in managing complexity [4], which is an important attribute as it is necessary to
allow for increasing complexity of CPSs [8].
This paper concerns reflecting on the chosen level of abstraction used in
modeling the DE side of a quadrotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), shown in
Fig. 1, in a case study [6]. Furthermore, it demonstrates how two abstractions
of the DE model can serve for prototyping purposes in a learning process.
The collaborative model of the UAV consists of a CT model representing the
physical system dynamics and a DE model representing the control logic. The CT
model captures the system properties that are continuous in time, e.g. physical
phenomena, whereas the DE modeling domain captures system functionality that




Fig. 1. The model of the UAV. Yaw, pitch, and roll are Euler angles, which are described
in Sect. 3.
The Crescendo technology developed in the DESTECS project enables the
possibility of collaboratively modeling and simulating the UAV. The CT parts of
the system are modeled in 20-sim using differential equations, block diagrams, and
bond graphs [2]. Discrete events are modeled in Overture using VDM-RT [11, 13].
The coupling is achieved through the Crescendo tool2, which functions as a
co-simulation engine for the CT model and the DE model. The DE and CT
model for the UAV are jointly referred to as co-model. The Crescendo technology
is limited in the sense that it supports a maximum of one CT and one DE
model, which have been designed specifically for the Crescendo technology with
proprietary interfaces.
2 http://crescendotool.org/, visited on 28 Oct. 2016.
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Using the tools developed in the INTO-CPS project [3] it is possible to
perform co-simulations with models adhering to the the standardized Functional
Mock-up Interface (FMI). FMI describes an interface in the C language and a
model/component implementing this along with providing a model description
is called a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU). The INTO-CPS project concerns
development of CPSs from requirements through design, down to realisation in
hardware and software. It encompasses the tools 20-sim and Overture along with
functionality for e.g. performing Design Space Exploration (DSE), verification,
and co-simulation with hardware in the loop [7]. Therefore, the CT and DE
models mentioned above can be represented as FMUs and co-simulated using
INTO-CPS technology.
After this introduction Sect. 2 presents the development history of both the
CT and DE models of the UAV model and the motivation for the work presented
in this paper. Sect. 3 will then give an overview of the CT model. Next, Sect. 4
describes the DE model, which is based on an open source quadrotor control
application called APM:Copter3. To improve the DE model and gain more insight
into the development of control logic for a UAV Sect. 5 presents a case study
and reflects on abstraction levels. Furthermore, a proposal for a new DE model
is presented. Afterwards, Sect. 6 describes the transition from the Crescendo
technology to the INTO-CPS technology. Finally, Sect. 7 presents concluding
remarks on this paper and Sect. 8 outlines the future work on the co-model.
2 History
The work presented in this paper builds upon an earlier project in which a
detailed co-model of a UAV was developed with the Crescendo technology [6].
The project used a CT-first approach [5], where initial work was commenced
on the CT model, since the developers had little or no prior knowledge of UAV
dynamics. Development of a detailed CT model was carried out using a refinement
process, resulting in three CT models at different abstraction levels:
Conceptual model: A pure CT model of a "Flying box". This model was used
to give a thorough understanding of forces and moments and coordinate
systems in a UAV setting.
Generic component model: This model is a refinement of the conceptual
model. Rather than a flying box, this model captures all components of a
quadrotor UAV and provides valuable information about components and
their interaction. Additionally, it identifies the interface to the DE model and
enables co-simulations.
Specific device model: The specific device model is refined by measuring real
system dynamics, such as motor/rotor characteristics, of a specific UAV and
applying these measurements in the CT model.
Development of the DE model did not follow the same refinement process. Instead
a detailed DE model was developed by reverse engineering parts of the existing
3 https://www.dronecode.org/dronecode-software-platform, visited on 28 Oct. 2016.
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open source framework APM:Copter. This lead to a comprehensive DE model
with parts that were not fully understood, due to undocumented values and code
in the framework. This DE model will henceforth be referred to as the original
DE model.
The motivation for this paper is to demonstrate how an abstract version of
the original DE model can resemble the functionality and therefore be used to
gain insights concerning the control logic of a UAV. Additionally, the purpose of
this paper is also to begin the development of a new DE model because of the
undocumented implementation of the APM:Copter framework. This is necessary
in order to thoroughly understand the parts that make up the control logic for a
UAV and to create an architecture that improves the possibility of prototyping.
3 The Continuous Time Model
The CT model describes the physical dynamics of a DJI F450 Flamewheel
quadrotor UAV, illustrated in Fig. 1. The UAV has a cross airframe and is
propelled by four rotors rotated by four motors driven by four Electronic Speed
Controllers (ESCs). Despite of four rotors, the system is inherently unstable,
causing a need for a controller [1]. The controller reads inputs from various
sensors and pilot guidance through a telemetry system. Using complex control
algorithms, the controller is capable of keeping the UAV stable, as well as steering
the UAV, by adjusting the four motor speeds individually. The control algorithms
are realized in the DE side and described further in Sect. 4.
When developing UAV models, both in the DE and CT side, it is important
to have a common notion of terms and their meaning concerning UAV position
and orientation. These are most often described using two coordinate systems
and a rotation convention. For simplicity the mathematical basis is not described
here, but the main terms are described as follows:
Position: The position of a UAV refers to the spatial location. This is often
expressed with latitude, longitude, and altitude.
Attitude: The attitude of a UAV refers to the orientation (also referred to as
angular position). This can be expressed using Euler angles roll, pitch, and
yaw. Each Euler angle is a measure of how much the UAV is rotated around
one of its axes, illustrated in Fig. 1.
An overview of the components and the interface to the CT model are
presented in Fig. 2.
The CT model receives motor setpoints for all motors from the control
algorithm at the DE side through an interface defined in a contract. These
setpoints drive the motor controllers (ESCs), which in turn drives the motors
and rotors. The airframe of the UAV is represented as a rigid body that can
move and rotate in space, when affected by forces from the rotors. The rigid
body is described with ideal differential equations, from which both spatial and
angular accelerations, velocities, and positions are extracted. These extracted
values serve as input to various sensors, which can simulate noise, inaccuracies,
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Fig. 2. CT model overview
and rounding errors. Sensor outputs are made available to the control algorithm
in the DE side through the contract interface.
4 The Discrete Event Model
The original DE model was developed by reverse engineering parts of the open
source framework APM:Copter, which is a control platform for multi-rotor UAVs.
The architecture in the model resembles the APM:Copter project, but all irrelevant
functionality is abstracted away. This includes all low level software such as
operating system, drivers, and wireless communication (telemetry). Additionally,
sensor fusion has been overly simplified, since ideal sensor data is available from
the CT model, thus removing the sensor fusion requirement4.
An overview of the main components of the DE model is shown in Fig. 3
whereas the components of the flight control algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.
The main class of the model Arducopter starts a Scheduler and a Flight
controller. To improve model fidelity, sensor values are updated periodically
by the scheduler to emulate the real update frequencies of the various sensors. The
flight controller takes input from a pilot and from sensor data, on which sensor
fusion has been performed, and is responsible for calculating desired accelerations
for the UAV. These accelerations are translated, by the Motors class, into motor
setpoints for each motor. The translation involves a complex tradeoff between
roll, pitch, and yaw accelerations and total thrust, as well as motor clipping and
voltage scaling. The MotorsQuad class is shown to illustrate that the Motors
class can be extended to support any number or configuration of motors, thus
increasing complexity even further.
4 Note that sensor fusion is a very important aspect when considering robustness
against noise and uncertainties in sensors.
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Fig. 3. Original DE model overview.
The Flight Control class contains the core functionality of the model
and is probably also the most complex part (see Fig. 4 for an overview of the
components). It can operate in multiple flight modes, which make use of either
an attitude controller or both an attitude and a position controller. The attitude
controller is capable of obtaining and maintaining any given attitude, whereas
the modeled position controller is only capable of controlling the altitude and
not the spatial location (latitude/longitude). In practice this means that it is
not possible to make the UAV fly to a given location, but it is however possible
to let the UAV move in any direction, simply in an uncontrolled manner. The
attitude and position controllers depend on a number of low level controllers,
such as Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers, the simpler PI or P
controllers, and a somewhat similar square root controller. To complicate things
even further, most of these controllers are cascaded and added a feed-forward
term in order to improve control capabilities. Additionally, a number of different
filters are used to remove unwanted noise and vibrations caused by the fast
spinning rotors.
5 Abstracting the Original Discrete Event Model
This section will investigate whether an abstraction to the original model described
in Sect. 4 can be used for implementing vertical waypoint behaviour. The vertical
waypoint behaviour was chosen, because the original DE model only supports
vertical movement. In order to create a proper abstraction it is necessary to
understand the task at hand. First, we consider the basic hardware of a UAV.
This is shown in Fig. 5, which contains the following sensors and actuators:
Barometer: A barometer is used to measure atmospheric pressure and can be
used to measure altitude.
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Fig. 4. Flight control components
Accelerometer: An accelerometer measures acceleration forces, and can be
used to get the orientation of the UAV relative to earth’s surface.
Gyroscope: A gyroscope measures angular velocity, e.g. yaw, pitch, and roll
velocity and can therefore be used along with the accelerometer to get the
orientation of the UAV.
Magnetometer: A magnetometer measures magnetic fields and can be used to
detect earth’s magnetic field, thereby providing a magnetic north.
GPS: A GPS can be used to measure altitude, latitude, and longitude and
thereby provide a position in space.
Motor(s): The motor(s) are used for the rotor(s) on the UAV. One or more
motors can be used.
Fig. 5. Basic sensors and actuators of a UAV
Next, we consider the basic control flow of a UAV as shown in Fig. 6. This
consists of the following components:
Sensor Input: Input from the sensors listed above.
Sensor Fusion: In order to gain useful information the sensor data must be
fused together. For example, the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetome-
ter is commonly referred to as an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The
information obtained from these three sensors is used to get the best possible
position information, as they each have their strengths and weaknesses. The
result of the sensor fusion is position and velocity.
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Flight Mode: This construct is the control logic and it depends on the flight
mode. A waypoint is a position in space, where the drone should fly to, and it
can be followed by other waypoints. Pilot means that a pilot gives commands
to the drone, e.g. throttle and yaw rotation. The output from the flight mode
is roll, pitch, and yaw angles along with a desired velocity.
Motor(s): The throttle value is sent to one or more motors.
Fig. 6. Basic control flow of a UAV
The next step is to consider which parts to include in the abstraction in order
to model the high-level waypoint behaviour for the UAV. High-level behaviour
in the context of this paper is used to describe functionality closely related to
the goal of a feature. For example, the goal of the waypoint behaviour is for the
UAV to fly to a waypoint, and once this waypoint is reached it should fly to the
next waypoint. Low level details are considered as the constructs that enables
the high-level functionality, e.g. reading sensor data. The waypoint behaviour
is based on the position of the drone, and once it coincides with the position
of a given waypoint, the UAV has visited the waypoint. It only depends on the
position and velocity of the UAV and not how they are retrieved. Thus the sensor
fusion component can be abstracted away when developing high-level waypoint
behaviour as GPS coordinates is enough to provide a position and calculate a
velocity.
The abstraction introduced above is realised in an implementation that
consists of two DE models that only differ in the feedback system. One of the
models, henceforth referred to as the P model, uses a proportional gain controller.
The other model, called the PID model, uses a PID controller instead of a P
controller. Both models only make use of the GPS sensor component and the
motor actuators. The P and PID controller is based on altitude and used to
provide input to the throttle value. The model is shown in Fig. 7 and resembles
the basic flow depicted in Fig. 6. The UAV class initiates and starts up the
system. The GPS data is retrieved through the GPS class, and the SF_GPS class
is created to provide an abstraction to the low level GPS, as sensor fusion is
to be implemented later on. PositionControl contains the functionality to
retrieve the GPS data, calculate a throttle value by converting the control value
from P/PID, and to check whether the current position is within the bounds of
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the current waypoint. The FlightController is responsible for the high-level
functionality for waypoint behaviour. This means it uses PositionControl to
calculate a throttle value and checking whether the current waypoint is within
bounds along with setting a new waypoint once a waypoint has been reached.
Finally, MotorController converts a single throttle value to a throttle value
for each motor, represented by the class Motor.
Fig. 7. The P and PID models.
A waypoint is considered reached with an approximation when the drone
is vertically within 50 centimeters of the waypoint. The waypoints are located
in an altitude of: three meters, two meters, and four meters. This combination
forces the drone to respectively increase, decrease, and increase velocity. This
is to ensure that the drone does not reach a subsequential waypoint because
it overshoots the target. Overshooting means that the drone goes beyond its
current target because of excessive velocity. The vertical waypoint behaviours of
the three DE models is shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows that the drone reaches
the waypoints in all three DE models with different levels of overshooting as
shown in Table 1. The original model shows the best performance in terms of
how fast it reaches the three waypoints. However, in general the PID model has
the lowest total error with ~3.34 meters, where the P model has ~6.78 meters
and the original model has ~3.89 meters. Because the P and PID model roughly
resemble the original model they are useful for prototyping. Deciding whether
a model is useful or not depends on the particular case. As co-simulation deals
with approximations of real systems in order to achieve a reasonable simulation
speed, it can be useful to define tolerances. A tolerance can be used to define
whether a simulation result is “close enough” to the real system and therefore
considered useful [15].
Another interesting measure is how “simple” these abstractions are compared
to the original model. To compare the simplicity Lines Of Code (LOC) is used as
measurement unit. The original model consists of 42 files with 2270 LOC along
with an additional Java library, the P model consists of 12 files with 307 LOC,
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and the PID model consists of 12 files with 333 LOC5. Thus the original model
is roughly seven times larger than the P and PID model.
Fig. 8. The altitude of the drone following the waypoints. The waypoint functionality
was implemented based on different abstractions.
Table 1. Overshooting for the three DE models.
Altitude Target Model Actual Overshoot
P 4.983961 1.983960533
3 PID 4.287995836 1.287995836
Original 3.367945477 0.367945477
P 0.552304337 1.447695663
2 PID 1.696441193 0.303558807
Original -0.161162787 2.161162787
P 7.345629313 3.345629313
4 PID 5.745529086 1.745529086
Original 5.363993294 1.363993294
The P and PID models were created by a software engineer within six hours
without any prior knowledge of UAVs. This illustrates that using the model and
prototype approach it is possible for a person without knowledge of mechanics
to develop the high-level waypoint behaviour, and leave the development of low
level details to experts within the given discipline. Implementing the waypoint
behaviour in this fashion is an example of focusing on what should be accomplished
rather than how. This leads to well defined interfaces, because the high-level
behaviour, the “what”, is implemented based on what the lower level details, the
5 The original model does contain more functionality than the P and PID model,
however the difference is significantly larger than what the additional functionality
accounts for.
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“how”, should offer. It is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the interface to the sensor
fusion component is already in place. The sensor fusion component can thus
be refined without affecting the high-level waypoint behaviour6. The prototype
models can also be used as a reference to the development of the low level
functionality. In this case study it can be seen that the PID model has a smaller
overshoot than the original model when moving from a high altitude to a lower
altitude. Was this known before implementing the original model, then it might
have affected the resources spent on tuning the variables of the used feedback
systems.
Fig. 9. Refinement of the Sensor Fusion component, without altering the interface
to the high-level waypoint behavior.
It is important to consider the abstraction level when prototyping new features.
Choosing the right abstraction level is an engineering skill that depends on the
purpose of the abstraction. If the purpose is to prototype high-level behaviour,
then choosing a too low abstraction level makes it a cumbersome task to prototype
new features, as it is necessary to take low level details into consideration. However,
if the purpose is to prototype low level details, then it is necessary to make these
easily accessible and possibly abstract high-level code. Another important thing
is not choosing a too high abstraction level if the goal is to code generate working
code. In this case it can become difficult to unify the abstractions with the fully
working implementation. The idea of separating abstractions into this sort of
levels is described by Wing [16], who uses the term “layers”. She states that we
are working with at least two layers of abstraction simultaneously: the layer of
interest and the layer below; or the layer of interest and the layer above.
Having a focus on abstractions and prototyping promotes a breadth approach
rather than a depth approach as shown in Fig. 10. The breadth approach means
that some can work on high-level behaviour using simple models of the low level
details, while others work on the low level details. The depth approach means that
part of the functionality is fully implemented before moving on. This requires low
level details to be implemented, as they are the building blocks for the high level
functionality. Therefore, the breadth approach can allow more people to work on
different levels, however functionality might not be fully implemented as fast as
when using the depth approach. Using the depth approach, some functionality
6 It is not always the case that the same high-level component can be reused when
other models have been refined.
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will be fully implemented, whereas development of other functionality will not
have begun. Thus, there are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches,
and which approach to use depends on the given project. Another important
aspect to consider is whether the effort spent on creating models and prototyping
provide sufficient insight for the task to balance or exceed the resources spent [3].
Fig. 10. Breadth and depth approach. The thick boxes represent fully implemented
functionality, and the normal boxes represent shallow implementations, e.g. models or
implementation to be done.
6 Transitioning to INTO-CPS Technology
The INTO-CPS toolchain offers the possibility of performing co-simulations
with any number of FMUs. Because FMI is standardized the execution of co-
simulations using INTO-CPS technology is not limited to models expressed in
VDM-RT using Overture and 20-sim. Thereby any tool capable of generating
an FMU can be used in the development process. This allows for choosing the
tool best suited for a given task provided that the tool can generate an FMU.
Furthermore, the INTO-CPS toolchain is being actively developed and supports
verification, DSE, traceability, and other features. Therefore it is of interest to
transition to INTO-CPS technology for the further development of the UAV,
such that these features can be utilized. Furthermore, tools using FMUs can also
be used in the development process e.g. MathWorks Simulink for low level control
testing.
The transition from Crescendo to the INTO-CPS technology is aided by the
tools 20-sim and Overture through support of FMU generation. The necessary
modifications to the DE and CT model are limited to the contract or interface
between the two models. When using the Crescendo tool, shared variables between
the two models are declared explicitly in 20-sim as imported or exported
external signals. In Overture such shared variables are declared implicitly as
instance variables and linked in a separate link file. With the INTO-CPS tool
chain and the use of FMUs, these interface declarations must be changed. In
20-sim the explicit declarations are no longer needed. To ease the transition
between the two technologies, the model can be split into two connected 20-sim
blocks; one with the interface declaration and one with the model functionality.
By doing so, the model can still be used with the Crescendo technology and the
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Fig. 11. Comparison of simulation results from Crescendo and the INTO-CPS tool
chain
block containing the model functionality can be exported as an FMU and used
with the INTO-CPS technology. In Overture shared variables must be declared
using the construct FMI Port, which contains an instance variable. Therefore
shared variables are now declared explicitely and they are accesable via get and
set functions.
Once FMUs of both models have been created, they can be imported into
the INTO-CPS app, where they can be connected, validated, and executed as
a co-simulation. A comparison of the results from the original DE model run
with Crescendo and the INTO-CPS app is shown in Figure 11. The comparison
shows only minor differences between the two simulation technologies. This can
be due to several reasons, e.g. varying step sizes in the two technologies. In
the INTO-CPS app, the step size is determined entirely by the Overture FMU,
whereas in Crescendo the 20-sim model generates additional intermediate steps,
which seems to be related to the step size of the integrator in 20-sim. The data
shown in Fig. 11 consist of ~8000 samples from the INTO-CPS app, and ~32000
samples from Crescendo. The FMU for the DE model is a tool wrapper for
Overture and therefore the same code is executed but with an FMI layer on top,
which can also make a difference. Additionally, it can also be due to the rounding
performed by the co-simulation engine used in INTO-CPS.
7 Concluding Remarks
In this paper a full model of a DJI F450 Flameweel quadrotor UAV has been
presented. This included the description of a CT model created with the tool
20-sim and a detailed DE model, called the original DE model, created with the
open-source tool Overture. The CT model in 20-sim and DE model in Overture
was coupled and co-simulated using the Crescendo tool. The CT model contains
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all relevant electronics, mechanics, and sensors of the UAV. The original DE model
is a reverse engineering of the APM:Copter project with irrelevant functionality
abstracted away. It contains functionality to hold an attitude, hold an altitude,
and respond to pilot instructions.
This paper also describes a case study, where the original DE model has been
abstracted into two simplified DE models called the P model and the PID model.
These models are simplified in the sense that they only use the GPS sensor
and other low level details are abstracted away such as a low pass filter. The
P and PID models only differ in their use of a P-controller and PID controller
respectively. They both contain functionality to hold a given altitude and fly
between vertical waypoints.
It has been shown that the abstracted models resemble the original DE model
close enough for them to be used for prototyping. This was demonstrated by
implementing vertical waypoint behaviour in all models and comparing their
behaviour when flying to the three waypoints. Furthermore, the LOC required
for all three implementations has been calculated to show the difference in
implementation size. The results demonstrate that abstract models avoiding low
level details can be used for prototyping purposes with reasonable results. This
is interesting because it allows people with different expertises to work jointly
on a project on different levels of abstraction, e.g. a software engineer working
on high-level behaviour using models while a mechanical engineer works on low
level constructs. The case study in this paper serves as an example of this, as
it was implemented by a software engineer within six hours without particular
knowledge of mechanics or electronics.
Finally the paper describes the effort of converting the CT and DE models to
FMI compliant FMUs in order to be used for co-simulation in the INTO-CPS
tool-chain along with a comparison of the results obtained with the two different
technologies Crescendo and INTO-CPS.
8 Future work
The motivation of creating new DE models is to gain insight into developing
control logic for a UAV. This insight will be made visible by documented models
and data. The data will be gathered by utilizing DSE throughout the development
process to various components and thereby choose optimal solutions. Part of
this development will also result in building blocks in the shape of libraries for
Overture, e.g. a vector library, and various generic components that can be used
for other projects. An example of a generic component can be a feedback system
such as a PID controller. During the development it will also be explored how to
create the appropriate abstractions for testing and optimizing the constituent
components. An example of creating the appropriate abstraction is related to a
planned case study, which will investigate how to recover from battery failure. In
this case low level details are important, whereas behaviour such as waypoint
navigation is irrelevant.
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The tools from the INTO-CPS project are expected to aid in the process
of achieving optimal CT and DE models and ultimately to create a DE model
detailed enough to be code generated and used to control a UAV. In this process
alternative implementations will inevitably arise, and the choice of implementation
will depend on results from experiments and case studies, e.g. using DSE. Thus
it will contain functionality similar to the APM:Copter framework but with the
difference that it will be documented. It is also the goal to enhance the CT model
to a higher level of fidelity and thereby improve simulations.
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Automated Generation of C# and .NET Code Contracts
from VDM-SL Models
Steffen P. Diswal, Peter W. V. Tran-Jørgensen and Peter Gorm Larsen
Department of Engineering, Aarhus University, Finlandsgade 22, 8200 Aarhus N, Denmark
Abstract. Automatic code generation gives software engineers a convenient way
to realise a VDM-SL specification in a programming language in order to achieve
interoperability with standard libraries and external software modules. This paper
presents a set of rules for translating VDM-SL to C#. The rules have been imple-
mented in a proof-of-concept transcompiler as an extension to the Overture tool.
The performances of the .NET Code Contracts library and the OpenJML tool are
measured and compared, revealing a significant computational overhead in the
latter.
Keywords: VDM-SL, C#, JML, .NET Code Contracts, code generation, Design-
by-Contract
1 Introduction
Being a formal modelling language, VDM-SL differs significantly from low-level pro-
gramming languages by focusing on high-level abstractions rather than pointers and de-
tails of the underlying hardware platform [8]. Combined with the Design-by-Contract
(DbC) elements in VDM-SL, which enable automatic software verification, these lan-
guage traits support the early analysis of software systems. However, eventually a
VDM-SL model needs to be realised in a programming language. It is therefore of
interest to investigate to what extent it is possible to automate the efforts needed to
translate a VDM-SL specification into contract-aware code.
This paper is based on the master’s thesis by the first author [7], which presents
a translation of VDM-SL to C# programs with .NET Code Contracts. The translation
covers a substantial part of the executable subset of VDM-SL, and the core of that is
presented in this paper.
In [19], Jørgensen et al. present an approach to translating VDM-SL specifications
to Java Modelling Language (JML) [4] annotated Java programs. Their translation is
presented as rules that are implemented in Overture’s Java code generator in order to
make the approach fully automated. Similar to our work, the JML generator is devel-
oped using Overture’s code generation platform [9]. However, our work is different in
that we target different implementation technologies, i.e. C# and .NET Code Contracts.
In particular, there are differences between JML and .NET Code Contracts which do not
allow us to directly use the rules presented in [19]. The reason is that the DbC elements
supported by JML and .NET Code Contracts differ. For example, in .NET Code Con-
tracts, invariants are only checked at the end of public methods, whereas in JML, they
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must hold in the pre- and post-states of every method, unless the method is declared as
a JML helper. Furthermore, JML uses ghost variables to specify abstract state of a class
– this construct does not exist in .NET Code Contracts.
Other noteworthy attempts have been made to represent VDM-SL’s DbC constructs
using contract-aware code. In [21], Visser et. al. present an approach that uses Haskell’s
monad construct to offer several modes of runtime evaluation. To name a few examples,
the error mode raises exceptions when contracts are violated, whereas the free fall mode
performs no checking of contracts at all. Free fall mode may be desired for production
code when system performance is of high importance. One advantage of using monads
to represent contracts is that function definitions do not need to be augmented with extra
contract checks as this is being handled by monads.
In terms of modelling technologies other than VDM, attempts have been made to
translate Event-B models [1] into contract-aware code. In [16], Rivera et. al. present
the EventB2Java code generator, which translates both abstract and refinement Event-B
models into JML annotated Java programs. Similar to our work, EventB2Java is fully
automated and does not require any user intervention. In [6], Dalvandi et al. present an
approach to the translation of Event-B specifications into Dafny code contracts [11].
While their code generator leaves the implementation of the Dafny classes to the user,
our code generator also translates the explicit parts of function and operations (the bod-
ies) into code.
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the
parts of C# and the .NET Code Contracts library necessary to understand the translation.
Section 3 presents an extract of the rules used to generate C#/.NET Code Contracts from
VDM-SL. Section 4 compares the performance of the .NET Code Contracts library to
the OpenJML runtime-assertion checker, and finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and
outlines future work.
2 C# and .NET Code Contracts
.NET is a software platform invented by Microsoft in 20011. The core of .NET is the
ISO- and Ecma-standardised Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) specification [15]
(see Fig. 1). It defines a platform-independent assembly language, Common Interme-
diate Language (CIL), as well as the architecture of the corresponding runtime envi-
ronment, Virtual Execution System (VES). Additionally, it defines a set of standard
libraries that can be used by all CLI-compliant programs. The primary implementation
of the CLI is the .NET Framework, which targets the Windows operating system fam-
ily. In this context, the Common Language Runtime (CLR) is a virtual machine that
implements VES.
Alongside the development of .NET, a development team at Microsoft lead by An-
ders Hejlsberg conceived the C# programming language [12]. Primarily influenced by
C++ and Java, it is an object-oriented language that targets the .NET platform by com-
piling to CIL. Its syntax resembles that of Java to a large extent.
1 See https://dot.net.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the Common Language Infrastructure in .NET.
3 Example Rules for Translation
3.1 Design-by-Contract
C# supports DbC through the .NET Code Contracts library [18, 17], which is a spin-off
from the Spec# research project [2]. The .NET Code Contracts library resides under
the System.Diagnostics.Contracts namespace and supports preconditions,
postconditions, invariants as well as explicit assertions. When contracts are violated
the library throws an exception. Contract enforcement is enabled by defining a symbol
named CONTRACTS FULL via the #define directive in C#.
Pre- and postconditions In .NET Code Contracts, preconditions are specified by call-
ing the Contract.Requiresmethod at the beginning of the method being guarded.
Similarly, postconditions are specified by calling Contract.Ensures. They take
a logical predicate as input and throw an instance of ContractException if the
predicate evaluates to false when the C# method is entered and exited, respectively. The
predicates must be referentially transparent and may only call methods tagged with the
PureAttribute type – pure methods in .NET terminology – and read variables. Be-
cause VDM-SL treats the logical predicates in pre- and postconditions as self-contained
Boolean functions [10], they are equivalent to pure bool methods in C# and may be
called within contract predicates.
Within the predicate of a postcondition, it is also possible to refer to the guarded
method’s return value by calling Contract.Result<TReturn>, where TReturn
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is the method’s return type. Furthermore it is also possible to refer to the method’s
pre-state by calling Contract.OldValue, which takes an expression as input and
returns the value of this expression at the time of entry into the method.
Translating preconditions for functions
Let f: X * Y * Z -> R be a VDM-SL function guarded by a precondition p,
let ep be the logical predicate of p, and let fpre: X * Y * Z -> bool be the
self-contained function for p in VDM-SL. Then f and fpre become pure methods f ′
and f ′pre in C#. f
′ calls Contract.Requires(f ′pre(x, y, z)) for parameters
x, y and z. f ′pre evaluates and returns ep.
Translating postconditions for functions
Let f: X * Y * Z -> R be a VDM-SL function guarded by a postcondition q,
let eq be the logical predicate of q, and let fpost: X * Y * Z * R -> bool
be the self-contained function for q in VDM-SL. Then f and fpost become pure meth-
ods f ′ and f ′post in C#. f
′ calls Contract.Ensures(f ′post(x, y, z,
Contract.Result<R′>())) for parameters x, y and z and return type R′. f ′post
evaluates and returns eq.
The VDM-SL specification of an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) has been used
to demonstrate Overture’s JML translator [19]. The same example is used here with fo-
cus on DbC elements to compare the translations to JML and C#. A VDM-SL operation
such as:
operations
AddCard: Card ==> ()
AddCard(c) == validCards := validCards union {c}
pre c not in set validCards
post c in set validCards;
 
is in a C#/.NET context translated to:
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}
[Pure]






Invariants Invariants in .NET Code Contracts are specified by calling Contract.
Invariant [13]. Since invariants protect the state of the program rather than the
input and output of methods, they are treated a bit differently than pre- and postcon-
ditions in .NET Code Contracts. All calls to Contract.Invariant must reside in
a special helper method that takes no parameters, returns void and is tagged with the
ContractInvariantMethodAttribute type, which is an attribute provided by
.NET Code Contracts. The helper method is specific to the C# class and is not defined
in VDM-SL. Traditionally, it is named ObjectInvariant.
Invariants in .NET Code Contracts are only checked upon leaving any public method
in contrast to VDM-SL where they must hold at all times. An invariant that has been
satisfied so far can only be violated by manipulating the program state it is guarding.
Therefore, in practice, it is only necessary to check invariants after program state mu-
tations. By encapsulating all program state in C# properties, .NET Code Contracts will
check the invariants after invoking a public property setter, as this is equivalent to call-
ing a public setter method. Upon class instantiation, the class invariants are also checked
after calling the public constructor.
Translating invariants
Let i be an invariant for type T , let ei be the logical predicate of i, and let Tinv:
T -> bool be the self-contained function for i in VDM-SL. Then T becomes an
appropriate type T ′ in C# and Tinv becomes a member of T ′ as the pure method T ′inv.
The special ObjectInvariant helper method of T ′ calls Contract.
Invariant(T ′inv(this)). T
′
inv evaluates and returns ei.
Type invariants Type invariants must be enforced in five places: parameters to func-
tions and operations, result values from functions and operations, variable initialisers,
assignments and value definitions [19].
Type invariants for method parameters are enforced as preconditions, that is, by
calling Contract.Requires and checking that the type invariant predicate is sat-
isfied. Type invariants for return values are enforced similarly as postconditions via
Contract.Ensures.
All persistent state is stored in properties which are subject to invariant enforce-
ment through the calls to Contract.Invariant carried out by the nested class
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declarations. Temporary state in VDM-SL can be defined through the use of vari-
ables initialised in let-expressions and define-expressions. They are equivalent to lo-
cal variable declarations in C#. Potential type invariants are enforced by calling the
Contract.Assert method in .NET Code Contracts. It takes a predicate as input
and evaluates it immediately.
VDM-SL values are translated to static read-only properties in C# that are initialised
upon declaration. Therefore, type invariants on values only need to be enforced once.
This is done by calling Contract.Assert from a static constructor in the class that
contains the property. The property initialiser is always executed just before the static
constructor [12]. So for a small VDM-SL extract that uses a type invariant such as:
types
Pin = nat
inv p == 0 <= p and p <= 9999;
 
the following C# code is produced:
public sealed class Pin : ICopyable<Pin>, IEquatable<Pin> {
public int Value { get; }
public Pin(int @value) { Value = @value; }
[ContractInvariantMethod]





public static bool InvPin(int p) {
Contract.Requires(p >= 0);
return 0 <= p && p <= 9999;
}
// Equals, GetHashCode etc. have been omitted.
}
3.2 Collections
The .NET Standard Library provides the ISet<T>, IList<T> and IDictionary
<TDomain, TRange> collection interfaces that correspond to sets, sequences and
maps in VDM-SL [14]. Furthermore, the LINQ library defines extension methods to
manipulate generic collections of type IEnumerable<T> (the base type of all col-
lection types in .NET) which enable straightforward translation of most of VDM-SL’s
collection operations. For example, small VDM-SL expressions such as:
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
dunion m








m.ToDictionary(_ => _.Value, _ => _.Key)
Set comprehensions While C# does not offer a dedicated set comprehension construct
like VDM-SL, it provides built-in language support for LINQ queries. A LINQ query
is initiated with a from...in clause that specifies the collection to use as a starting
point. The from...in clause is followed by an optional where clause, which filters
the elements in the source collection, and a mandatory select clause, which projects
the filtered elements into a new collection instance. Compound from...in clauses are
useful for manipulating multiple collections in a single query. Hence, LINQ queries in
C# emulate set comprehensions in VDM-SL.
Translating set comprehensions
Let C be a set comprehension with bindings b1, ..., bn, predicate expression p and
projection expression e. Let the binding bi be on the form si in set Si in VDM-
SL. Then C becomes a LINQ query C ′ in C# constituted by (from s1 in S1
... from sn in Sn where p select e).ToHashSet(). If the set com-
prehension leaves out the predicate p, the where clause is omitted in the LINQ
query.
A set comprehension that quantifies over multiple variables such as:
{mk_(x, y, z) | x, y, z in set {1, ..., 5} & x + y = z}
 
leads to the following rather compact LINQ query in C#:
(from x in Enumerable.Range(1, 5)
from y in Enumerable.Range(1, 5)
from z in Enumerable.Range(1, 5)
where x + y == z
select Tuple.Create(x, y, z)).ToHashSet()
Universal quantifications In addition to occurring in set comprehensions, set bind-
ings also occur in quantified expressions such as universal quantifications, which check
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whether a predicate holds for every element in a set. The translation of bindings in uni-
versal quantifications is similar to the one for set comprehensions: a from...in clause,
compound if necessary. The select clause projects the elements of the bindings into
Boolean values computed from the predicate. LINQ provides the All method for test-
ing whether a predicate is satisfied for all elements in a single collection. In this case, it
simply tests that all Boolean values are true.
Translating universal quantifications
Let Q be a universally quantified expression with bindings b1, ..., bn and predicate
expression p. Let the binding bi be on the form si in set Si in VDM-SL. Then Q
becomes a LINQ query Q′ in C# constituted by (from s1 in S1 ... from sn
in Sn select p).All(x => x), where x => x is a C# lambda expression
for the Boolean identity function.
So for a small quantified expression in VDM-SL such as:
forall n in set s & n <= r
 
one gets the following LINQ query in C#:
(from n in s select n <= r).All(x => x)
3.3 Type aliases
A type alias that defines a type invariant is realised in C# by a wrapper class that con-
tains a single property that holds the value of the underlying type subject to aliasing. By
default, classes in C# exhibit referential equality and pass-by-reference semantics [12]
so that it is just the object references, not the objects themselves, that are copied when
they are passed around. This behaviour can be changed by overriding the Equals
and GetHashCode methods to provide structural equality and implementing a Copy
method to enable pass-by-value semantics like VDM-SL. The solutions proposed by
Joshua Bloch [3] for overriding the equals and hashCode methods in correspond-
ing Java classes have been adapted to C#.
Different wrapper classes of the same type are not interchangeable in C#, although
this feature is achievable through type casting. In C#, both the explicit and implicit type
cast operators can be overloaded to increase the number of valid type casts [12]. How-
ever, the class needs to overload the type cast operators for every other type alias that
has been defined for the same underlying type in order to make them interchangeable.
This leads to a combinatorial explosion of overloads, which is not desirable. It suffices
to overload the type cast operators to and from the underlying type so that literals, for
example integers, are automatically cast to instances of the class. By leaving the prop-
erty public, it is always possible to retrieve the aliased value.
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Translating type aliases
Let U be an alias for type T . Then T becomes an appropriate type T ′ in C# and
U becomes a class U ′ that contains a single Value property of type T ′. Value is
initialised from a public constructor. U ′ overrides the Equals and GetHashCode
methods to provide structural equality on the Value property. It also implements a
Copy method that creates a deep copy of an instance of U ′. Finally, it overloads the
type cast operators from T ′ to U ′ and vice versa – the former by instantiating U ′
from an instance of T ′; the latter by retrieving the wrapped instance of T ′ stored in
the Value property in U ′.
As an example of how to translate a VDM-SL type alias consider the example below:
types
Pin = nat
inv p == 0 <= p and p <= 9999;
 
For this example the following C# code is produced:
public sealed class Pin : ICopyable<Pin>, IEquatable<Pin> {
public int Value { get; }
public Pin(int @value) { Value = @value; }
public static implicit operator Pin(int that)
=> new Pin(that);
public static implicit operator int(Pin that)
=> that.Value;
public Pin Copy() => new Pin(Value);
public bool Equals(Pin that) {
if (ReferenceEquals(null, that)) return false;
if (ReferenceEquals(this, that)) return true;
return Value == that.Value;
}
public override bool Equals(object that) {
if (ReferenceEquals(this, that)) return true;
return that is Pin && Equals((Pin) that);
}
public override int GetHashCode() {
var result = 17;
result = 31 * result + Value;
return result;
}
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// ObjectInvariant and InvPin have been omitted.
}
4 Comparison of .NET Code Contracts and OpenJML
This section introduces a VDM-SL specification that is used to analyse the perfor-
mance of .NET Code Contracts and OpenJML. The VDM-SL specification models an
algorithm that is used to obfuscate financial accounting district (FAD) codes – a six-
digit number that identifies a retail branch. The FAD code example was originally used
in [20] to analyse the performance of code generated traces executed using OpenJML.
The obfuscation algorithm defined in the convert function, shown in Listing 1.1, takes
a mapping of digits as input, and computes a permutation of all FAD codes so that no
FAD code is mapped to itself.
values
SIZE = 6;
MAX = 10 ** SIZE - 1;
DM1 : DigitMap =
{1 |-> 9, 2 |-> 8, 3 |-> 7, 4 |-> 6, 5 |-> 0,
6 |-> 4, 7 |-> 3, 8 |-> 2, 9 |-> 1, 0 |-> 5};
types
DigitMap = inmap nat to nat
inv m ==
let digits = {0, ..., 9} in
dom m = digits and rng m = digits
and forall c in set dom m & m(c) <> c;
FAD = nat
inv f == f <= MAX
functions
convert: FAD * DigitMap -> FAD
convert(fad, dm) ==
let digits = digitsOf(fad) in
valOf([dm(digits(i)) | i in set inds digits])
post RESULT <> fad;
 
Listing 1.1. The FAD model
The corresponding C# code is:
public static int Size { get; } = 6;
public static int Max { get; } = 10.IntPower(Size) - 1;
public static DigitMap Dm1 { get; } = new Dictionary<int, int>
{
[1] = 9, [2] = 8, [3] = 7, [4] = 6, [5] = 0,
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[6] = 4, [7] = 3, [8] = 2, [9] = 1, [0] = 5
};
[Pure]






return Let(() => {
var digits = DigitsOf(fad);
return ValOf(
(from i in Enumerable.Range(1, digits.Count)
.ToHashSet()











public sealed class DigitMap : ICopyable<DigitMap>,
IEquatable<DigitMap> {
public DigitMap(Dictionary<int, int> @value) {
Value = @value;
}
public Dictionary<int, int> Value { get; }
[ContractInvariantMethod]
private void ObjectInvariant() {
Contract.Invariant(Value != null
&& Value.IsInjective()
&& Contract.ForAll(Value.Keys, _ => _ >= 0)




public static bool InvDigitMap(Dictionary<int, int> m) {
Contract.Requires(m != null && m.IsInjective()
&& Contract.ForAll(m.Keys, _ => _ >= 0)
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&& Contract.ForAll(m.Values, _ => _ >= 0));
return Let(() => {
var digits = Enumerable.Range(0, 10).ToHashSet();
return m.Keys.ToHashSet().SetEquals(digits)
&& m.Values.ToHashSet().SetEquals(digits)
&& (from c in m.Keys.ToHashSet()
select m[c] != c).All(_ => _);
});
}
// Equals, GetHashCode etc. have been omitted.
}
public sealed class Fad : ICopyable<Fad>, IEquatable<Fad> {
public Fad(int @value) { Value = @value; }
public int Value { get; }
[ContractInvariantMethod]





public static bool InvFad(int f) {
Contract.Requires(f >= 0);
return f <= Max;
}
// Equals, GetHashCode etc. have been omitted.
}
An exhaustive test checks that the convert function maps every FAD code to
another FAD code. When the value of SIZE is 6, there are one million FAD codes to
check.
This section carries out the exhaustive test in order to measure the computational
performance of both the output from the C# and Java code generators. In C#, DbC
elements are implemented and checked by .NET Code Contracts [17], whereas they
are represented by JML annotations in Java, which can be checked using the OpenJML
runtime-assertion checker [5].
The benchmark program runs the exhaustive test eight times and reports the average
time spent per iteration. The first iteration is a warm-up iteration for the virtual machines
– .NET CLR and Java HotSpot VM, respectively – and is not included in the result. The
return value of convert is stored in a field variable whose final value is printed to the
console in order to avoid the virtual machine performing dead code elimination2. Three
experiments are carried out for each platform:
2 See http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/hotspotfaq-138619.html.
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Experiment I No contracts are checked. This corresponds to removing all DbC ele-
ments from the VDM-SL specification and executing the convert function. In C#,
the definition of the CONTRACTS FULL symbol is omitted to disregard all contracts.
In Java, the program is compiled with the normal Java compiler in OpenJDK 7, which
disregards all JML annotation comments. Thus, no contracts are emitted in the byte-
code.
Experiment II Contracts are specified, but not checked during execution. This is the
default mode of operation for production-ready software. In .NET Code Contracts, the
contracts can be disabled via the Visual Studio extension. In Java, they can be disabled
by omitting the ‘-ea’ (enable assertions) command line argument. The program is com-
piled with the OpenJML compiler.
Experiment III Contracts are specified and checked during execution. This is the ap-
proach employed for software under development.
4.1 Results
Table 4.1 shows the results of the benchmarking experiments. The numbers denote the
time spent executing a particular experiment3. They have been performed with SIZE
values of 1 to 6, cf. Listing 1.1, yielding 10SIZE iterations in an exhaustive test.
Size .NET I .NET II .NET III Java I Java II Java III
[ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms]
1 1 1 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 1 2 20 22
3 1 1 1 4 245 254
4 15 15 23 22 3,103 3,212
5 190 189 295 212 37,626 38,401
6 2,273 2,279 3,610 2,498 440,716 443,523
Table 1. Benchmark results.
Experiment I and II in .NET show that there is no notable difference between omit-
ting the CONTRACTS FULL symbol and configuring the Visual Studio extension to dis-
able contracts at runtime. In fact, when contracts are disabled in Visual Studio, they are
erased from the bytecode, just like omitting the CONTRACTS FULL symbol would do.
They complete the exhaustive test of a million iterations in about 2,300 milliseconds.
In Experiment III, the contracts are emitted in the CIL bytecode and checked during
3 Benchmarking has been performed on an HP desktop computer that runs a 64-bit edition of
Windows 10 and is equipped with a 3.4 GHz Intel i7 Skylake processor and 16 GB RAM. The
C# benchmarks have been run on .NET CLR 4.0, whereas the JML benchmarks have been run
on Java HotSpot VM 1.8 after being built on OpenJDK 7 via an Ubuntu 14 virtual machine.
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execution, which results in a performance overhead. It completes the exhaustive test in
about 3,600 milliseconds, implying an overhead from code contracts of approximately
60%.
In Java, Experiment I performs about as well as .NET, completing the exhaustive test
in about 2,500 milliseconds. However, Experiment II and III, which are compiled with
OpenJML, suffer from a very large overhead. They complete the exhaustive test in about
440,700 and 443,500 milliseconds, respectively, making them approximately 175 times
slower than Experiment I. This overhead has to be caused by the OpenJML compiler,
otherwise the performance of Experiment II would be comparable to Experiment I,
which it is clearly not. When assertions are disabled in Java, they should have no impact
on the execution. This confirms the OpenJML performance results reported in [20].
As shown in Experiment III, when code contracts enabled, .NET Code Contracts is
about 120 times faster than OpenJML. Fig. 4.1 shows the results in a logarithmically
scaled graph.
















Fig. 2. Benchmark results visualised in a logarithmic data plot.
4.2 Validity of results
When inspecting the benchmark results, it should be taken into consideration that .NET
CLR and Java HotSpot VM are two different environments and the Java and C# code
generators use different approaches in some situations. For example, the C# code gen-
erator favours native language constructs and standard library methods over manually
implemented utility methods like those shipped with the Java code generator runtime.
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They also differ in how DbC elements are enforced: Type invariants such as bounds-
and null-checking are implemented in C# as pre- and postconditions by .NET Code
Contracts when they occur in method parameters and return values. The Java code gen-
erator, on the other hand, enforces the type invariants through JML assertions. Further-
more, type aliases are inlined by the Java code generator, but defined as separate wrap-
per classes by the C# code generator. Still, the difference in performance between .NET
Code Contracts and OpenJML is so significant that it cannot be attributed to platform
differences alone.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a handful of rules for translating core VDM-SL con-
cepts to C# by utilising .NET Code Contracts and LINQ. They have been implemented
in a transcompiler prototype for the Overture tool.
.NET Code Contracts performs significantly better than the OpenJML tool in the
FAD code obfuscation model, which covers all kinds of DbC elements in VDM-SL.
The benchmark results reveal that .NET Code Contracts is about 120 times faster than
OpenJML, thus confirming the results of Jørgensen et al. [20] on the large overhead
caused by OpenJML. Its impact is further demonstrated by the significant time gap
between Java Experiment I and II.
The translation rules and transcompiler prototype targets only a subset of VDM-SL,
leaving plenty of room for enhancements. For example, pattern matching and decom-
position of tuples, records, sets etc. in VDM-SL are yet to be translated to C#. Basic
object decomposition is to be introduced as a native feature of C# 7.0 4.
Another extension is to support the object-oriented VDM++ dialect [10] and handle
the translation of object aliasing, method overloading, multiple class inheritance and
concurrency.
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Abstract. Different dialects in the VDM-family have executable subsets. Sim-
ulated execution of a specification, either by an interpreter or a code generator,
is an effective technique not only to produce production source code but also to
validate the specification. This paper describes requirements on code generators
for earlier stages of formal specification, a phase called exploratory modeling,
and introduces an implementation in ViennaTalk. Performance, readability and
liveness of the generated code are also evaluated.
1 Introduction
Formal methods are mostly used to precisely state the desired properties of a system
to be engineered. In general, such formal specifications are not necessarily executable
[6]. However, in order to communicate the insight of a formal specification it may make
sense to express it in an executable subset in order to be able to animate its conceptual
behaviour to stakeholders with little understanding of the formal notation that has been
used [5, 1]. Interpretation of subsets of the different VDM dialects have been enabled
for many years [12, 13]. Different tools exist for the different VDM dialects and here
the most widely used ones are Overture [11] and VDMTools [10]. However, there is a
balance between the time spent on making the specification executable and the insight
gained so the time used to enable exploratory modelling needs to be properly balanced
[3]. Different means of enabling executability exist so in this paper pros and cons for
alternative solutions are considered. The primary focus in early exploration involves
interpretation of executable subsets of VDM models but this also involves integration
with legacy or graphical user interface code [4, 14]. Another alternative here is using
code generation [7]. Target languages of code generators include those compiled into
native binary code, those compiled into bytecode that runs on virtual machines and
those executed by interpreters.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview
of exploratory modelling in general and ViennaTalk specifically. Afterwards, Section 3
provides a brief introduction to the code generation functionality from both Overture
and VDMTools, followed by general requirements for code generation functionality
seen from an explorative modelling perspective. Then Section 4 presents the core results
in this paper indicating how the code generation features in the ViennaTalk solution can
support the code generation requirements for exploratory modelling. Section 5 then
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Fig. 1. Exploratory modeling in the different development phases
evaluates and compares the different code generators and their performance. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper and points out future work possibilities.
2 Exploratory Modeling and ViennaTalk
There is no complete formal specification at the beginning of any development. Formal
methods engineers often have limited and fragmented domain knowledge at the ear-
lier stages of the specification phase. The formal methods engineers learn the nature of
the target domain by writing tentative models of the system to be developed. The for-
mal methods engineers’ confidence in the model increases as the model is validated by
stakeholders. The model gains in maturity and rigour when it is passed to the design and
implementation phase. We call the earlier stages of the formal modeling “exploratory
modeling”[15, 17, 16] (see Figure 1). The exploratory modeling involves learning ef-
forts and validation by domain experts to find an appropriate abstraction of the problem
domain. The exploratory modeling is followed by the rigorous modeling to make the
model precise, concise and assured.
ViennaTalk [16] is a meta-IDE to develop tools for exploratory modeling in VDM-
SL built on top of Pharo Smalltalk [2]. Figure 2 shows the configuration of ViennaTalk
and external libraries of the Pharo system.
ViennaTalk is equipped with packages for interpreter wrappers called ViennaTalk-
Engine, runtime support packages for VDM-SL such as ViennaTalk-Type and ViennaTalk-
Value, parsers and accompanying source code analysis tools packaged as ViennaTalk-
Parsers and the animation manager called VDMC. Three prototyping tools are built and
bundled in ViennaTalk.















Fig. 2. Configuration of ViennaTalk
One of these is VDMBrowser [17], which has syntax highlighting, pretty printer and
a live animation interface named Workspace. VDMBrowser can be used as a develop-
ment tool, and also can be embedded into other development tools. The second is a UI
prototyping environment named Lively Walk-Through [17], which enables VDM-SL
engineers and UI designers to build a prototype with a VDM-SL executable specifica-
tion and a prototypical user interface. VDM-SL engineers can confirm that the VDM-SL
specification provides enough functionality to drive the user interface. UI designers can
confirm that the UI is designed with appropriate assumptions on the system’s functional
model. The VDM-SL engineers and the UI designers can let domain experts, who may
not have an engineering background, “test-drive” the UI prototype in order to validate
the VDM-SL specification and the UI design. The third package is a Web API prototyp-
ing environment called Webly Walk-Through [17]. Operations and functions exported
in a VDM-SL specification can be published as a Web API so that client programs can
be accessed via HTTP. The fourth is VDMPad, a lightweight WebIDE for VDM-SL.
These tools are designed to support exploratory modeling in VDM-SL. A common
feature among those tools is live animation that gives flexibility required by exploratory
modeling. Liveness of a programming language is an ability to modify a running pro-
gram without aborting the program and to continue the execution of the program with
the modified code. Live animation on ViennaTalk enables the user to evaluate expres-
sions as well as to modify the specification while the animation is running, so that the
user can more deeply understand what’s going on in the animation and try more alterna-
tive definitions. Flexibility is the most important aspect of support tools for exploratory
modeling.
3 Requirements on Code Generators for Exploratory Modeling
VDMTools is equipped with C++ and Java source code generators. The code genera-
tors of VDMTools are reliable and widely applied in industry. The Overture tool also
provides a Java generator [8] and also recently, a C generator.
Those generators are developed for the final stage of the formal specification phase:
to generate production code. Java, C and C++ require development tools independent
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of the VDM development environment. Use of those external tools may disturb the user
because the user has to come in and out of the Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) although IDEs are designed to host all activities in an integrated manner. Code
generators for exploratory modeling should address those issues in order to support the
user whose mental focus is not on the production of code, but on the modeling task.
In this section, requirements on code generators for exploratory modeling are listed.
The requirements R1-a through R1-d are requirements specific to code generators. The
requirements R1, R2 and R3 are general requirements on support tools for exploratory
modeling.
R1 Direct interaction with smaller models.
Interaction between the user and the model at hand plays an important role in ex-
ploratory modeling. Direct interaction is required to support tools for exploratory mod-
eling in general. In case of code generators, this general requirement can be broken
down to specific requirements R1-a through R1-d.
R1-a Automatic compilation and execution of the generated source code.
Because the user’s focus is on modeling, requiring the user to modify the generated
source code should be avoided.
R1-b Compilation and execution of the generated source code must take place in the
same IDE as the exploratory modeling.
IDEs are designed to support the user in an integrated manner. Switching between
IDEs may diminish benefits of IDEs.
R1-c Few limitations on the specification language for automated code generation.
Exploratory modeling is carried out at earlier stages of the specification phase. The
model is therefore expected to be abstract. The code generator for exploratory modeling
should be able to generate executable code from as abstract a specification as possible.
R1-d Debug capability must be enabled.
Because the source model is still tentative and not sufficiently rigorous, it may be
error prone. In order to debug the generated code, it is desirable that the generated code
can be debugged in the way that the hand-written source code in the target language
is usually debugged. The generated code should be human readable and can be easily
modified.
R2 Understandable by stakeholders with no formal methods background.
In exploratory modeling, it is useful to ask domain experts and get feedback from the
model. Code generators also should be suitable for communicating with stakeholders
with no programming background. It is therefore desirable that GUI construction tools
or visualisation techniques are available in the target language.
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R3 Permissive checking by choice.
Exploratory modeling handles tentative, immature, often inaccurate models. Reject-
ing all suspicious models is not always productive. It is desirable that a code generator
provides options to turn on or off static type checking, runtime type checking and run-
time assertion testing.
R4 Continuous analysis.
Generated code can be unit tested efficiently. It is desirable that the generated code
can be continuously tested by test frameworks. This requirement mainly affects choices
of target languages.
4 Code Generators in ViennaTalk
ViennaTalk can automatically generate 3 kinds of Smalltalk programs, namely classes,
objects of anonymous classes and scripts. The user of ViennaTalk can use 3 source code
generators in three different ways: in the VDMBrowser, in the Live translator and by
embedding VDM-SL expressions/statements inside Smalltalk code.
4.1 Design Rationale
We listed the design requirements based on the requirements on code generators for
exploratory modeling R1-a through R4. Using the Smalltalk environment automatically
satisfies requirements R1-a and R1-b. Requirement R2 and R4 can not be realised by
code generators alone, but depend on other development tools. However, it should be
noted that the generated code should be modifiable to combine with such development
tools. The resulting design rationales are listed below.
– The code generator should cover as large a subset of VDM-SL as possible. This is
requirement R1-c.
– The code generator should be able to turn on and off the runtime checking of types
and assertions. This is requirement R3.
– The generated code should be as much like hand-written source code as possible.
This is for requirements R1-d, R2 and R4.
– The generated code should be traceable to the original VDM-SL source. This is for
requirements R1-d, R2 and R4.
– The generated code uses the standard Smalltalk library and extends its classes
if necessary. New classes to implement VDM values should be minimised. This
comes from requirement R1-d.
There are essential differences in the type systems between VDM-SL and Smalltalk
and this makes naive mappings from VDM-SL types to Smalltalk classes infeasible. In
VDM-SL, one value may belong to many types, i.e. 1 is a value of nat, nat1, int,
int inv x == x < 10, [nat], nat | char and so on. In Smalltalk, one object must
have only one class. It is therefore not possible to define a one-to-one mapping between
VDM-SL types and Smalltalk classes. A more flexible mapping between type objects
and value objects is needed. Thus we made the following design decision.















Fig. 3. Parsers and AST visitors to generate Smalltalk artefacts from VDM-SL source
– Types are not classes. A VDM type is an instance independent of classes of its
values.
4.2 Implementation
Figure 3 illustrates the classes associated with parsing and code generation. ViennaTalk
uses PetitParser[9] to implement a parser for VDM-SL. PetitParser is a combinatory
parser library where a parser object can be synthesised from one or more parser ob-
jects. The framework provided by PetitParser allows to separate grammar definitions
and corresponding outputs. ViennaVDMGrammar defines the grammar of VDM-SL
which only accepts valid VDM-SL sources but does not produce any output. Sub-
classes of ViennaVDMGrammar defines outputs corresponding to each grammatical
construct defined by the ViennaVDMGrammar class. ViennaVDMGrammar has a sub-
class named VDMParser which outputs an abstract syntax tree from the given VDM-SL
source. The ViennaVDM2Smalltalk class is an abstract class that traverses over a given
abstract syntax tree and produces Smalltalk code in the form that each of its three con-
crete classes defines.
The ViennaVDM2SmalltalkClass class generates one document class that repre-
sents the whole specification and module classes each of which implements the corre-
sponding VDM-SL module. If the specification is flat, only one class for the specifica-
tion will be generated. The users of ViennaTalk does not have to operate any external
development tools. The generated classes can be browsed using Smalltalk’s conven-
tional class browsers, and are already compiled. The ViennaVDM2SmalltalkClass class
is designed to be used in the transition from a VDM-SL specification to a Smalltalk im-
plementation.
The ViennaVDM2SmalltalkObject class generates the same classes as those gener-
ated by the ViennaVDM2SmalltalkClasses class except that the anonymous classes do
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not have global names. Because these anonymous classes do not appear in the global
name space, the ViennaVDM2SmalltalkObject class leaves less footprints than the Vi-
ennaVDM2SmalltalkClass. The ViennaVDM2SmalltalkObject is designed to test spec-
ifications faster than using interpreters, either in automated test frameworks or in ex-
ploratory testing by domain experts.
The ViennaVDM2SmalltalkScript class generates a piece of Smalltalk script for a
flat specification or one with a single module. Multi-moduled specifications are not sup-
ported. State invariants are not automatically checked in the generated program code.
The ViennaVDM2SmalltalkScript is designed to test specifications by evaluating ex-
pressions on it or to embed a VDM expression in Smalltalk program code.
4.3 Runtime library
To generate Smalltalk code, runtime support for the generated code is required to fill
the difference between VDM-SL and Smalltalk. One difference to fill is the type sys-
tem. Smalltalk is a class-based and dynamically typed OO programming language and
VDM-SL is a statically typed language without the OO features. One language con-
struct in Smalltalk that possibly corresponds to the type in VDM-SL is the class. How-
ever, a naive mapping between types in VDM-SL and classes in Smalltalk is not feasible
because every Smalltalk object belongs to a class while a value in VDM-SL may belong
to multiple types.
ViennaTalk provides type objects that represent VDM-SL’s types independent of
classes of objects for VDM-SL values. As the types are objects in ViennaTalk, it is
possible to send a message to those objects, to compose new type objects from existing
type objects, and query membership of a value object. The summary of mapping of
VDM-SL types to the type object in Smalltalk and the class of its value objects is
shown in Table 1. The composite type and the token type have no corresponding classes
in the Smalltalk standard library, and therefore ViennaComposite and ViennaToken are
defined accordingly.
Some operations and language features of VDM-SL are not present in Smalltalk.
The ViennaComposition class supports function compositions and the ViennaIteration
implements iteration of the function composition. Pattern matching is not supported in
the standard Smalltalk language. ViennaRuntimeUtils provides functionalities to simu-
late the pattern matching mechanisms.
4.4 Pattern matching
Pattern matching is a powerful language construct of VDM-SL which many program-
ming languages do not support. Although pattern matching can be replaced with if
expressions, it is not desirable to sacrifice abstraction in the exploratory phase of the
specification. Supporting pattern matching is strongly required to satisfy the require-
ment R1-c. The Smalltalk language does not employ the pattern matching mechanism
by itself, but ViennaTalk implements, as a library, pattern matching mechanisms for
various types of patterns that appear in VDM-SL.
The ViennaRuntimeUtils class defines methods for all kinds of patterns in VDM-
SL, each of which returns all possible bindings of pattern identifiers as a dictionary
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Table 1. Mappings among types in VDM-SL, type objects and classes of value objects
VDM-SL type type object the class of value objects
nat ViennaType nat Integer
nat1 ViennaType nat1 Integer
int ViennaType int Integer
real ViennaType real Float
bool ViennaType bool Boolean
<quote> ViennaType quote: #quote Symbol
[t] t optional t’s class or UndefinedObject
t1 * t2 t1 * t2 Array
t1 | t2 t1 | t2 t1’s or t2’s class
set of t t set Set
set1 of t t set1 Set
seq of t t seq OrderedCollection
seq1 of t t seq1 OrderedCollection
map t1 to t2 t1 mapTo: t2 Dictionary
inmap t1 to t2 t1 inmapTo: t2 Dictionary
t1 -> t2 t1 -> t2 BlockClosure
t1 +> t2 t1 +> t2 BlockClosure
token ViennaType token ViennaToken
compose t of ViennaType compose: ’t’ of: ViennaComposite
f1 : t1 {f1 . false . t1.
f2 :- t2 {f2 . true . t2}.
t3 end {nil . false . t3}}
t inv pattern ==expr t inv: [:v | expr] t’s class
object. The code generator emits a piece of Smalltalk code that first gets the possible
bindings by the ViennaRuntimeUtils class and then assigns the corresponding value to
each pattern variable.
4.5 Preconditions and postconditions
In VDM-SL, preconditions and/or postconditions can be attached to explicit definitions
of functions and operations. In exploratory modeling, runtime checking of precondi-
tions and postconditions should be possible by the user’s choice because the specifica-
tion at hand may be error prone and needs runtime checking to confirm that the gener-
ated code is running as expected. Quoting preconditions and postconditions is necessary
because evaluating a quoted precondition or postcondition with various kinds of param-
eters is an effective approach to understanding specification.
ViennaTalk’s code generators support both runtime checking of preconditions and
postconditions and quoting them. ViennaTalk automatically produces quoted precondi-
tions with the pre prefix and quoted postconditions with the post prefix. ViennaTalk
generates, from a function or an operation, a method to check the precondition and the
postcondition that is separate from the method that implements the function’s or the
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operation’s body if the runtime assertion checking option is turned on. When a pre-
condition or postcondition is violated, an exception will be signalled accordingly. This
helps the user programmer to remove the precondition and postcondition check easily. It
is also possible for the user programmer to add extra precondition and/or postcondition
as required by implementation details such as Smalltalk’s native libraries.
4.6 Type invariants
Type invariants are also important assertions in VDM-SL. It does not only cause a
runtime error when a value of the type does not satisfy the invariant, but also affects the
return values of the is family of expressions.
In ViennaTalk, type invariants are implemented as testing block closures held by
type objects. A type object responds to the includes: message, which is common
vocabulary among Smalltalk’s collection objects for the membership query. For ex-
ample, ViennaType nat inv: [:x | x < 10] produces the type object for
nat inv x === x < 10, and (ViennaType nat inv: [:x | x < 10])
includes: 100 evaluates to false. ViennaTalk’s code generators emit a includes:
message for the is family of expressions and also for the runtime type checking.
4.7 State invariants
State invariants are another language construct of VDM-SL which is not supported
in many programming languages. Along with preconditions and postconditions, state
invariants must be checked at runtime when animating a specification to validate it.
ViennaTalk uses the Slot [18] mechanism of Pharo to implement state invariants. A
Slot is a user-defined model of variables which defines (1) what bytecode should be gen-
erated for an assignment to a variable, (2) what bytecode should be generated for a read
access to the variable, (3) what should be performed when the variable is assigned to,
and (4) what should be performed when the variable is read. The ViennaStateSlot
class is a slot for instance variables with invariants. When a variable declared as a Vi-
ennaStateSlot is assigned a value, the inv message is sent to the object that holds the
variable. The default definition of the inv method is to do nothing, and ViennaTalk’s
code generator overrides the inv method to check the invariant. If the invariant is not
satisfied, an exception is signalled. The state invariant is also quoted as a function.
4.8 Runtime type checking
Runtime type checking brings a subtle issue to Smalltalk code generators because
Smalltalk is a dynamically typed language and has no static types on variables, ar-
guments and return values. It is not common in Smalltalk programs to test the type of
a value. Generating runtime checking code may be considered against the design ra-
tionale to generate code that is as natural as possible. On the other hand, runtime type
checking is a strong technique in animating VDM-SL specifications for validation.
ViennaTalk addresses this issue by providing an option to enable or disable genera-
tion of runtime type checking. When the runtime type checking is turned on, the code
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isPrime := [ :x |
[ :_forall |
_forall allSatisfy:
[ :y | (y <= 1 or: [ x = y ]) or: [ x \\ y ˜= 0 ] ] ]
value: ViennaType nat1 ]
Fig. 4. Smalltalk code automatically generated from a specification of prime numbers with a type
bind in a set comprehension
isPrime := [ :x |
[ :_forall |
_forall allSatisfy:
[ :y | (y <= 1 or: [ x = y ]) or: [ x \\ y ˜= 0 ] ] ]
value: (ViennaType nat1 runtimeSet: (1 to: 256)) ]
Fig. 5. Smalltalk code modified to use {1,...,256} as approximation of the nat1 type
generator inserts a test using the includes: message to check if the value object be-
longs to the specified type object. If the runtime type checking fails, an exception will
be signalled.
4.9 Type binds
Type binds can be used in set comprehensions, sequence comprehensions or map com-
prehensions, but they are not always executable. To make a comprehension expression
with a type bind executable, one can rewrite the comprehension to use a set bind with
a proper definition of the set. The resulting specification is executable but sacrifices
abstraction. It is desirable to enable executability without modifying the abstract speci-
fication to satisfy the requirement R1-c.
ViennaTalk provides the runtimeSetmechanism that enables the generated Small-
talk code to approximate a type object with infinite members by a finite collection ob-
ject. For example, the code shown in Figure 4 is generated from the VDM-SL expres-
sion
isPrime := lambda x:nat & forall y:nat1 & y <= 1 or x = y or
x mod y <> 0, but is not executable due to the set comprehension with a type
bind. Figure 5 is a modified version that the nat1 type is given a runtime set (1 to:
256) for approximation at the last line. The isPrime in Figure 5 is executable, i.e.
isPrime value: 23 evaluates to true. This approximation on the last line is ap-
parently dangerous in rigorous analysis, but can be useful, with caution, to animate
specifications with set binds in the exploratory modeling.
5 Evaluation
5.1 Benchmark: Prime numbers
The benchmark used to evaluate code generators is to generate a list of prime generators
from natural numbers from 2 up to 10000 shown in Figure 6. The algorithm is similar to
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
state Eratosthenes of
space : seq of nat1
primes : seq of nat1
init s == s = mk_Eratosthenes([], [])
end
operations
setup : nat1 ==> ()
setup(x) ==
(space := [k | k in set {2, ..., x}];
primes := []);
next : () ==> [nat1]
next() ==
if space = [] then
return nil
else let x = hd space in
(primes := primes ˆ [x];
sieve(x);
return x);
sieve : nat1 ==> ()
sieve(x) ==
space := [space(i)
| i in set inds space
& space(i) mod x <> 0];
prime10000 : () ==> seq of nat1
prime10000() ==
(setup(10000);
while next() <> nil do skip;
return primes);
 
Fig. 6. Benchmark specification: enumerate prime numbers less than 10000
the sieve of Eratosthenes but slightly different. The original Sieve of Eratosthenes writes
to the same array of numbers. The algorithm used for benchmarking, on the other hand,
generates a new list of the remaining numbers so that the benchmark will reflect the
processing speed of comprehensions which often appears in practical specifications. As
a result, the benchmark results mainly reflect efficiency of sequence comprehension, if
expression, sequence operations and integer arithmetics.
The benchmark was run by interpreters and code generators of VDMTools, the
Overture tool and ViennaTalk. They were run on Ubuntu 16.04 on a virtual machine
with i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50GHz x 2 cores and 4GB main memory. Table 2 summarises
the result.
As expected the code generators run faster than the interpreters. Amongst the code
generators, ViennaTalk’s code generators took the best and the worst positions. The
script generated by ViennaTalk was slow because the script has to capture the program
context (stack frame) to perform the return statements. In many languages, capturing
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Table 2. Benchmarking result
Tool Interpreter or Language Pattern Time (ms) Time
Code generator matching (Overture CG=1)
VDMTools Interpreter C++ Yes 22,044 79.6
VDMJ Interpreter Java Yes 5,281 19.1
ViennaTalk Code generator Smalltalk(Script) Yes 957 3.45
VDMTools Code generator C++ Yes 337 1.22
Overture tool Code generator Java No 277 1.00
ViennaTalk Code generator Smalltalk(Class) Yes 202 0.729
ViennaTalk Code generator Smalltalk(Object) Yes 193 0.700
gcc version 5.4.0, Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM(build 25.101-b13), Pharo 4 with 32-bit Cog VM.
public static void sieve(final Number x) {
VDMSeq seqCompResult_2 = SeqUtil.seq();
VDMSet set_2 = SeqUtil.inds(Eratosthenes.space);
for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext();) {









Fig. 7. Java code for the sieve operation generated by the Overture tool
the current programming context is not allowed to user programmers. The Smalltalk
environment has a mechanism to capture the program context but it is costly. The classes
and objects generated by ViennaTalk do not need to capture the program context, but
can simply return from the method context. The cost to capture the program context
is the only difference between script and classes/objects. The difference between the
generated classes and the generated objects is that the classes of the generated objects
are anonymous. The generated methods and internal structures are the same.
In general, it is known that native binary code compiled from C++ source runs
faster than Java code on Java VM, and Java code on Java VM runs faster than Smalltalk
code on Smalltalk VM. However, in this benchmark, the Smalltalk objects and classes
generated by ViennaTalk ran faster than Java and C++ code generated by the Overture
tool and VDMTools in that order. This simple benchmark is not sufficient to investigate
why Smalltalk code generated by ViennaTalk outperforms Java code and C++ code
generated from the same VDM-SL source. One possible reason is the container objects
for VDM-SL values.
Figure 7 shows the Java source code generated by the Overture tool, and Figure 8 is
the Smalltalk code generated by ViennaTalk. The Java code includes getter calls such as
longValue() inside the iterator for loop. The Smalltalk code uses only functionali-
ties provided by the standard Smalltalk library, and does not use any container objects
for VDM-SL values. Smalltalk is a flexible language in which the programmer can de-
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_sieve_: x
space := ((1 to: space size)
select: [ :i | (space value: i) \\ x ˜= 0 ]
thenCollect: [ :i | space value: i ])
asOrderedCollection
Fig. 8. Smalltalk code for the sieve operation generated by ViennaTalk
_prime10000
self setup: 10000.
[ self next value ˜= nil ] whileTrue: [ ].
ˆ primes
prime10000: _op
| _oldState RESULT |
RESULT := self _prime10000.
(ViennaType nat1 seq includes: RESULT)
ifFalse: [ ViennaRuntimeTypeError singal ].
ˆ RESULT
Fig. 9. Generated Smalltalk code with runtime type checking
fine new methods on the kernel classes such as Object, Collection and Integer.
For example, ViennaTalk extends the Collection class to define a power method
to compute the power set of finite sets instead of providing VDMSequence class and
defining a power method on it. On the other hand, the code generators of VDMTools
and the Overture tool use container classes for VDM values such as the Number class
because the target language, namely C++ and Java, do not allow user programmers
to modify primitive data types and built-in classes. ViennaTalk takes advantage of the
flexibility of the Smalltalk language to avoid overhead of container objects.
5.2 Code Readability
Figure 9 shows the generated Smalltalk code from the prime10000 operation. Two
methods are defined in the code: prime10000 and prime10000:. The operation
body and runtime type checking is separated into different methods.
The generated code is readable and also traceable. The prime10000 method
looks natural as if it is hand-written, and pretty printed according to the Smalltalk stan-
dard coding convention. We can also see a clear correspondence between the prime10000
method and the prime10000 operation in Figure 6. The prime10000: method im-
plements runtime type checking on the return value. The return value from prime10000
is assigned to the temporary variable called RESULT, and it is tested if it is a value of
the sequence of nat1. In Smalltalk, runtime type checking is not usually performed
because Smalltalk employs a dynamic type system. ViennaTalk’s code generator gives
options to turn the runtime type checking and runtime assertion tests. The user can sim-
ply turn off runtime type checking generation of the code generator, or let the code
generator emit runtime type checking code and confirm the generated code runs cor-
rectly. It is also easy to remove the runtime type checking because the type checking
code is clearly separated from the code of the operation body.
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5.3 Liveness
The Overture tool and VDMTools require external compilers and build tools while Vi-
ennaTalk does not. After the Overture tool or VDMTools generates a source code, the
user need to build a native binary file or a Jar archive, and run it. The execution is
performed as a separate process.
This difference does not only affect the burden of the user, but also makes a big
difference in liveness. The generation and compilation of the prime number example
in Figure 6 do not take a second on ViennaTalk. When objects of generated classes are
running, the user can overwrite the specification, and re-generate Smalltalk classes. The
running objects keep running as instance objects of the newly generated classes. With
the liveness of the ViennaTalk’s code generator, the user has more flexibility and lower
barrier against trial and error in exploration.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
The automated code generators from VDM-SL specifications to Smalltalk are imple-
mented based on requirements on exploratory modeling and design rationale. The per-
formance and readability of the generated code are satisfactory. However, we can still
improve usability of the code generator by developing debugging tools on the gen-
erated code. It is desirable that the specification can be edited and debugged during
execution of the generated Smalltalk bytecode. We believe it is possible to implement
such a specification-level bytecode debugger using the Smalltalk’s flexible frameworks
for live programming.
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Abstract. Having a well-founded connection between different mod-
elling tools such that they form a chain from requirements over formal
descriptions for the constituent elements towards final realisations of
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) is essential. In this tool paper we ex-
plain how this can be achieved with a collection of baseline tools that
are adapted to fit into such an open tool chain. The semantic foundations
for the different notations used for CPSs are based on different parts of
mathematics and the heterogeneous nature of these gives challenges that
are solved in the suggested tool chain.
Keywords: Well-founded tool chain, discrete event formalism VDM-
RT, continuous-time formalism OpenModelica, co-simulation, FMI
1 Introduction
The development of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) is challenging. The close
interaction between a computer-controlled cyber part and a physical part makes
it hard to make the kinds of abstractions normally made from a computer science
perspective. The INTO-CPS project targets the production of a well-founded
chain of tools for the model-based development of CPSs [8]. In this paper we
present an overview of the tool chain, its semantic foundations, baseline tools
that are adapted to fit this setting and its envisaged work flow.
In the INTO-CPS project this new technology is being tested with industrial
case studies in four different application domains (automotive, railways, agricul-
ture and building automation). In addition smaller academic sized pilot studies
are carried out in order to easier introduce the different features of the technol-
ogy. In this paper we make use of a small line-following robot pilot study that
originally was introduced in one of the predecessor projects called DESTECS5
[4].
Throughout the paper, images are used to illustrate the features being de-
scribed. Where these images show model features they are taken from the models
5 http://destecs.org/.
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Fig. 1: The Line Follower Robot rendered from within 20-sim
of a Line Follower Robot that is being used as a pilot study in the INTO-CPS
project. The robot, shown in fig. 1, comprises two infrared reflectivity sensors
to detect a line, a body housing two servo motors connected to wheels for loco-
motion and a micro controller that reads the sensor values and produces signals
that set the speed and direction of the servo motors.
The rest of the paper starts off with a short introduction to the Functional
Mockup Interface (FMI) since this is essentially the glue that enables coupling
between mathematical models produced in different notations and tools in Sec-
tion 2. This is followed by a brief description of the semantic foundation of FMI
which is using Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) behind the scene in
Section 3. Afterwards, an overview of the baseline tools that are adapted to fit
an FMI context are presented in Section 4. Then Section 5 introduces a new
application that serves as a front-end for end-users (typically domain experts)
who need not be experts in any of the models used in the description of a CPS.
The intended use of the tool chain is then presented in Section 6, followed by an
outline of its design space exploration support in Section 7. Finally, Sections 9
and 10 complete the paper with information about related work, concluding
remarks and future work respectively.
2 The Functional Mock-up Interface
When developing a CPS it can be useful to create models of the constituent
components, that make up the system. These models can represent both cyber
and physical parts and be described in different forms based on their nature
such as Discrete Event (DE) and Continuous-Time (CT). These constituent
models can then be used in a collaborative simulation (co-simulation), which
couples the models created in different formalisms. Thereby the entire system
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can be simulated by simulating the constituent models and exchange data as
the common simulated time is progressing. In principle many systems can be
approximated with a DE or a CT approach alone. However, in order to accurately
describe CPSs where the physical dynamics are non-linear such approximations
would get far away from reality.
The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) defines a standardised interface to
be used in computer simulations to develop complex CPSs. Such co-simulations
are typically organised with a master-slave architecture, where a Master Algo-
rithm (MA) is used to orchestrate a simulation. The simulation often consists of
three phases: Initialisation, simulation, and tear down. In the initialisation phase
the master retrieves the properties of the slaves and establishes communication
links. Next, in the simulation phase the MA resolves the dependencies between
slaves and invokes each slave to progress for a given time step. The slaves might
reject the step and a rollback of one or more slaves can be necessary, and the
simulation can be attempted again with a different step size. Lastly the outputs
of the slaves are retrieved and the process repeats until a predetermined end
time is reached. The final phase is freeing the slaves, releasing resources, and
similar.
As mentioned above the models are often created in different formalisms and
therefore require different specialised simulation tools [2]. This leads to develop-
ing solutions for specific systems instead of a general applicable approach, which
is expensive. FMI was created to solve these challenges, as it is a tool-independent
standard for co-simulation [3]. The standard describes C interfaces, that a slave
must partly or fully implement in order to participate in a co-simulation using
FMI. Such a slave is then referred to as a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU). This
makes it possible for the FMUs to contain their own solvers while still adhering
to FMI, and provides an opportunity for developing generalised solutions6.
3 Semantic Foundation
The complete semantic foundation of the INTO-CPS tool chain consists of indi-
vidual semantics for the fundamental underlying activities: modelling of CT and
DE systems, and co-simulation in accordance with the FMI standard. Semantics
for models of CT systems is provided by a UTP formalisation of a new hybrid re-
lational calculus with differential algebraic equations [11]. Semantics for models
of DE systems is provided by a novel UTP semantics of object orientation [10],
the newest semantic foundation for the Vienna Development Method’s real-time
dialect (VDM-RT), which also forms the semantic basis for a C code generator.
The semantics of FMI co-simulation is captured in a new formalisation [6] of the
FMI standard in Circus, a re-casting of earlier work [6] expressed in the process
algebra of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [14].
The Circus semantics of FMI captures formally the description of co-simulation
given in the standard. A generic MA is modelled which determines how FMUs
6 See [5] for more information regarding MAs for co-simulation using FMI.
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are orchestrated in terms of passage of time, requests to take a simulation step
and exchange of simulation results. A model of a valid FMU is also defined. These
elements combine into a full semantics of co-simulation according to the FMI
standard used inside the Co-simulation Orchestration Engine (COE). The key
advantage of this formalisation is that it can be checked for desirable properties,
such as freedom from livelock and deadlock, using the CSP refinement checker
called FDR3 [13]. Indeed this has already revealed that the example master algo-
rithm given in the standard makes an implicit assumption that FMUs do not fail
in a way that is fatal to the overall co-simulation. When models of specific puta-
tive master algorithms and FMUs are also constructed as Circus processes, FDR3
can be used to check that the resulting specific co-simulation model is a refine-
ment of the FMI co-simulation semantics. Expressing a particular co-simulation
using the semantics can also be used to formally verify the result of executing
the same co-simulation using the COE. An ongoing study is investigating how
to perform this verification process [23].
4 Baseline Tools
The INTO-CPS tool chain has been defined on top of five existing baseline
tools. Each tool, described in the following paragraphs, is extended to fit the
FMI context defined into the INTO-CPS project.
Modelio7 is an open-source modelling environment supporting industry stan-
dards like UML and SysML. This is used for high-level system architecture
modelling, Modelio extends the SysML language [21] and proposes extensions for
CPS modelling. The extended system modelling language allows, in particular,
requirement, FMI interface, and FMU connections definition which can be used
for generation of FMI model descriptions and configurations of co-simulations.
Overture8 supports modelling and analysis in the design of discrete, typically,
computer-based systems using VDM-RT dialect including both time and distri-
bution of functionality on different computational nodes [24]. VDM-RT is based
upon the object-oriented paradigm where a model is comprised of one or more
objects. An object is an instance of a class whereas a class gives a definition of
zero or more instance variables and operations an object will contain. Instance
variables define the identifiers and types of the data stored within an object,
while operations define the behaviours of the object.
The 20-sim9 tool can represent continuous time models using connected
blocks [16]. Bond graphs may implement such blocks [12]. Bond graphs offer
a domain-independent description of a physical system’s dynamics, realised as a
directed graph. The vertices of these graphs are idealised descriptions of phys-
ical phenomena, with their edges (bonds) describing energy exchange between
vertices. Blocks may have input and output ports that allow data to be passed
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Fig. 2: The current INTO-CPS Tool Chain
which map to different concepts in different domains, for example voltage and
current in the electrical domain.
OpenModelica10 is an open-source Modelica-based modelling and simulation
environment. Modelica is an object-oriented language for modelling of large,
complex, and heterogeneous physical systems [16]. Modelica models are de-
scribed by schematics, also called object diagrams, which consist of connected
components. Components are connected by ports and are defined by sub compo-
nents or a textual description in the Modelica language. Overture, 20-sim, and
OpenModelica are used for specifying FMI behaviour in their own formalism.
These three tools are extended in order to consume the FMI interface defini-
tion defined previously, and, after modelled the FMI implementation, provide a
FMU, conform to given FMI, for co-simulation.
RT-Tester11 is a test automation tool for automatic test generation, test exe-
cution, and real-time test evaluation [18]. The RT-Tester Model Based Test Case
and Test Data Generator supports model-based testing: automated generation
of test cases, test data, and test procedures from SysML models. In our context,
tests are generated as FMUs which are executed against the system under test.
The different baseline tools are combined together forming a chain of tools as
illustrated in fig. 2. The core of the integration here is ensured by the INTO-CPS
Application introduced below.
5 The INTO-CPS Application
In the INTO-CPS Project, the INTO-CPS application12 has two primary re-
sponsibilities: defining an INTO-CPS project structure, and providing a UI for
tool chain features that are not exposed via baseline tools such as co-simulation.
10 https://www.openmodelica.org/
11 http://www.verified.de/products/rt-tester/
12 Available from https://github.com/into-cps/intocps-ui.
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Fig. 3: The project browser.
The INTO-CPS application has two regions – the project browser on the
left side, and the main view in the center. The project browser shows the main
artefacts in an INTO-CPS project. The browser is shown, with an example
project open, in fig. 3. The main view changes dynamically, based on the activity
currently being carried out by the user.
An INTO-CPS project is based on two kinds of entities: models that are pro-
duced by the baseline tools, and artefacts that are derived from models such as
the results from co-simulations. The INTO-CPS application primarily interacts
with model-derived artefacts. A particularly relevant model-derived artefact is
the Multi-Model, that is produced from a combination of a connection mapping
and loaded FMUs and submitted to the Co-simulation Orchestration Engine
(COE) for co-simulation. The INTO-CPS application is capable of creating and
editing Multi-Models, as shown in fig. 4.
From a Multi-Model, the application is capable of generating and then editing
a Co-Simulation configuration which originally can be generated from SysML,
as shown in fig. 5. This enables application users to set various relevant co-
simulation parameters such as start and end time, the desired co-simulation
algorithm, and which variables to livestream.
It is possible for the user to download the COE (and other INTO-CPS tools)
and execute it from within the INTO-CPS application, as shown in fig. 6. In
this way the newest released version of all the tools in the overall tool chain can
always be obtained with minimum effort.
If variables have been selected for live-streaming in the co-simulation configu-
ration, the application will plot these variables dynamically as they are streamed
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Fig. 4: Multi-Model editor.
by the COE – see fig. 7. Afterwards, the plot can be explored visually and ex-
ported as an image. The full results of the co-simulation are also exported as a
Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file, for further analysis after a co-simulation.
In terms of end users, the primary intent behind the application is to enable
stakeholders that are not experts in any of the INTO-CPS modelling notations
to still be able to execute and evaluate co-simulations. This is possible in the
current version of the application via the co-simulation configuration view and
plotting and export of results. Additional views are in development for tool chain
features such as traceability analysis and model checking. These views are kept
isolated from each other in order to allow different kinds of experts to focus on
their own tasks without being distracted by UI elements that are not relevant
to them. The only view that is always visible is the project browser, since it
provides navigation between views by selecting the relevant files.
6 Work flow
The INTO-CPS tool chain includes many tools and spans from requirements
through to simulation results and generated source code and as such it may not
be immediately apparent how to begin using it. Figure 8 shows and outline of
the suggested workflow along with two entry points into the tool chain. The first
entry point is to use SysML to model and decompose the system into tractable
blocks for later analysis and development. Here the modelling is guided by an
INTO-CPS SysML profile that defines suitable diagrams and model elements.
This entry point requires knowledge about SysML. The second entry point is
used when an organisation has pre-existing FMU models, here a subset of the
SysML profile diagrams may be used to compose the FMUs into a model of the
whole system. These approaches are not mutually exclusive and it is possible to
compose system models from a mix of new and pre-existing models.
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Fig. 5: Co-Simulation configuration editor.
Using either the first or the second entry point both lead to the definition of
a set of FMU and their connections. A specific diagram has been defined inside
the INTO-CPS-SysML profile for this purpose. This is called a Connections
Diagram (CD) and it represents the instantiation (possibly multiple) of FMUs
and the connection existing between FMU inputs and outputs. Here fig. 9 has
been extracted from the line following robot case study of the INTO-CPS project.
Four instances (named controller, body, sensor1, and sensor2) of three FMUs
(named Controller, Body, and Sensor) are connected.
From this diagram, a simulation configuration can be generated and then
enhanced using the INTO-CPS Application.
The resulting multi-models may be analysed using a range of techniques.
Simulation is the primary technique, where single designs or sets of designs,
automatically generated by Design Space Exploration (DSE) scripts (see Sec-
tion 7), are measured according to objectives and the values of these objectives
are used to rank designs in partial order of preference. Formal analysis tech-
niques are also supported in the form of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas
acting as witnesses that temporal constraints on simulations are respected and
the model checking of state machine representations of suitably abstracted CT
and DE models [19].
As development proceeds further confidence may be gained by performing
software in the loop (SiL) and hardware in the loop (HiL) simulation. Here
the open nature of FMI and the COE allows selected model components to
be replaced by their realised counterparts that then take part in simulations.
Cyber components may be based upon source code automatically generated
from DE models while CT models are replaced by physical components, such
that simulation results may be validated.
To help manage the complexity of CPS development including many mod-
elling artefacts, the tool chain includes support for tracking model provenance
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(a) Download Manager. (b) COE Execution.
Fig. 6: Downloading and launching the COE.
Fig. 7: Plotting of livestream variables.
and requirements traceability using a complimentary set of PROV [17] and
OSLC [1] relations. Using the tools to capture these relations results in a graph
that records the provenance of the modelling artefacts along with links to the
related requirements. The resulting graph,of modelling and simulation activities
and artefacts may then be queried to support, for example, an impact analysis
exercise. A fragment of such a graph can be seen in FIgure 10.
7 Design Space Exploration
As an engineer proceeds with the design of a CPS they will likely be faced with
many options and design parameters that must be decided upon for the final CPS
to be produced. Here DSE support within INTO-CPS can be of assistance. This
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Fig. 8: Outline work flows for using the INTO-CPS tool chain
can be divided into three parts, support for analysing each simulation; support
for ranking of competing designs; and algorithms that automatically sweep over
ranges of parameter values.
The DSE scripts support both open and closed loop exploration of a design
space. The open loop, exhaustive algorithm, is simplest of all and it will result
in every combination of the design parameters being simulated. This results in
a complete coverage of the design space but it suffers from the space explosion
problem and so it only generally practical for small design spaces. The closed loop
algorithms, such as a genetic algorithm, use past simulation results to generate
new designs to be simulated with the goal of finding a set of optimal designs
without having to explore the entire design space.
In order to compare individual simulations we must have measures that char-
acterise their behaviour in some way, these we term the objective values. The
DSE scripts include built-in support to calculate a range of simple objectives
from the raw simulation data, for example finding the maximum value of some
variable of the simulation. It also allows the user to define their own objective
scripts to calculate measures that are specific to a model or its configuration.
Taking the line follow robot as an example, it uses two user defined objective
scripts, one to calculate the lap time round a track and another to calculate the
mean cross track error, which is a measure of how accurately the robot followed
the line.
Using these objective scripts to reduce the raw simulation results to a few
measures of performance allows the engineer to define a method ranking a set
of designs. The engineer may define which objective values are important for
the ranking of designs and whether higher or lower values are preferred for
each. Using this information the scripts are able to rank the results of all the
simulations that have been run using Pareto efficiency 13 to produce a non-
dominated set of results representing a range of trade-offs between the selected
13 A description of Pareto Efficiency may be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Pareto_efficiency
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Fig. 9: The connections diagram for the line-following robot
objectives. Here fig. 11 shows the result of varying controller parameters for the
line follower robot, using the lap time and mean cross track error as the means
to compare designs. Here the non-dominated set, which is the green bottom-
left most line, plots the results of the non-dominated set and therefore the best
designs according to these measures. The DSE functionality can also be invoked
from the INTO-CPS application where the graph is accompanied by a table
allowing the engineer to determine the design parameters that produced each of
these results.
8 Model Refinement and Implementation
The various optimization and verification mechanisms of the INTO-CPS tool
chain enable the development of CPS multi-models to high levels of maturity.
Once it is confirmed that the constituent models behave as expected in their en-
vironment, it is desirable to refine some of these to executable implementations.
This mostly applies to models of control software, but there are situations in
which executable implementations of models of continuous systems are desired
(for instance, real-time co-simulation against cost-prohibitive environments such
as large engines.) Modelica and 20-sim can generate such implementations.
With INTO-CPS, control software is discrete in nature, and is modelled in
VDM-RT using Overture. There exist two approaches to refinement of models
to executable implementations: formal stepwise refinement, and code generation.
Since there is currently no formally defined refinement strategy for VDM-RT,
Overture adopts the code generation approach. Overture’s C code generator
embodies a refinement strategy for VDM-RT that builds on the semantic foun-
dation due to Foster et al. described in Section 3. The code generator essentially
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Fig. 10: Traceability links around architecture modelling of the line follower robot
Fig. 11: Pareto plot of DSE results.
achieves an automated, one-step refinement directly to C. This refinement pro-
cess is therefore not formal, but the strategy implemented is thoroughly tested to
ensure that the resulting implementations conform to the aforementioned seman-
tics. Because the refinement step is fully automated, only an executable subset
of VDM-RT can be used for model construction. Naturally some underspecifi-
cation (or looseness), for example an arbitrary choice of value from a set, can
be accommodated. In contrast, “manufacturing behaviour” in accordance with
contract-based specifications is considered outside the remit of code generation
in the INTO-CPS context, and such constructs are not allowed in the executable
subset of the language.
As a proof of concept, Overture’s C code generator was used to generate an
implementation of a model of a simple on/off controller that maintains the level
of water in a tank between some specified limits. The core of the model is ex-
cerpted in Fig. 12. The implementation was compiled and executed on an Atmel
ATmega 1284P development board14. A potentiometer was used to manually
emulate the water level in the tank and an LED was used as feedback of the
status of the tank drain valve. This is likewise shown in Fig. 12. This example
14 A demonstration video can be found at https://youtu.be/Qgw5NAgv3pw.
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loop()==
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Fig. 12: Excerpt of water tank valve controller and hardware simulation.
deployment is typical of the final stages of the INTO-CPS workflow, and config-
uration of the hardware interface and periodic call to the control task was the
only necessary manual intervention.
This exercise revealed that the value semantics of VDM-RT is one of the
most problematic aspects of the language, as a näıve strategy results in imple-
mentations with very large memory footprints. For very resource-constrained
embedded platforms, very aggressive measures for reducing memory usage are
necessary. We have observed that, of all the language features, value semantics
must receive priority when designing these measures.
9 Related work
The INTO-CPS tool is related to the DESTECS and SPEEDS projects, which
both supports co-simulation with their own protocols and tools but they do not
make use of the FMI standard as in the INTO-CPS tools. The Ptolemy II [20]
is a single-tool simulation and modelling platform which can perform simulation
of heterogeneous models. The tool has the ability to import standalone FMUs,
leading to a high degree of model heterogeneity through a combination of native
domains and external FMUs. However, it is unclear at this time whether tool-
wrapper FMUs can be co-simulated. The iCyPhy project [9] focuses on the
semantics of component interoperation, but a simulation tool based on Ptolemy
II, FIDE [7], achieves co-simulation of FMUs.
The DANSE project models System of System (SoS) using block diagrams
and is able to export this as FMUs which can be simulated in their DESYRE
environment. The project developed its own specification language, the DANSE
language. In addition to simulation, the project also supports statistical model
checking and optimised simulation based on metrics of interest. Both are car-
ried out by reading information directly from DANSE specifications, since the
FMI standard does not include the required structural information. Of note is
the fact that the technology allows multiple levels of abstraction of any given
model component in a simulation. The connection between the two levels is made
stochastically. It is believed that allowing such multi-level abstraction makes sim-
ulations requiring high numbers of components more tractable while still yielding
accurate results. In terms of simulation support, the project supports both local
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simulation (termed “hosted simulation”), as well as distributed co-simulation, in
the sense of INTO-CPS. However, the project makes use of FMI only for hosted
simulation, where essentially only standalone FMUs are co-simulated on a single
host, whereas distributed co-simulation is achieved through the use of the US
Department Modeling and Simulation’s High-Level Architecture (HLA). Further
information is available from the project website, as all project deliverables are
publicly available [15].
The CosiMate project develops a co-simulation approach for heterogeneous
systems which is very similar to INTO-CPS. However, it allows the connection
of external simulation tools not only through FMI, but also through their native
control interfaces. Addition of a new simulation tool to a co-simulation scenario
is facilitated by an Eclipse-based interface construction environment. The co-
simulation platform supports variable time steps in the same way at the COE
from INTO-CPS.
The ADVANCE project15 [22] allows co-simulation of Event-B machines with
external continuous-time FMUs through FMI version 1. The resulting technolo-
gies support model-based testing and model-checking of CPS using ProB. The
co-simulation capabilities of the ADVANCE MultiSim simulation framework are
similar to those projected for the INTO-CPS tool chain, and are implemented
as a plugin for the Rodin platform for Event-B. However, owing to the capabil-
ities of Rodin, proof in that domain is better integrated with the relevant tool
than current proof support for VDM-RT, but INTO-CPS has the main advan-
tage that it seeks to make a co-simulation platform. The aim in INTO-CPS is
to co-simulate both discrete-event and continuous-time FMUs together without
knowing the details about the implementation of the FMUs, as long as they are
compatible with the FMI version 2 standard. Further information is available
from the project website, as all project deliverables are publicly available. This
work will like the above mentioned projects support FMI for all base line tools
and therefore enable fixed/variable-stepsize co-simulation. In addition, it will
provide traceability support, and test automation at the FMU level as well as
model checking, and design space exploration for optimised simulation based on
metrics of interest.
10 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this paper we have provided an overview of the INTO-CPS tool chain and
briefly touched upon its foundations. We believe that in order to ensure interop-
erability between different models of different constituent elements of a CPS, a
semantic foundation such as suggested above is paramount. This is an area where
we hope that others in the formal methods community will take inspiration from
this work.
The INTO-CPS tool chain described in this paper is not yet complete, but the
connectivity between the different parts has already been demonstrated: the tool
15 http://www.advance-ict.eu/
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chain is being used for industrial case studies in railways, agriculture, automotive
and building automation. Most notably, support for traceability, essential for
providing well-founded arguments for the analysis conducted for the different
models to be presented to external stakeholders, is not yet implemented.
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Abstract. The Vienna Development Method (VDM) uses contract-based ele-
ments such as invariants to constrain data, and pre- and post conditions to specify
intended behaviour. Data and behaviour can be validated against these contract-
based elements using test automation for VDM. This technique uses traces – a
kind of pattern – to specify test sets, which can be executed against the VDM
model. In this paper we demonstrate how traces can be code generated to Java
and used to test a version of the VDM model, implemented as a Java Modeling
Language (JML) annotated Java program. This approach has potential to allow
a larger number of tests to be executed since the tests are run as compiled code
rather than using a VDM interpreter. To study the performance of code gener-
ated traces, execution times are compared to those obtained using different VDM
interpreters.
1 Introduction
Inspired by TOBIAS [22, 23], the Vienna Development Method (VDM) [10, 14] has
been enhanced with combinatorial testing – a test automation feature that uses a pattern-
based notation to describe and execute test sets. In VDM, combinatorial testing is used
to validate data and behaviour against invariants and pre- and post conditions [18, 19].
The tests are generated from a pattern, referred to as a trace, which describes a finite
subset of all possible executions of a VDM model. Combinatorial testing for VDM is
supported for an executable subset of VDM by the Overture [20] and the VDMJ [1]
interpreters.3 However, execution of large combinatorial test sets can be slow and de-
manding in terms of memory resources. To improve on this situation, this paper presents
a technique that allows traces to be executed as compiled code.
Using Overture’s [17, 5, 25] VDM-to-Java code generator [15, 28] a VDM-SL model
can be translated to a Java program, where the contract-based VDM elements are de-
scribed using Java Modeling Language (JML) constraints [21]. In this paper we extend
this code generator to support traces.4 When a code generated trace is executed using a
3 We note that although VDMJ used to be the core of the Overture tool, Overture has been re-
designed to promote its extensibility [6, 7]. The Overture interpreter and VDMJ are therefore
different interpreters, although the former is inspired by the latter.
4 The trace code generator is included in the Overture tool.
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JML tool, the trace tests are expanded and run against the code generated version of the
VDM specification. The verdict of each test is determined by checking the generated
code against the JML constraints. There are two benefits to this approach. First, it has
potential to support faster execution of larger test sets since the tests are executed as
compiled code rather than using a VDM interpreter. Secondly, it allows the trace to be
used to validate the generated code against the properties described by the VDM model.
In our work we use the OpenJML [3] runtime assertion checker to execute the code gen-
erated trace. The reason for this is that OpenJML is the only tool that we are aware of
that currently supports Java 7 as well as the subset of JML produced by Overture’s Java
code generator.
We have used code generated traces to analyse properties of an algorithm used to ob-
fuscate Financial Accounting District (FAD) codes, which are used to identify branches
of a retailer. The algorithm was modelled in VDM and validated using combinatorial
testing. One of the interesting aspects of this case study is that it involves the gener-
ation and execution of one million tests, which code generated traces enabled us to
execute. However, as we shall see, very recent advances in trace expansion techniques
allows traces to be executed much more efficiently. Currently VDMJ is the only VDM
interpreter that supports this expansion algorithm. To study the performance of code
generated traces we compare the execution times to those obtained using Overture and
VDMJ.
Combinatorial testing has been researched for several years [24] with most of the
work centred around tools that support combinatorial testing for different programming
languages [29]. At the level of specification languages it is worth comparing our work
to [9]. In their work, Dick et al. use a finite-state automaton approach to support test se-
quencing of implicit-style VDM models. However, since their technique uses symbolic
values, one needs to provide the means to select concrete ones.
Similar to VDM, TOBIAS supports test case generation from a pattern that de-
scribes a test set. The test cases generated by TOBIAS can be output as sequences of
VDM operation calls or as JUnit [16] test cases. In particular, the latter can be used to
test a Java implementation against a JML specification. Although our work currently
only supports Java and JML, it also enables code generation of the VDM specification
in addition to the tests. Our technique may, however, be adopted to use other Design-
by-Contract (DbC) implementation technologies (section 6).
The test automation technique presented in this paper, is also comparable to what
can be achieved using SAT solvers [2] since both techniques conduct an analysis for
a finite collection of cases. However, while SAT solvers are limited by the number
of values for each domain, our approach is guided by traces for the finite number of
combinations to be analysed. Similar to our approach the Spin model checker translates
a Promela model into an optimised C-program that performs exhaustive exploration of
the state space [12]. In order to avoid the state explosion problem that is inherent to
model checking, one needs to limit the size of the state space subject to exploration.
In VDM the state space is limited by the desired paths undertaken, which is expressed
using a trace.
The structure of the paper is as follows: after this introduction, combinatorial testing
for VDM is described in section 2. Next, our approach to code generating traces is
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presented in section 3. Afterwards, the performance of code generated traces is studied
using an industrial case study in section 4. This is followed by a discussion of the




VDM is one of the longest established formal methods for the development of computer-
based systems. In VDM data are defined by means of types built using constructors that
define records and collections such as sets, sequences and mappings from basic val-
ues such as booleans, characters and numbers. Data types can be further constrained
with type invariants and the overall system state can similarly have a state invariant
defined. Functionality is defined in terms of functions and operations over data types.
These can be defined implicitly by pre conditions and post conditions that characterise
their behaviour, or explicitly by means of specific algorithms. Function and operation
arguments are passed by value, which avoids the complexity of value aliasing.
Collectively, the state/type invariants and pre- and post conditions define “contracts”
that the specification must meet. A specification implicitly defines functions that repre-
sent each of its constraints. For example, a pre condition defines a total function which
has the same parameters as the function (or operation) that it guards and a boolean re-
sult; the body of the function is the pre condition expression. Similarly, a type definition
with an invariant implicitly defines a total function with parameters that match its value
constructor and a boolean result; the body of the function is the invariant expression.
As an informative annex to the VDM-SL ISO standard [13], a module-based exten-
sion has been added to the language. This extension enables structuring of a VDM-SL
model into a collection of modules with capabilities to import and export definitions
to/from other modules. A module may define a single state component which can be
constrained by an invariant.
2.2 Combinatorial testing of VDM models
Combinatorial tests are a form of animation that allow large numbers of tests to be gen-
erated using patterns. A combinatorial test generator expands these patterns, or traces,
by considering every possible combination of values that would match the pattern. Then
for each combination of values, the system is reset and an animation performed. It is not
unusual to generate hundreds of thousands of tests this way, which therefore explores
far more of the possible system states than ad-hoc animation testing.
Traces are closely related to normal VDM-SL expressions, but expand “looseness”
to consider all possible results. For example, in a normal specification the expression
let a in set S be st p(a) selects a value from the set S such that p is true.
If there are many such values in S, VDM does not define which one is selected, only
that the one selected meets p. In a trace, the same expression generates a new test,
with a new binding for a, for every value in S that meets p(a). Similarly, the non-
deterministic statement ||(op1(), op2(), op3()) usually means that the three
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operations are called sequentially, but in an undefined order. When this appears in a
trace, it generates one test for every possible ordering of the calls.
Futhermore, when a trace contains two or more clauses that would expand to multi-
ple tests, a test is generated for every combination of the expansions. For example, the
trace in listing 1.1 calls the operation op with every possible combination of a value
from the set A and a value from the set B.
let a in set A in
let b in set B in
op(a, b);
 
Listing 1.1. Example of trace in VDM.
At the end of the expansion, every generated test is an ordered sequence of variable
assignments and operation or function calls. So if A={1} and B={7,14}, the example
above would expand to a=1; b=7; op(a,b) and a=1; b=14; op(a,b). Each
test will then execute successfully if the sequence of operation calls do not violate
any constraints, either in the creation of the variable values or in the execution of the
operations. In this context, a constraint violation is a condition that leads to a runtime-
error such as an invariant violation or division by zero. A test which does not violate
any constraints is considered a PASS. A test which breaks a constraint is normally
considered a FAIL, but tests which violate a constraint directly when an operation is
called from the test is considered INCONCLUSIVE. The reason is that it is possible that
the specification is correct but the test generation is at fault. For example, the generation
may produce test cases that violate the outermost operation pre conditions.
2.3 Code generation for VDM-SL
The work presented in this paper is implemented as an extension of Overture’s VDM-
to-Java code generator. This code generator represents each VDM-SL module using a
final Java class that has a private constructor to protect against instantiation and
subclassing. The module class uses a static field to represent the state component (if
defined) and functions and operations are translated to static Java methods that are
added to the module class.
The generated Java code is supported by a small runtime library, which includes
Java implementations of some of the VDM types and operators. For example, sets, se-
quences and maps are implemented using the VDMSet, VDMSeq and VDMMap classes,
which are extensions of standard Java collections.
Overture’s Java code generator can translate pre- and post conditions and invari-
ants of VDM-SL specifications to JML annotations that are added to the generated
Java code [28]. JML is a DbC specification language, used for specification of Java
classes and interfaces. To demonstrate how the code generator uses JML, consider a
code generated method f, with input parameters i1,...,in, derived from a user-
defined VDM-SL function. Then f has a code generated static pre condition method
pre f with the same parameters as f. To indicate that pre f has no write-effects it is
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marked with the JML pure modifier. In addition, f is annotated with the requires
pre f(i1,...,in) annotation to make pre f a pre condition of f. The generated
Java program can be validated against the JML annotations in order to ensure that the
generated code meets the properties described by the contracts of the VDM specifica-
tion.
The Java code generator also produces JML checks to ensure the consistency of
VDM types when they are translated to Java. This is achieved using a function Is(v,T)
which checks that a Java value or object reference v is consistent with the VDM type T
that it originates from. For example, consider a Java value or object reference v which
represents a VDM identifier that is either a natural number or a boolean value, i.e.
it is of type bool|nat. In the generated Java code Is(v,bool|nat) is a JML
predicate that is used to test whether v is either true, false or some positive in-
teger. For this simple example the JML annotation checks that Utils.is nat(v)
|| Utils.is bool(v) is true. More complex types, such as user-defined types
constrained by invariants or collection-based types, generate more complicated JML
checks. The full definition of Is(v,T) and a description of how this function is used
by the Java code generator, is described in detail in [28]. Some of the checks generated
by Is(v,T) uses functionality of the Java code generator’s runtime library, including
a small extension of it called V2J. For example, V2J has functionality to check if a
Java object represents an injective mapping or a non-empty sequence, which is used to
check type constraints in the generated code.
The trace code generator uses the JML annotations to detect contract and type vi-
olations in the generated code. This is used to determine the verdicts of the trace tests.
For example, if one of the tests violates a JML post condition then this test is consid-
ered a FAIL. As another example, a test that passes arguments to an operation that
do not match the operation signature – with respect to the VDM-SL specification – is
considered INCONCLUSIVE. This is detected using the JML predicates produced by
Is(v,T).
3 Code Generating Traces
Internally Overture represents a trace as an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) composed of
nodes that correspond to the different kinds of trace constructs (e.g. a let binding
or a non-deterministic statement). This AST represents a pattern that can be expanded
into a test set. The code generator takes a similar approach to representing traces by
constructing the trace AST using trace constructs or nodes available via the Java code
generator’s runtime library: the Alternative trace node is used to represent the tests
produced by the | trace operator or the let be st bindings. The let binding only
defines trace variables. The Concurrent trace node represents the || trace operator
and expands to all possible orderings of the tests of its child nodes. The Repeat trace
node is used to repeat tests a specified number of times according to some repetition
pattern, e.g. op(x){1,2}. The Sequence trace node expands to the sequencing of
the tests of its child nodes. The Statement trace node expands to a single test, which
is the invocation of a Call statement. The Call statement nodes constitute the leaves
of the trace AST.
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In order to construct a code generated version of the trace, the code generator pro-
duces Java code that when executed builds a trace AST, composed of nodes from the
Java code generator’s runtime library. To demonstrate the process of code generat-
ing a trace AST, consider the VDM-SL trace in listing 1.2. In this listing, the non-
deterministic choice between fun(x) and op1(x) produces two tests: fun(x);
op1(x) and op1(x); fun(x). The repetition of op2(x) further produces two
tests: op2(x) and op2(x); op2(x). Since the repeated and concurrent trace oper-
ators are grouped as alternatives, and the tests are expanded for all bindings for x, the
total number of tests accumulates to eight. These tests are shown in listing 1.3.




Listing 1.2. Example of a trace specified using VDM-SL.

x = 1; fun(x); op1(x); /* Test 1 */
x = 1; op1(x); fun(x); /* Test 2 */
x = 1; op2(x); /* Test 3 */
x = 1; op2(x); op2(x); /* Test 4 */
x = 2; fun(x); op1(x); /* Test 5 */
...
x = 2; op2(x); op2(x); /* Test 8 */
 
Listing 1.3. The tests generated from the trace in listing 1.2.
At runtime the code generated version of a trace is represented as an object tree
composed of the different trace nodes and trace variables used during the expansion
of the trace. For the trace in listing 1.2, the trace AST is visualised using the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) object diagram in fig. 1.
Expansion and execution of the trace is handled entirely by the runtime library, and
performed using the ExecTests method in the TraceNode class. The execution of
the trace tests is shown using a UML sequence diagram in fig. 2. In this figure ast
represents the trace AST, module is the code generated version of the module enclos-
ing the trace, testAcc is used to record the test results, and finally store is used
to manage system states between the different test runs. As described in section 2, the
system is reset between each test, i.e. the tests are executed independently. The code
generator uses the store to achieve this when executing the code generated version
of the trace. The test accumulator (testAcc in fig. 2) receives information about each
test that has been executed via the registerTestmethod. This method call has been
omitted from fig. 2 to keep the figure simple. A test accumulator is implemented as a
strategy [11], i.e. one test accumulator may print the test results directly to the console,
another test accumulator may write the results to the file system and so on.
As a first step of the test expansion and execution, the module class enclosing the
code generated trace is registered in the store. In case there are other module classes

















Fig. 1. Runtime representation of a code generated trace, shown using a UML object diagram.
they are also registered in the store, since they might also have their state changed
during test execution. Subsequently the tests are derived by invoking the getTests
method on the root of the ast, which returns a TestSequence that contains the
generated tests. Next, each test is executed and the store is reset to restore the system
state. This process continues until there are no more tests to be executed.
The Call statement is an abstract class defined by the runtime library. When a
trace is code generated, the code produced implements and instantiates the Call state-
ments as anonymous classes. As shown in fig. 3, the Call statement defines three
methods: The isTypeCorrect method is used to determine whether the input to the
Call statement matches the types of the formal parameters of the function or operation
that the Call statement originates from. If this method returns false the current test
is considered INCONCLUSIVE. Since the implementation of the isTypeCorrect
method depends on the signature of the function or operation that the Call statement
originates from, this method is implemented by the Java code generator when the trace
is code generated. The isTypeCorrect method returns true by default, which cor-
responds to the situation where the input to the Call statement can be guaranteed,
using static analysis, to be type correct. In this particular case the code generator does
not have to implement the isTypeCorrect method. To illustrate, the construction
and implementation of the Call statement object used to represent op2 is shown in
listing 1.4. Note that the code generated version of the argument x is accessed from a
scope enclosing the Call methods.
For a Call statement to be type correct the input arguments a1,...,an must
match the types of the formal parameters, T1,...,Tn, of the function or operation
that the Call statement originates from. Using the function Is(v,T), described in
section 2, we require that Is(a1,T1) && ... && Is(an,Tn) holds in order for
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the Call statement to be considered type correct. This check is code generated to a
JML assertion, which can be configured to produce an AssertionError that signals
that the Call statement is not type correct for the given arguments. As indicated by the
generated JML check in listing 1.4, it is assumed that the formal parameter of op2 is
of type nat.
If a test is considered type correct the runtime library will check that the pre con-
dition of the Call statement is met, which is checked using the meetsPreCond
method. The meetsPreCond method returns true by default, which corresponds
to the situation where no pre condition is defined. If either the isTypeCorrect
or meetsPreCond method yield false the test is INCONCLUSIVE. Otherwise the




















Fig. 3. The interface of the Call statement node.
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Call callStm_3 = new Call() {
public Boolean isTypeCorrect() {
try {
//@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);





public Boolean meetsPreCond() {
return pre_op2(x);
}
public Object execute() {
return op2(x);
}
public String toString() {
return "op2(" + Utils.toString(x) + ")";
}
};
Listing 1.4. Implementation of a Call statement.
statement and returns the result to the runtime library. This method is abstract and im-
plemented by the code generator when the trace is code generated (see listing 1.4).
4 Case study
4.1 FAD codes
A FAD code is a six digit number, used to identify branches of a retailer. The customer
asked us to consider a scenario where FAD codes were obfuscated such that codes were
still six digits, still unique per branch, and the entire 0-999999 value range was still
available. This is equivalent to creating a permutation on the list of all possible FAD
codes. But the obfuscation of a FAD code also needed to be a lightweight calculation,
rather than a lookup in a large table, for example.
The design team thought that a permutation could be defined using an injective map
of the 0-9 digits onto themselves, but with no digit mapping to itself. If that map was
then used to transform the individual digits of a FAD code, then it was believed that
the overall set of FAD codes and their transformations would itself form an injective
map, defining a permutation. This is intuitively true, but it was not considered “obvi-
ous”. To investigate whether it did meet the requirements, a VDM model was created
that defined FAD codes and the injective digit map. It was then stated that if the map
was applied to every possible FAD code, then the set of obfuscated FAD codes would
meet the requirements. Relevant excerpts from the VDM model are shown in listing 1.5.
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
values
SIZE = 6; -- FAD code size
MAX = 10 ** SIZE - 1; -- The highest FAD code
DM1 : DigitMap = -- Arbitrary digit mapping
{ 1 |-> 9, 2 |-> 8, 3 |-> 7, 4 |-> 6, 5 |-> 0,
6 |-> 4, 7 |-> 3, 8 |-> 2, 9 |-> 1, 0 |-> 5 };
types
DigitMap = inmap nat to nat
inv m ==
let digits = {0, ..., 9} in
dom m = digits and rng m = digits
and forall c in set dom m & m(c) <> c;
FAD = nat
inv f == f <= MAX
functions
convert: FAD * DigitMap -> FAD
convert(fad, dm) ==
let digits = digitsOf(fad) in
valOf([ dm(digits(i)) | i in set inds digits ])
post RESULT <> fad;
traces
AllDifferent:
let fad in set {0, ..., MAX} in
convert(fad, DM1);
 
Listing 1.5. Excerpts from the FAD code VDM model
The trace in listing 1.5 has no combination of cases, but still generates one million
test cases when SIZE is set to six. The validity of each test is checked by the fact that
the digit map DM1 must meet its constraints, and when applied to every FAD code that
map must produce an obfuscated result which meets the convert post conditions –
that it is a different value.
One could write a trace which applies every possible injective map to the entire set
of FAD codes to test that every case produces a permutation. However, with one million
FAD codes per map, this would be intractable. This illustrates the point that although
trace expansion is useful, combinatorial explosions can easily limit the size of the traces
that can be executed.
4.2 Performance results
To analyse the performance gained by using code generated traces, the trace in list-
ing 1.5 was executed using different VDM tools, for FAD codes consisting of up to
six digits. These VDM tools exhibit different performance characteristics in terms of
execution time and memory consumption due to the way they expand the trace. The
memory consumption is an indication of how well a tool scales for large test collec-
tions. For example, when the memory consumption of a tool approaches the maximum
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amount of memory available, the execution time will increase significantly. In the worst
case the tools run out of memory and crash.
Each tool was run twice for each FAD code size. The first run was used to mea-
sure execution time. The second run was used to confirm that the tool did not suffer
from memory starvation, which would yield a misleading execution time. Checking
the memory consumption was performed using a separate run to avoid affecting the
execution time. The execution times are those reported by the tools. The memory con-
sumption was analysed using the /usr/bin/time tool available on Ubuntu Gnome
15.10 (wily). This tool will report the maximum resident set size for a process, i.e. the
maximum amount of memory allocated by the process that is stored in RAM during
execution. This is not an accurate measure of the actual memory consumption but it
gives an idea of whether the VDM tools are suffering from memory starvation.
All the performance measurements were performed on a Fujitsu LIFEBOOK U772
laptop with a 1.7GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8Gb of memory running a Linux OS
(Ubuntu Gnome). The VDM tools were executed on a 64-bit Java 7 virtual machine
with a maximum heap size of 5Gb.
The execution times for FAD codes of sizes one through six are shown in table 1
and visualised using a logarithmic data plot in fig. 4. For the scenario that did not com-
plete, due to the VDM tool running out of memory during trace expansion, the result
is specified as “failed”. For FAD codes of size six, the maximum resident set sizes for
VDMJ was measured to 2.17 Gb, for code generated traces it was 2.31 Gb, whereas no
measurement was made for Overture because this tool crashed. Based on the maximum
resident set sizes it was confirmed that the tools did not suffer from memory starvation
during the trace expansion and execution.
Table 1. Execution times for different VDM tools and FAD code sizes.
Size VDMJ-3.1.1 Overture-2.3.2 extension Code Generated
[ms] [ms] [ms]
1 46 124 211
2 465 621 633
3 2,139 3,288 3,217
4 8,692 9,068 29,032
5 35,610 57,999 279,401
6 379,635 failed 2,953,318
5 Discussion
This section discusses the performance results presented in section 4.2. As illustrated
using the plot in fig. 4, execution times increase exponentially as more digits are added
to a FAD code. This is expected since adding more digits cause an exponential increase
in the number of tests generated.
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Fig. 4. The execution times in table 1 visualised using a logarithmic data plot.
Overture did not manage to run the one million tests generated for six digit FAD
codes because the tool ran out of memory. The code generated trace, on the other hand,
completed these tests in over 2, 900 s, or 49.22 minutes. What is surprising about the
results obtained using these two tools is that Overture expands and executes the tests
significantly faster than the code generated trace, for FAD code sizes smaller than six.
Therefore, the only performance gain of the code generated traces is the reduction in
memory needed to expand and execute the trace. This is surprising since traces that are
run as compiled code are, by intuition, expected to run faster. Comparing the execution
time of a code generated trace to that obtained using Overture provides a good indica-
tion of the performance that can be gained, since these tools use the same algorithm to
expand the trace.
VDMJ completes all one million tests in over 379 s, or 6.33 minutes and is the
fastest tool to execute the tests. Compared to Overture, VDMJ manages to complete
the tests because it uses a more memory efficient algorithm to expand the trace. Older
releases of VDMJ use an algorithm similar to that of Overture. However, very recently
VDMJ was released with a new expansion algorithm that addresses some of the perfor-
mance issues with the old expansion algorithm.
To study the performance overhead posed by OpenJML, we first tried to compile
and execute the code generated trace as a normal Java program – without using Open-
JML. This is similar to running the code generated trace without checking the generated
JML annotations. When this is done, even with the poor expansion algorithm, the one
million tests are expanded and executed in 33.94 seconds. If the expansion algorithm is
changed to that used by VDMJ, this will most likely be significantly lower. The reason
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for this is that VDMJ seems to scale better than Overture for larger test sets, as indicated
by the execution times in table 1.
To further analyse the overhead of using OpenJML we tried to remove the JML an-
notations from the generated code and compile and execute the tests using the OpenJML
runtime assertion checker. The point of this is to eliminate the overhead directly related
to checking the JML constraints and focus solely on the overhead posed by OpenJML.
Although this reduces the number of extra checks that are performed, OpenJML still
guards against variables and fields that hold the value null, as this is not allowed by
default. When the JML annotations are removed, OpenJML expands and executes the
one million tests in 11.15 minutes. Ideally, the execution time should be close to that
obtained by running the code generated trace without the OpenJML runtime assertion
checker (33.94 seconds). This is an indication that OpenJML has a significant influence
on the rather disappointing performance results obtained using code generated traces.
To address the performance issues we believe that two things must be done. First,
the expansion algorithm must be updated to that used by VDMJ, which is available as
open-source. Secondly, we plan to look into other DbC technologies that can be used to
support our work (section 6).
6 Conclusion and future plans
In this paper we have shown how VDM traces can be code generated and used to test
the system realisation, or some part of it. Code generated traces have potential to allow
a larger number of tests to be executed since they are run as compiled code rather than
using a VDM interpreter. Our work is implemented as an extension of Overture’s Java
code generator, which translates a VDM-SL model to a Java program annotated with
JML derived from the VDM constraints. When the code generated trace is expanded
and executed, using a JML tool, the code generated version of the VDM specification
is validated against the JML annotations.
In the FAD code case study, code generated traces allow more memory efficient ex-
pansion and execution of traces, compared to using the Overture interpreter. However,
we still regard our current performance results as disappointing. Especially because
the FAD code trace executes much faster with VDMJ compared to the code generated
version of the trace. In order for code generated traces to execute faster than traces
interpreted using VDMJ, we believe that two things must be addressed. First, the algo-
rithm used for the expansion must be improved, for example, by using that of VDMJ.
Secondly, there are also indications that the performance issues are directly related to
the use of OpenJML.
Looking forward, we plan to investigate other technologies that can support our
work and help us achieve better performance results. One way to ensure that the con-
tracts and type constraints, as specified in VDM, hold across the translation, is by adding
extra Java checks to the generated code – without using a particular DbC technology.
Although this allows us to control exactly when these checks are triggered, the sepa-
ration between specification and code becomes less clean. One DbC technology that
is worth investigating, as an alternative to OpenJML, is the .NET-based technology,
Microsoft Code Contracts [27, chapter 15]. Compared to JML, which uses a dedicated
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syntax for program specification, Code Contracts provides its features via libraries to
support all languages within the .NET framework. JML and Code Contracts share many
of the same concepts although their semantics sometimes differ. Changing our work to
use another DbC technology therefore requires new rules for representing VDM con-
straints in the generated code. However, due to the similarities between Java and C#, we
expect the approach used to code generate traces to be readily reusable. In a C++ con-
text another DbC technology that is worth investigating is the Contract++ library [4],
which has been accepted into Boost [26]. On a longer term, contracts may also be a
native feature of C++17 [8].
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Abstract. Both TASTE and Overture have successfully demonstrated that method
integration is a very promising strategy to create robust and effective tool suites.
We show how the automated generation of bidirectional translation functions be-
tween VDM and ASN.1 type and value definitions allows the smooth integra-
tion of C-code generated from VDM models into TASTE. This enables rapid
prototyping and early design validation directly in the target environment, while
seamlessly interacting with other parts of the system specified in other notations
supported by TASTE.
Keywords: Overture, TASTE, VDM, ASN.1, code generation
1 Introduction
The introduction of formal techniques in an engineering setting is notoriously difficult.
Formal methods are typically focused on performing analysis on abstract models of a
system, while traditional software engineering is aimed at producing source code that
is usually much more detailed. Moving from the former to the latter, requires either to
lower the level of detail in the formal models, or relying on translation techniques to do
this (semi-) automatically, or by using a combination of both. Automatic generation of
source code from formal models is certainly not new, but one of the key issues that ham-
pers their adoption in practice is the fact that it is usually an “all or nothing” approach,
which complicates the integration with other system software artifacts, i.e. legacy code,
required run-time libraries, device drivers and the operating system.
In previous work [14], we explored an approach consisting in integrating a front-
end formal modelling tool, called Overture [8], with a back-end software integration
platform, called TASTE [6]. We show in this paper how such a tool integration can be
achieved, providing us with a very powerful tool chain that allows the production of
high quality executables created from a heterogeneous set of models and other software
artifacts.
We first provide an overview of the TASTE environment in Section 2, followed by
a short recap of the involved Overture features in Section 3, as we expect that the reader
is already fairly familiar with the latter. We then discuss how the integration of the two
tools is achieved in Section 4, which is demonstrated on a small case study presented in
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Section 5. Finally, we draw some conclusions from our work in Section 6 and discuss
how these results can be taken further.
2 The TASTE tool chain
TASTE is an acronym and stands for The ASSERT Set of Tools for Engineering, re-
ferring to the European FP6 project Automated proof based System and Software En-
gineering for Real-Time applications (ASSERT), which ran from September 2004 to
December 2007 [5], from which the development philosophy and tool chain originate.
Since then, TASTE has evolved into an active open-source initiative, dedicated to the
development of high integrity distributed real-time systems 4.
TASTE addresses the problem of developing complex distributed systems, by fol-
lowing a strict heterogeneous model-based approach, supported by high levels of au-
tomation. This allows the user to concentrate on building the functionality for each
system component in the language of choice that is most appropriate. Advanced code
generation and build automation ensures consistency at each development step, remov-
ing tedious and error prone manual tasks that often are the root cause of integration
and test problems. This philosophy is quite fitting with modern agile development and
continuous integration approaches, however these are not at all common in this domain.
In order to achieve that goal, TASTE has adopted mature programming and mod-
elling languages based on open standards with long-term open source and commercial
support. At its core, TASTE relies on two formal modelling techniques:
AADL [3] captures the overall system architecture: the main components and their
internal structure, the deployment and dynamic behaviour of these components,
their interfaces (see [3], used in the TASTE Interface and Deployment Views).
ASN.1 [4] plays a pivotal role in TASTE, as it is used to provide bidirectional trans-
lations between all types used to exchange data between the constituent models (see
[4], used in the TASTE Data View).
The tool chain ensures that native data types living in one model can be transfered vice
versa to any other model without loss of fidelity, while enforcing all consistency re-
quirements, such as invariants. One of the unique selling points of this approach is that
the formal definition of the data type in ASN.1 and the physical encoding of the asso-
ciated value are fully independent, which allows the user to change the value encoding
without the need to change the interface of the application that relies on that data type.
This provides both flexibility as well as the means to optimize the implementation, even
in very late stages of the design. ASN.1 is both the Swiss army knife and super glue of
TASTE.
For specifying system behaviour, the user has a wide range of techniques at his dis-
posal. For example, SDL [11] can be used to specify state machines, and interfaces can
be generated to directly include code generated from SCADE and Simulink. Also the
inclusion of hand-written or legacy code (for example written in C and Ada) is possible.
And finally, hardware/software co-design is supported by the automatic generation of
both device drivers in C and for the counterpart hardware interfaces in VHDL.
4 The main project web-site is http://taste.tuxfamily.org
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TASTE allows to seamlessly integrate all these artifacts into a set of executables,
compliant to the defined distributed system architecture in AADL. It relies on a portable
and light-weight middleware called PolyORB-HI, which provides the portability ab-
straction across a wide range of target operating systems such as Windows, Linux,
Xenomai (real-time Linux) and RTEMS. PolyORB-HI has been designed with high
integrity applications in mind (i.e. ensuring low and deterministic performance over-
head, low memory footprint, no dynamic memory management and so on). TASTE
will produce binary application images that can be directly downloaded and executed
on a wide range of embedded targets, emulators and simulators. Switching from one
platform to another is merely a matter of setting a few configuration parameters and
rebuilding the application. Last but not least, TASTE provides several features to as-
sist in advanced system validation, such as the automatic generation of test suites and
Python test scripts, the import and export of datasets into SQL databases, the creation
of graphical user interfaces with features to record, plot and even play back data, for
example using Message Sequence Charts [9].
Most if not all notations used within TASTE have a well-defined formal syntax and
semantics, which not only allows to seamlessly integrate the artifacts generated from the
constituent heterogeneous models, but also to perform upfront analysis. For example,
schedulability of the design can already be analysed at the AADL level before even a
single behavioral specification is available or the choice for the hardware platform is
made. Moreover, consistent design documentation can be generated directly from the
models, which is in particular useful for interface control documents. The well defined
semantics also enables the integration of other tools and techniques, making TASTE
extensible in a coherent and controlled way. This is the key to creating a tool chain that
is aimed at improving productivity.
3 The Overture tool and vdm2c
Overture is a tool that enables the definition, validation and simulation of VDM models,
supporting the three dialects VDM-SL, VDM++ and VDM-RT [8]. VDM-SL is the
core language, with object-oriented specification facilities built on top of it as VDM++.
Facilities for specifying timing and distributed architectures are in turn built on top of
VDM++ as VDM-RT. Note that VDM++ is the dialect of interest in this paper, as the
VDM-RT aspects are already provided by TASTE in the Deployment View.
The code generation platform of Overture [7] is being employed to create a C code
generator, which is called vdm2c, for an executable, object-oriented subset of VDM-
RT. Note that the choice for C was made deliberately over C++. At the time of writing
this paper, an early prototype of this code generator was available (version 0.0.2), pro-
viding support for basic language features. Despite the tool limitations, it has proven to
be sufficient to demonstrate our proof of concept.
The C code is generated under the assumption that the original VDM specification
has been validated using Overture, at the very least showing that the specification is syn-
tax and type correct. The translator follows the structure of the specification as closely
as possible. It implements VDM++ classes as C structures with appropriate function
pointer and name mangling mechanisms in order to implement inheritance, and it car-
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ries VDM types explicitly. These VDM types are part of a generic support library which
is independent of the source VDM model. The fundamental data type of the support li-
brary is the C structure TypedValue shown near the bottom of Listing 1.
Listing 1. Fundamental code generator data type.
typedef enum {
VDM_INT, VDM_NAT, VDM_NAT1, VDM_BOOL, VDM_REAL,
VDM_RAT, VDM_CHAR, VDM_SET, VDM_SEQ, VDM_MAP,
VDM_PRODUCT, VDM_QUOTE, VDM_RECORD, VDM_CLASS
} vdmtype;
typedef union TypedValueType {
void* ptr; // VDM_SET, VDM_SEQ, VDM_CLASS,
// VDM_MAP, VDM_PRODUCT
int intVal; // VDM_INT and INT1
bool boolVal; // VDM_BOOL
double doubleVal; // VDM_REAL
char charVal; // VDM_CHAR










While it is easy to understand how basic VDM types such as nat and char can be
accessed in a value of type struct TypedValue, structured values such as set and
seq require further explanation. The elements of a value of this type are simply stored
as an array inside a value of type struct Collection. The size field records
how many elements the collection contains. Naturally, nested types are accommodated.
VDM records are treated as VDM classes with no functions or operations.
4 The Integration between Overture and TASTE
The initial step of the integration between TASTE and Overture looked at the interac-
tive simulation of a simple heterogeneous system model [12]. The main goal of this
experiment was to define reactive system behaviour as a state machine using the Speci-
fication and Description Language (SDL) and perform more complex data manipulation
algorithms in VDM, as a means of achieving separation of concerns. The software ar-
chitecture is presented schematically in Figure 1. The SDL modeller and simulator in
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TASTE, OpenGEODE, interacts directly with the Overture interpreter through a TCP
socket connection, which exposes the standard remote control API of Overture. This
allows OpenGEODE to call the Overture interpreter directly in order to execute specific
operations in the VDM model, whereby OpenGEODE converts all TASTE internal data
types to and from their VDM counterparts. The TASTE Abstract Syntax Notation One
(ASN.1) compiler, asn1scc [13], was extended to translate the ASN.1 data type defini-
tions in OpenGEODE into their VDM counterpart in Overture. This already provided
an additional level of consistency, and demonstrated that a translation from ASN.1 to
VDM was feasible for all types supported in TASTE. Examples of this translation is




















Fig. 1. Initial experiments for integrating SDL and VDM models
At this stage, the integration has involved only a few features of the TASTE tools:
more precisely, a) the built-in behavioural modelling facilities (OpenGEODE) and b)
the use of the ASN.1 compiler to ensure consistency of the data type definitions. This
enabled the interactive simulation shown in [12] which is great for early system valida-
tion. However, the TASTE toolset is primarily aimed at the development of embedded,
real-time systems: in particular TASTE is able to automatically assemble, glue together
and deploy the final software system on a real target; none of these features have been
exploited in the initial experiment. In order to have VDM as a new modelling language
inside TASTE, a deeper integration is necessary.
As presented in Section 3, the Overture toolset currently supports a prototype code
generator for the C language: vdm2c. The main idea is to allow the automatic inte-
gration of the generated C-code from Overture with other software artifacts comprising
functions coded in other languages through the use of TASTE. Figure 2 presents the
new integrated architecture: the compatibility of data exchanged between all software
artifacts is ensured by the ASN.1 compiler. Finally, TASTE compiles and links all the
pieces together and deploys the generated executable on the target platform.
To realize such integration, it is necessary to develop what makes the two generated
pieces of code communicate. To have a better understanding, consider the following
example where the function A (i.e. generated from Matlab-Simulink) wants to call the



















Fig. 2. TASTE Overture integrated architecture.
function B (generated from VDM) passing the parameter c of a given type. As already
explained, TASTE relies on the ASN.1 language to define the exact content of the data
types of the function parameters in a way that is independent from a specific imple-
mentation language. If the function B expects the parameter c of type TypeC, an 8-bit
integer, the ASN.1 definition will include:
Listing 2. Example of a type definition using ASN.1.
TypeC ::= INTEGER (0..255)
At this stage, we would look at the TypeC type and find the best match in VDM
language to represent it; then we would look at how vdm2c translates the VDM TypeC
to C type. The same thing has to be done also in the A side and make sure they fit. Oth-
erwise, we would write a function Convert TypeC from Matlab to VDM(...)
doing the conversion job. Despite being technically easy to perform, this is an error-
prone and long process as soon as there are many functions to develop and maintain,
in particular as these interfaces are likely to evolve over time. TASTE has tools that
implements this whole process in an automated way, in the TASTE terminology:
A mapper - starting from the ASN.1 types, the Data Modelling Toolchain [1]
and/or the compiler templating facilities [13] can generate semantically-equivalent
types. The asn1scc compiler is dedicated to safety-critical systems, and is able to
generate optimized Ada and C code, but also customizable through template files
for enabling support to other languages (e.g. VDM) [10].
B mapper - generating the translation functions at code level that convert the data
types obtained by vdm2c code generator from and to the C data types generated by
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the ASN.1 compiler, as well as the piece of glue code that wraps the VDM function
call with the translated parameter.
In this context, the Data Modelling Toolchain generates the VDM types starting from
the ASN.1 data types definition, and currently supports all TASTE allowed data types.
At the current time, the B mapper supports simple data types such as INTEGER,
BOOLEAN, REAL and ENUMERATED and complex types like SEQUENCE OF. The
support of more structured data types, like CHOICE (the VDM union type) and SEQUENCE
(the VDM record type) is under development 5. Through the definition of these two
components, the A mapper and B mapper, the VDM language is integrated into
TASTE to create working prototypes. The Section 5 demonstrates these capabilities
on a small case study.
5 Case Studies
First, we recall the data definition reported in Listing 2; through the invocation of the
asn1scc compiler, the semantically equivalent VDM types are generated as reported
in Listing 3, where ASN.1 constraints are translated into VDM invariants.
types
public TypeC = int
inv x >= 0 and x <= 255 
Listing 3. Generated VDM type starting from the ASN.1 definition of Listing 2.
The ASN.1 compiler asn1scc and vdm2c are both used for generating the corre-
sponding C code. The ASN.1 compiler generates a C definition where TypeC is an
alias of integer primitive type asn1Sccint, as shown in the Listing 4:
Listing 4. Native C data type, generated by the B mapper.
typedef asn1Sccint TypeC;
The vdm2c maps the defined TypeC into the struct TypedValue (see Listing 1),
where the field type takes the value VDM INT and the field value takes the intVal
representation. The B mapper is now used for generating functions executing the con-
version between the two C codes obtained; recalling the example the conversion from
the asn1scc TypeC to the VDM TypedValue and vice versa, the generated code
is shown in Listing 5.
Listing 5. Generated convert functions by the B mapper.
void Convert_TypeC_from_VDM_to_ASN1SCC




5 These features are currently also not supported by vdm2c.
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void Convert_TypeC_from_ASN1SCC_to_VDM




The generated functions are based on straightforward conversion as in the translation
from VDM to asn1scc standard types, or based on the support library of vdm2c (see
the call to newInt) for the definition of TypedValue variables. Similar functions
are also automatically generated for more complex types, such as sequences, requiring
iteration over the respective internal structures in order to perform the mapping. Now
the basic elements are in place, we can present a small case study that demonstrates
how the tools can be used in practice.
Fig. 3. Case study - TASTE Interface View
Figure 3 presents the interface view of an application consisting of five components.
This top-level model, which is specified in AADL, gives an overview of all provided
and required interfaces and their interconnections. A target language can be specified
for each of the components. For example, the ground component is an automati-
cally generated graphical user interface that allows to interact with the system. The
supervisor is a state machine specified in SDL and the controller is specified
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in VDM. Note that the supervisor has a periodic provided interface called pulse,
for which the period is specified in the interface view, in this case 1 second. The TASTE
middleware will ensure that this interface is called at this rate and that any deadlines
specified are also enforced. The SDL specification of the supervisor is provided in
Figure 4.
Fig. 4. Case study - TASTE supervisor SDL specification
The supervisor waits for the pulse event, then prints the vdm_s variable,
calls the run_one_step operation and prints the vdm_s variable again. It continues
in the DoWork state, calls the set_command operation and toggles the cmd vari-
able. Finally, it resumes to the Wait state, which repeats the cycle at the next pulse
event that is received. Note that run_one_step and set_command are provided
interfaces of the controller. Also note that this model uses data types as specified
in the TASTE data view, as shown in Listing 6.
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Listing 6. Case study : type definitions ASN.1 (TASTE data view).
TASTE-Dataview DEFINITIONS ::=
BEGIN
IMPORTS T-Boolean FROM TASTE-BasicTypes;
Rover-State ::= SEQUENCE (SIZE(4)) OF REAL (0.0 .. 1000.0)
END
Using the A_mapper in asn1scc, TASTE will generate the following VDM model:
class TASTE_Dataview
types
public Rover_State = seq of real




public T_Boolean = bool
end TASTE_BasicTypes 
Listing 7. Case study: generated VDM data model.
and the following VDM specification template for the provided interfaces:
class controller_Interface
operations
public Startup: () ==> ()
Startup () is subclass responsibility;
public PI_run_one_step: TASTE_Dataview‘Rover_State ==>
TASTE_Dataview‘Rover_State
run_one_step (-) == is subclass responsibility;
public PI_set_command: TASTE_BasicTypes‘T_Boolean ==> ()
set_command (-) == is subclass responsibility;
end controller_Interface 
Listing 8. Case study: generated VDM data model.
which can be conveniently modified to provide the following behavior:
class controller
is subclass of controller_Interface
instance variables
updateState : bool := false
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operations
public Startup: () ==> ()
Startup () == updateState := true;




( dcl newState : TASTE_Dataview‘Rover_State :=
[ vdm_state(1) + 1, vdm_state(2) + 2,
vdm_state(3) + 3, vdm_state(4) + 4];
return newState )
else return vdm_state;
public PI_set_command: TASTE_BasicTypes‘T_Boolean ==> ()
PI_set_command (cmd) == updateState := cmd;
end controller 
Listing 9. Case study: user specified VDM model.
The specified behavior shown in this example is trivial of course, but it just serves
the purpose of showing the process. In principle, the VDM model can be arbitrarily
complex. The Overture vdm2c code generator can now be used to generate the C-code
directly from the model shown in Listing 9. For conciseness, we do not include the
generated code here, but it is available on-line, as part of the TASTE example suite [2].
The final step is the glue code and the ASN.1 conversion functions, as generated by the
B-mappers. The ASN.1 conversion functions follow the same scheme as shown in
Listing 5, but the additional glue code to link everything together, is shown below:














TVP ptr_vdm_state = NULL;









void controller_PI_set_command(const asn1SccT_Boolean *IN_cmd)
{
TVP ptr_cmd = NULL;
Convert_T_Boolean_from_ASN1SCC_to_VDM(&ptr_cmd, IN_cmd);
CALL_FUNC(controller, controller, controller, 2, ptr_cmd);
}
All the artifacts shown in this section are automatically collected by TASTE and built
into an executable as specified in the TASTE Deployment View, which is shown in Fig-
ure 5, here indicating that all components are running on a single Intel x86 based Linux
32-bit operating system. The output of the running executable is shown in Listing 11,
which demonstrates that the heterogeneous model works as specified.
Fig. 5. Case study: simplified TASTE deployment view
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Listing 11. Debug logging of the running application.
=== BEFORE CALLING: 0 1 2 3
=== AFTER CALLING: 1 3 5 7
=== BEFORE CALLING: 1 3 5 7
=== AFTER CALLING: 2 5 8 11
=== BEFORE CALLING: 2 5 8 11
=== AFTER CALLING: 2 5 8 11
=== BEFORE CALLING: 2 5 8 11
=== AFTER CALLING: 3 7 11 15
=== BEFORE CALLING: 3 7 11 15
=== AFTER CALLING: 3 7 11 15
=== BEFORE CALLING: 3 7 11 15
=== AFTER CALLING: 4 9 14 19
6 Conclusions and future work
The paper has presented the integration procedure of the VDM language as new tech-
nology for designing functionalities inside a TASTE environment. Such implementation
involves the code generator vdm2c from the Overture side, the asn1scc compiler
and tools from the TASTE side able to generate pieces of glue code to make heteroge-
neous technologies communicate. The case studies demonstrate how functionalities de-
veloped in the VDM language are mixed together with components developed in other
languages to create a unique executable to be deployed on a target platform or tested
on a simulator. At the current time only ASN.1 basic types (like INTEGER, REAL,
BOOLEAN, ENUMERATE) and SEQUENCE OF basic types are completely supported.
But even in this limited setting, it has been clearly demonstrated that this kind of in-
tegration is only feasible if the steps are completely automated, and this is exactly what
our solution now offers. Most of the complexity shown in the previous section is com-
pletely hidden from the user, allowing to concentrate on his main task: to specify all the
system components in the most convenient formalism available in TASTE, as shown in
Figure 3, Figure 4, Listing 6, Listing 9 and Figure 5. Next short term developments will
be focused on the completion of the support for structured data types like SEQUENCE
and CHOICE, following the on-going development of the vdm2c compiler, which is
work in progress at this stage.
Our work has also shown that a bi-directional mapping between VDM and ASN.1
is indeed feasible. The existing Overture interpreter could therefore be extended with a
feature to directly communicate to other outside tools, much akin to our initial exper-
iments described in Section 4, but then using a communication channel based on the
exchange of ASN.1 values, using a configurable encoding scheme. This would allow
the coupling of Overture to other tools without the need for an external data converter,
and enable the interactive use of the Overture analysis features during validation exper-
iments.
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Abstract. Collaboration between different Traffic Management Systems (TMSs)
is virtually non-existent. A TMS is a cyber-physical system composed of soft-
ware and hardware systems under the control of a road authority. Existing road
infrastructure is not used in an optimal way, because each road authority tries to
achieve its own local goals: minimal congestion and pollution. The performance
of the network as a whole is not considered, nor are the interests of individual road
users, who travel across boundaries controlled by different TMSs. The TMSs in-
volved do not attempt to help one another to get a better overall result. In this pa-
per we show that collaboration between TMSs can be introduced, by modelling
a system of automated negotiations using the Overture toolset. A demonstrator
has been made which consists of a VDM model of two TMSs that interacts with
a simple traffic simulator. The VDM model receives traffic information from the
simulator, then the TMSs negotiate on which traffic control measures to use. The
chosen measures are communicated back to the simulator, allowing the effect of
the traffic measures to be seen.
Keywords: cyber-physical systems, Overture, VDM, traffic management, auto-
mated negotiation, collaborative architectures
1 Introduction
Many countries have dense road networks and significant traffic problems. The flow of
traffic on roads is managed by a series of Traffic Management Systems (TMSs), owned
and controlled by various local and national authorities. A TMS consists of a collection
of distributed systems and devices, usually installed along the roadside, and control
logic that decides how these devices operate. Devices can be sensors that collect traffic
data, such as cameras, radar detection systems, induction loops, and actuators that give
instructions to road users via signs and signals. Current TMS architectures are usually
controlled centrally from regional control centres. A low degree of collaboration hinders
efficient management of traffic problems that straddle boundaries between authorities,
because TMSs cannot communicate between regions and may have competing goals
for traffic flow. While cooperation between various road authorities from a governance
point of view has improved recently, a technical infrastructure (including the application
software) that facilitates collaboration between TMSs, is not yet in place.
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The TEMPO4 project addressed the problem of disconnected TMSs by giving TMS
providers collaborative control architectures that engage with each other in automated
negotiations. Negotiations are based on policies, which help to reach agreement on
which control measures are beneficial for the system as a whole, improving overall
network performance.
TEMPO used VDM++ and Overture [6] to perform an initial analysis of both exist-
ing traffic management networks and potential collaborative designs, demonstrating the
benefits of smart traffic systems. VDM was chosen as way to converge quickly on the
core logic in the traffic management domain with limited time and resources. The initial
models produced illustrate the core concepts and the possibilities enabled by allowing
TMSs to collaborate. It is possible to extend this further to achieve more realistic simu-
lations, for example using either the Crescendo5 [4] or INTO-CPS6 technologies [3] to
connect the TMS models in VDM to a dedicated traffic simulator. In such extensions it
would be necessary to devise a proper protocol for use in negotiations between TMSs.
Traffic simulations produce a large amount of numerical data and it is imperative that
this data is presented in an understandable way to non-experts, in order to make com-
puter models useful. Overture has been extended with a 2D/3D visualisation library7 to
illustrate the negotiations between TMSs and the overall effect on traffic flow [2].
This paper focuses on the central aspect of the model: the negotiation mechanism
used as the basis for collaboration. We start by giving a short introduction in the field
of traffic management in Section 2, using the same concepts that will be used in the
model itself, in this way making the model more comprehensible. After that a brief
overview of the TEMPO project is provided in Section 3. We then explain the idea
behind the negotiation process in Section 4, and how this is transformed into a VDM
model in Section 5. Afterwards we present initial results of the performance of the
model, compared to the original situation, in which no collaboration is facilitated in
Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper and suggest future work in Section 7.
2 Traffic Management
Traffic management involves planning, coordinating, controlling, and organising traf-
fic to achieve efficient and effective use of the existing road capacity. The way traffic
management is implemented varies in degree of sophistication, however in all cases the
goals are mostly the same:
– Enhancing or optimising the throughput of the network, in order to decrease trav-
ellers’ journey times;
– Sustainability, ensuring that environmental policies are met;
4 TEMPO is an acronym for “TMS Experiment with Mobility in the Physical world using Over-
ture”. See http://tempoproject.eu/ for more information.
5 See http://crescendotool.org/.
6 See http://into-cps.github.io/.
7 The visualisation library is explained further in the latest version of the Overture user manual
[8].
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– Keeping travellers informed, making sure that travellers get reliable traffic infor-
mation with respect to their expected journey time and incidents or accidents on
the road.
These goals must be achieved with vehicle safety as a vital constraint: making journeys
as safe as possible is always a first priority.
In this paper we are only interested in operational traffic management8, i.e. respond-
ing to the current traffic situation on (part of) the road network, deciding if the situation
requires intervention, and then deploying the instruments available to influence traffic
streams or individual vehicles on the network.
To do this one needs:
– Access to real time traffic data. Typically this is done using sensors at the road-
side or elsewhere. Examples of sensors include induction loops, which measure the
speed and density of passing traffic, cameras, and radar systems. Countries like The
Netherlands have central repositories in which (soft) real-time9 traffic data is avail-
able from a variety of sources, covering almost the entire Dutch road network10.
– Processes for decision making, to determine whether or not actions need to be taken
to influence, steer or guide the traffic streams on the network depending on the
current or predicted traffic situation. Decision making can either be done in a Traffic
Control Centre (TCC) or along the roadside (local control).
– Instruments to take action, to influence traffic using, for example, roadside equip-
ment. At a logical level, we call these control measures. Examples include setting
up diversions, opening or closing hard shoulders to regular traffic, altering traffic
light timings, imposing temporary speed limits and ramp metering (controlling the
amount of traffic flowing into an area). At a physical level, such control measures
are called actuators. Examples include signs and signals displayed along the road-
side or in-car.
A road network will have parts controlled by different TMSs under different owner-
ship. As such, the group of TMSs can be characterised as a System of Systems [10, 11]:
it is a system composed of several constituent systems that execute individual control
measures on their part of the network, but cannot individually guarantee properties of
the whole network without working together. A TMS is also a Cyber-Physical System
(CPS) [9], because it consists of distributed, networked physical and software (cyber)
components.
Traffic management is traditionally executed by road authorities, where national
authorities are typically responsible for a country’s motorway network and interurban
traffic, and municipalities are responsible for their own urban networks. Other organisa-
tions can also influence traffic, and hence act as de facto TMS providers. These include
8 In addition to operational traffic management we also distinguish tactical traffic management
and strategic traffic management. Tactical traffic management addresses planning of resources
to be used during operational traffic management and other tactical issues, and strategic traffic
management concerns issues related to policy making.
9 The lowest granularity currently available covers a time interval of one minute, which is suit-
able for traffic management but not for safety measures.
10 National Data Warehouse (NDW) for Traffic Information, see http://www.ndw.nu/en/.
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car manufacturers and manufacturers of navigation equipment, airports and harbours
that deal with logistics, and even event organisers that attract large volumes of multi-
modal traffic at around the time their events take place.
The means that these parties have to influence traffic vary. In some cases, such
as manufacturers of navigation equipment, this is limited to the distribution of traffic
information, while official authorities can directly influence traffic through physical
measures. Yet all parties can influence traffic on potentially overlapping parts of the road
network or across neighbouring parts, for example ramps between urban and motorway
networks. Since each party may have individual goals that are conflicting, the final
results for individual travellers may not be optimal.
3 The TEMPO project
The TEMPO project was a small scale experiment, in which we attempted to overcome
the conflicting interests of TMSs by engaging them in a negotiation process to reach a
goal that is acceptable to all parties involved. The concept of “cost” (price) is introduced
here to compensate when one TMS needs to give in when global goals get priority over
its own goals.
In order to do this we developed a model of the system that treats the road network
as a graph, where vehicles move along the edges of the graph in a distributed (but
predefined) fashion. The complete model of the system consists of two parts coupled
together using the remote access features to the Overture toolset [12]:
– A VDM model that specifies the business logic of multiple TMSs, engaging in a
negotiation process to determine which traffic control measures will be taken. We
also refer to this model as the “TEMPO engine”.
– A traffic simulator written in Java11, which feeds the TEMPO engine with “traffic
situations”. Based on the traffic situation, the engine executes calculations (with or
without negotiations) resulting in a series of traffic control measures to be applied.
These are communicated back to the traffic simulator, which takes the measures
into account, performs another round of traffic processing, provides a new traffic
situation to the model, and so forth. The simulator provides a simple events lan-
guage, which allows the user to specify traffic volume for an edge (e.g. simulating
rush hours), traffic accidents, and scheduled events such as bridge openings.
The global architecture of the demonstrator is presented in Figure 1.
4 Automated Negotiation
The concept of a “negotiation process” is at the very heart of the TEMPO engine. The
idea of working with an automated negotiation process is in itself not new. Beam and
Segev published a survey [1] in the mid 90’s on the state of the art with respect to au-
tomated negotiation. Jennings et al. did the same around the year 2000 [5]. Negotiation
11 Java was chosen as the implementation language for the simulator for practical reasons. The
simulator itself is not in scope of our analysis.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the TEMPO demonstrator
in (electronic commerce) is defined as the process by which two or more parties bar-
gain for mutual intended gain, using the tools and techniques of electronic commerce.
Completely automatic negotiations are usually based on intelligent agents. Ontologies
(categorising the objects of negotiation such that they are semantically meaningful to
software or human agents), strategies for negotiation, negotiation protocols, and deci-
sion making models were important research issues at the time. Negotiation support
systems are available to help human negotiators make better decisions and negotiate
more productively. Online auctions and marketplaces are typical examples of applica-
tion areas.
The automated negotiation process in TEMPO conceptually uses a rather simple
strategy compared to other existing automated negotiation systems12, although enhance-
ments to make it more powerful are rather straightforward, given the current setup. In
that sense, the TEMPO architecture can be regarded as a framework for automated ne-
gotiations. Furthermore, automated negotiation as part of a traffic management process
is, to our best knowledge, completely new.
The first step in the entire process is not really part of the negotiation itself: it con-
sists of determining whether or not the TMS can “help itself”. In order to do this the
TMS assesses the traffic situation on all the edges of the network (typically a subnet-
work of the overall network) that it controls. A traffic situation typically comprises
density and average speeds of the vehicles on the edge, whether or not an incident oc-
curred, and whether or not objects on or close to the network may hinder the traffic (in
TEMPO we use the bridges that can be open or closed). Future versions of the traffic
12 The specification of the negotiation process is less simple though, because of the specific
details of the traffic management domain.
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situation may include variables like e.g. air pollution which then also can be used as a
steering mechanism.
If the TMS has traffic control measures available on a given edge of the network, and
if the traffic situation for that edge is such (e.g. a high traffic density, which is a sign of
congestion) that measures need to be taken, then that edge is marked as a “problematic
edge”, and a trigger to activate the measure is generated that will later on be passed on
to the simulator.
Then the real negotiation process starts. It consists of the following consecutive
steps:
– For each problematic edge a request for help is issues which formulates the ser-
vice it would like to get from adjacent edges. This service can be either “decrease
output” (from an edge in another TMS that is an input edge to the problematic
edge), or “increase input” (from an edge in another TMS that is an input edge to
the problematic edge.
– Then each TMS checks if it can fulfil the request. It can do this if it has a traffic con-
trol measure available that implements the required service (e.g. a ramp metering
system is an example of a traffic control measure that implements the service “de-
crease output”). If it has, it calculates an associated cost which is determined from
the severity of the request and a utility function. The utility function values the situ-
ation of the edge providing the service, in combination with the priority associated
with it: a higher priority increases the costs associated with fulfilling a request. All
this information is combined in an “offer” which is sent to the requesting edge.
– The requesting (problematic) edge then determines whether the costs are accept-
able, by comparing it to a predefined value. These predefined values are currently
arbitrary and static. We regard costs as an abstract notion which in reality could be
financial or some other valuable asset (e.g. a guarantee from one TMS to another to
“return the favour” at some point). Making predefined cost values dynamic would
not be hard to model and could be interesting if, for example, a TMS is willing to
pay more during rush hours.
– If the offer is accepted, then it is finalised and turned into a trigger for the traffic
simulator. If there is “no deal” then obviously it is not.
At the end of this process all triggers are communicated to the simulator, which
takes the effect of each traffic control measure/trigger into account before processing a
new simulation step.
5 The VDM Model
In order to explore the different conceptual possibilities in connection with collabo-
ration between different TMSs a VDM++ model13 has been produced. In general the
model contains a number of invariants and other constructs that can only be found in
VDM++ and similar modelling notations, but some of these aspects are not included in
the paper due to the lack of space. The purpose of this model is to illustrate the potential
13 The model is available in the standard Overture library with VDM++ examples.
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collaboration possibilities between TMSs, so focus has been on these aspects and ways
in which it is possible to visualise collaboration for non-technical stakeholders. A class
diagram of the most important classes can be found in Figure 2.
The VDM++ model follows the general design principles used for the development
of distributed real time systems [7].
Fig. 2: Class Diagram with the most important TEMPO classes
These classes have the following function in the model:
World: The World class is the entry point for the VDM model. It has connections to
the Environment, to the Network and to all the different TMS instances (or-
ganised in a mapping structure). This class collects the detailed information about
the road network and the different TMSs controlling the different parts of the net-
work. At the top-level two different Run operations are included in order to enable
simulation of the same scenario either with or without collaboration, so that the
difference between these two scenarios can be visualised.
Environment: The Environment class is a superclass for alternative realisations of
the environment to the collection of TMSs that need to collaborate. The role of this
class is to act as an interface to the main system, keeping track of the history of the
traffic situation measured during a simulation.
SimulatorEnvironment: The SimulationEnvironment class is a subset of the
Environment class and its role is to hook up to the low-level simulation envi-
ronment realised via the tempo vdm Simulation IO class. The latter commu-
nicates with the traffic simulator. The simulator visualises the progress of traffic
flows and the traffic measures that are deployed.
TestEnvironment: The TestEnvironment class is a subset of the Environment
class and its role is to provide a simpler traffic simulator without the user interface
provided by the traffic simulator.
TMS: The TMS class represents a single Traffic Management System such that a com-
bination of multiple TMSs can be considered.
Network: The Network class provides functionality for the road connections be-
tween different points in a graph-like fashion.
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Edge: The Edge class provides functionality for edges in the graph representing the
roads in the network.
tempo vdm Simulation IO: The tempo vdm Simulation IO class contains op-
erations that interface to a small application that acts as a front-end to the traffic
simulator. The output of this is easy to use for communication by domain experts
and it can be seen in Figure 3.
Fig. 3: Screenshot of the TEMPO simulation.
The configuration shown shows the network in and around the city of Rotterdam
(i.e. a simplification if it) with two TMSs. The roads marked with an “A” in the figure
are controlled by the TMS of the national road authority Rijkswaterstaat. Those marked
with an “S” are controlled by the TMS of the municipality of Rotterdam.
In order to investigate the effect of collaboration between the different TMSs both
possibilities are made available in the World class by having a simple instance variable
controlling this:
1 collaboration : bool := true;
 
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Inputs also are needed for the configuration of TMSs, for the road network, and for
the events that can happen at different points in time during a simulation. All this in-
formation is stored in Excel files and read into the VDM model using the CSV standard
library.
In each Step every TMS considers the traffic situation, and based on that generates
triggers internally in the TMS and subsequently generates requests for help from adja-
cent TMSs. The requests are then processed by the overall network that has information
about all TMSs that have been configured.
1 public Step: Environment‘TrafficSituation ==> ()
2 Step(ts) ==
3 (trigger:= {|->};
4 trafsit := ts;
5 GenerateMyOwnTriggers(ts);




Inside the SimulatorEnvironment class, if collaboration is enabled, the top-
level Run takes such service requests into account and makes offers that are subse-
quently evaluated before they are finalised, which means that the offers are accepted
unless the TMS itself has deeper reasons for helping itself (instead of helping its neigh-
bours):
1 public Run: bool ==> ()
2 Run(colab) == (
3 while not isFinished() do (
4 dcl trafsit: TrafficSituation;
5 dcl control: TMS‘Control := {|->};
6 tempo_vdm_SimulatorIO‘runSimulator(10);
7 trafsit := UpdateSit();
8 for all id in set dom tms_m
9 do tms_m(id).Step(trafsit);
10 if colab
11 then for all id in set dom tms_m
12 do tms_m(id).MakeOffers();
13 for all id in set dom tms_m
14 do tms_m(id).EvaluateOffers();
15 for all id in set dom tms_m do
16 let c = tms_m(id).FinaliseOffers()
17 in
18 control := control ++ c;
 
The argument passed to runSimulator (10) is the number of seconds of simula-
tion time, so each step in the simulation is 10 seconds.
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In order to control the traffic there are different Traffic Control Measures (TCMs)
that can be applied:
1 TCM = HardShoulder | MaxSpeed | TrafficLight | RampMeter |
2 Diversion | LaneClosure;
 
The type definitions for the various TCMs have parameters that determine specific
settings for them. For example, a TrafficLight has an associated “green time” (du-
ration of the time that traffic in the given direction can cross the intersection), whereas
a HardShoulder just has a boolean value (open or closed).
Different thresholds are used to determine if it makes sense to activate some of these
TCMs at specific edges at the road network. Here the active controls are gathered in an
instance variable called actctrl that needs to be updated depending upon whether the
given edge is problematic. This can for example be seen in the SetHardShoulder
operation:
1 SetHardShoulder: Network‘EdgeId * Environment‘EdgeSit ==>
2 set of TCM
3 SetHardShoulder(eid, mk_(d,v,-,-,-)) ==
4 if v < LOWSPEEDTHRESHOLD or d > HIGHDENSITYTHRESHOLD
5 then (problematicedges := problematicedges union {eid};
6 if eid not in set dom actctrl
7 then return {mk_HardShoulder(true)}
8 else return {})
9 elseif v > HIGHSPEEDTHRESHOLD and d < LOWDENSITYTHRESHOLD
10 and eid in set dom actctrl
11 then return {mk_HardShoulder(false)}
12 else return {}
 
The first part describes under which conditions a hard shoulder is opened: thresh-
olds for either density or velocity at a given edge are crossed. The edge is tagged as
problematic if this happens. Thresholds are used here to prevent toggling behaviour
of the measures involved. The latter part of this operation deals with closing a hard
shoulder when the traffic situation improves.
When an edge is “problematic” it sends out “requests for help” to other TMSs that
are known to be able to influence that edge (typically input and output edges). For this
an operation GenerateRequestsForHelp is used, that broadcasts the request for
help to those TMSs that can potentially influence the problematic edge.
The request for help is expressed in terms of a service required. The service can ei-
ther be <IncreaseInput> or <DecreaseOutput> at the moment14. The service
called <IncreaseInput> is requested from downward edges to “absorb” more traf-
fic so that tension on the problematic edge is relieved, and vice versa for <Decrease-
14 Another future service might be <IncreaseThroughput>, a service e.g. provided by a
hard shoulder opening.
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Output>. A TMS asked for help can then see if it has any traffic control measures
available that provide that service, and typically there exists a 1:n relationship between
a service and a TCM.
The requests for help are furthermore augmented with a severity indication, calcu-
lated by using a utility function:
1 Utility(network.GetMaxSpeed(eid),trafsit(eid), prios(eid))
 
The utility function here uses the maximum speed at an edge, the traffic situation
at that edge (to compare with the maximum speed) and the priority of the road (roads
with a higher priority get precedence and should be “helped” more quickly). The utility
function is a function that in real life situations would be specified by traffic domain
experts. The severity is used by the receiver of the request to compare to its own sit-
uation: it either determines whether or not help is granted or it influences the “price”
that has to be paid for getting help. This is done in the operation MakeOffers, where
each TMS iterates over the edges it controls to see if it has any traffic control measures
available that provide the service requested. The operation also calculates the cost that
comes with providing help:
1 let s = {e.service | e in set requestedservice},
2 tcm = RequestedServices2PossibleTCMs(requestor, eid, s)
3 in
4 let cost = Utility(network.GetMaxSpeed(eid),
5 trafsit(eid), prios(eid))-severity
6 in
7 if tcm <> {}
8 then network.MakeOffer (eid, cost);
9 ...
 
All requestors then evaluate the offers made to them with the operation Evaluate-
Offers:
1 public EvaluateOffers: () ==> ()
2 EvaluateOffers () ==
3 (for all eid in set myedges do
4 let offers = network.GetOffers(eid)
5 in
6 for all provider in set dom offers do
7 let reqs = offers(provider)
8 in
9 network.AcceptOffers(provider,
10 {if request.cost < ACCEPTABLECOSTS
11 then mu(request,accepted |-> true)
12 else request
13 | request in set reqs})
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14 );
 
So, as seen here, an offer is simply accepted when its associated costs are not above a
given threshold (ACCEPTABLECOSTS). More sophisticated negotiation models would
first proceed by making counter offers, and so on.
When an offer is accepted it is then finalised by transforming it into a trigger to set
the traffic control measure that has been offered. The final set of triggers consists of:
– Triggers that are the result of each TMS seeing what it can do itself, i.e. apply the
traffic control measures that are under its own control.
– Triggers that result from the negotiation process, i.e. traffic control measures that
are part of accepted offers.
In real life, triggers would be passed on to the various local systems that implement the
traffic control measures. In the simulator environment they are passed on to the traffic
simulator where the effect that they have on the current traffic situation is calculated.
6 Results
The most significant result of the work presented in this paper is that we can demon-
strate the working of traffic management with and without negotiation between the
TMS involved. The initial results of executing the TEMPO VDM model are reflected in
Figure 4, showing a plot monitoring the run-time average speed and density of the two
different TMSs using the new Overture extension presented in [2]. We believe that the
combination of the live plotting and the GUI from the traffic simulator can be useful in
showing traffic management stakeholders that collaborative TMSs have added value.
In the figure the average speed and the average density in the two TMSs are plotted
over time. Naturally this is heavily affected by the amount of traffic and the events
incorporated in a simulation, so one needs to compare a large collection of cases in
order to provide solid proof that negotiations between TMSs has a positive effect on
traffic flow.
We also made first steps in comparing the performance of a network with and with-
out collaboration in a more quantitative way by implementing some performance in-
dicators, such as the number of vehicle kilometers produced by the network and the
number of congestion kilometers that occur over the entire simulation run. These indi-
cators, however, turn out to be quite sensitive to the specific topology and configuration
(which traffic control measures are present and where are they located). For example, if
the negotiation results in a better situation on a part of the network where the maximum
speed is relatively low, then this will result in a lower number of vehicle kilometers pro-
duced, while intuitively the network has performed better. Therefore, it is questionable
whether or not the indicators we choose are effective and accepted indicators by experts
in the field of traffic modelling.
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Fig. 4: Plotting speed and density with collaboration.
7 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a novel way of dealing with conflicting interests be-
tween various TMSs, each responsible for guiding and steering traffic over (part of) a
road network. We did this by specifying a VDM model that facilitates TMSs to nego-
tiate about getting help from each other by applying traffic control measures that will
improve overall performance, despite the fact that the measure may not have a posi-
tive effect for the TMS providing help itself. The hypothesis is that this results in an
improvement of the overall performance of the network.
We built a traffic simulator that feeds the model with the (calculated) traffic situation
on the network, and takes steering information from the model into account in each
simulation step. The network, distribution of vehicle density and speed, and the status of
traffic control measures, are visualised through a graphical user interface. This enables
a nice demonstration of the working of the model, including the negotiation principles
that have been included. Changes in density and speed for each TMS over time for the
entire simulation run are visualised using new extensions to the Overture toolset.
A quantitative comparison between performance of a network with and without
collaboration (based on negotiation) is the obvious first step for future work. Although
we did build in some performance indicators, such as the number of vehicle kilometers
produced by the network and the number of congestion kilometers that occur over the
entire simulation run, these all turn out to be quite sensitive to the specific topology and
configuration. This will probably require the involvement of experts in traffic modelling.
Ideas for future work include:
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– Enhancement of the negotiation system. The negotiation strategy as described in
this paper is relatively simple: the costs of offers made are compared to standard,
predefined values. The offer is accepted if its costs are below that predefined value,
and otherwise they are not. However, one can imagine a more sophisticated system
where counter offers are made based on the initial offers that are being provided,
possibly iterated over a number of steps. This could lead to more realistic values
of what the offers are really worth. It would also be nice to be able to prepare the
model for new types of negotiations needed in the future.
– Modelling of different types of TMSs. The two TMSs that are currently config-
ured in the demonstrator (national road authority Rijkswaterstaat and municipality
of Rotterdam) are “traditional” executing organisations of traffic management. It
would be interesting to include new parties, such as providers of navigation equip-
ment (introducing mobile sensors, and mobile control, in this case in-car dynamic
trip planning/traffic information), cooperative systems, TMSs involved with other
modalities (public transport, vessels, etc.) or even TMSs that do not have any con-
trol measures themselves (such as event organisers), but who can participate in the
negotiation process.
– Exploring the possibility to use existing, more powerful traffic simulators (e.g. an
open source simulator like SUMO15) instead of the one we built ourselves. Our
main motivation for doing it this was that the budget for the project was limited,
and we needed a simulator that could easily be adapted to the specific interface we
are using for communication with the VDM model.
– Exploring the working of the model in a more physical setting, eg. using real traffic
and using real traffic control measures. Worldwide there are several facilities where
this can be done, varying of course in the level of sophistication they can offer to
different experimenters.
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Abstract. Being able to efficiently communicate the way formal models behave
to stakeholders who are not experts in formal models is important for the poten-
tial commercial exploitation of such technologies. For the Overture/VDM open
source initiative, this has so far been accomplished by interpreting executable
models in combination with executable Java applications, typically demonstrat-
ing a conceptual Graphical User Interface (GUI). However, since that approach
requires additional explicit calls to GUI functionality, this paper demonstrates a
new publish/subscribe based approach enabling implicit monitoring of changes to
variables during an interpretation of a formal VDM model that does not “pollute”
the VDM model in the same way as existing approaches.
Keywords: Overture, VDM, user interface, Electron
1 Introduction
The Overture/VDM tool [8] supports three different dialects of VDM [4]. Overture is
already capable of interpreting executable subsets of VDM [10] and it is also possible
to combine such interpretation with legacy Java code [11]. However, the latter solution
can be a little clumsy and “pollute” the VDM models by requiring explicit calls to op-
erations that update, for example, a graphical user interface. The contribution of this
paper is to enable an easy way to monitor instance variables as they are changed dur-
ing an interpretation of a VDM model in an implicit fashion. The primary focus of our
paper is on monitoring variables and displaying model information in a user interface.
However, our work also supports calls from the User Interface (UI) to the model. This
contribution is based on top of the web-based Electron [2] platform and it is connected
to the Overture tool as a plug-in extension. Electron is a modern and popular frame-
work for desktop application development. It was chosen because it enables use of web
technologies, has a wide amount of existing libraries and modules, and has an active
community supporting it.
The TEMPO5 project investigated collaboration between different Traffic Manage-
ment Systems (TMSs) by providing them with collaborative control architectures that
5 See http://tempoproject.eu/.
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engage with each other in automated negotiation processes [14]. TEMPO used the Over-
ture tool to analyse both existing traffic management networks and potential collabo-
rative designs, demonstrating the benefits of smart traffic systems. Traffic simulations
produce a large amount of numerical data; it is imperative to present this in an under-
standable way to non-experts to make computer simulations useful. Overture is being
extended with a 2D/3D visualisation library to show the negotiations between TMSs
and the effect on traffic flow.
This paper focusses on extensions to the Overture tool that enable a fast, lightweight
way to visualise how variables in a model change during interpretation. In the remainder
of this paper, the extensions are explained in Section 2. This is followed by a short
explanation of the practical application used for viewing the changes to the instance
variables in Section 3. Afterwards Section 4 presents the case study in which this new
technology has been used. Then Section 5 presents related work. Finally, we conclude
the paper and suggest future work possibilities in Section 6.
2 The Overture Extension
2.1 Design Principles
The Overture interpreter already has features that enable it to interact with external com-
ponents implemented in Java [11]. These features include the Java bridge which enables
VDM models to invoke functionality implemented in Java and the RemoteControl
interface which enables Java programs to directly control the Overture interpreter. These
features have frequently been used to implement prototype user interfaces.
The extension we have developed takes into account the existing work connecting
Overture to Java and seeks to address certain issues with it. As such, the extension was
designed according to two key principles:
1. The extension must enable the use of modern and fast UI technologies; and
2. the UI code must not pollute the VDM model.
Principle 1 attempted to address an ongoing issue with slow UI prototyping. Pure
Java interfaces are typically developed with the Swing toolkit, which is rather slow
and laborious. When developing UI prototypes, it is important to be able to construct
a working UI or we end up spending too much time on the UI. Swing works against
this, particularly for any UI that is non-trivial. Furthermore, Swing interfaces look ex-
tremely dated and unappealing. While the aesthetics are not the primary concern of a
UI prototype, it should still look presentable and adjust to the modern expectations of
stakeholders, or we risk that they focus too much on the old look of the UI and thus
cannot properly assess the model.
Principle 2 simply aims to improve on the existing status of the Java bridge. While
there was little we could do to improve the status of Swing UIs, we have total control of
the Java bridge. In the current implementation, in order to display any information in the
UI, the model must explicitly call the UI to set the values. While there are alternatives,
this is typically done because it is the most expedient way of displaying new data as
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Fig. 1. Explicit call from model to UI.
soon as it is available in the model. This behaviour is shown in a sequence diagram in
Figure 1.
While the explicit call approach is efficient and pragmatic, it does lead to models
that are polluted with UI calls. These calls may affect the tractability of the model as
well as its readability from a purely formal point of view. In addition, these explicit
calls might make it impossible to execute the model without the UI present as the UI
calls would fail – while this can be worked around using guards, that means polluting
the model even further due to the UI.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the existing approach typically leads to fuzzy
divisions between UI, data and logic in the solution. Some UI code is in the model and
the logic is often split between model and UI. Modern software development practices
typically advocate for a clean separation between UI and logic, using patterns such as
model-view-controller [7]. By adhering to the aforementioned design principles, the
new extension will enable users to more cleanly separate their UI from their application
logic.
2.2 Implementation
The new extension is based on the publish/subscribe design pattern [3]. The extension
enables the UI to subscribe to statically known model variables. Whenever the value
of a subscribed variable is changed, an event is broadcast with the new value. The UI
can listen for this event and then react accordingly. Thus, all UI interaction is hidden
from the modeller – leading to the behaviour shown in the in Figure 2, where the UI
is notified of updates values in an asynchronous way without the need for explicit calls
from the model.
The core of the extension is a new remote control class for the Overture Inter-
preter [10]. Remote control is a feature of the existing Overture interpreter Java bridge
that enables a VDM model to be controlled remotely by a Java program that implements
the RemoteControl interface [9, chapter 7]. Remote control classes are typically
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Fig. 2. No calls from model to UI.
used as part of the implementation of Swing UIs in order to allow the UI to control the
model. The remote control class can evaluate expressions in the context of the VDM
model and invoke model operations in order to modify the model’s internal state.
The remote controller of our extension also controls the interpreter in this manner
but rather than directly controlling the interpreter according to a given logic, the remote
control class of our extension re-exposes the control of the interpreter via a JSON based
protocol over web-sockets [1]. In this way, any UI can be connected to any Overture
model in a completely generic way, based on REST approaches. Most notably, this
extension is backwards-compatible. Any existing VDM model can be controlled with it
without a single modification being made to the model.
In addition to control over the interpreter, our protocol also defines the means by
which a UI can subscribe to variables, and how the remote controller broadcasts updates
to subscribed clients. The remote controller is provided as a single jar that contains
everything necessary to execute it via the Overture tool, as shown in Figure 3. Because
it is launched from within Overture, all the IDE features such as breakpoints and model
coverage are available for models executed with a UI.
The remote control is relatively simple. It contains a Jetty-based web server [6]
to expose the protocol and uses the Overture Java bridge’s RemoteControl Java
interface to control the interpreter. The main components are summarised in the class
diagram shown in Figure 4.
The most notable class besides TempoRemoteControl is VarListener, that
is responsible for monitoring variables in the VDM model and broadcasting messages
with the updated values. This class uses the same mechanism and infrastructure already
present in the interpreter to monitor invariant violations during model executions since
this mechanism already hooks into every point in a model execution where a variable
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Fig. 3. Overture launch configuration for remote control.
can be updated. A separate VarListener is attached to the Value objects for each
variable that is to be monitored.
2.3 Control and Subscription Protocol
The protocol offered by the extension enables top level control of the Overture VDM
interpreter and also defines messages to control various aspects of model execution and
monitoring including: definition of model entry point, query model structure informa-
tion, subscription to value changes in variables and execution of operations.
The most important messages in the protocol are illustrated in Listing 1.1 and List-
ing 1.2 using the VDM model shown in Listing 1.3:
RunModel tells the interpreter to start simulating the model using a previously con-
figured entry point class and an operation provided in the message. Listing 1.1 line
2-3.
SetRootClass tells the interpreter to set the entry point to the class passed in the mes-
sage. Listing 1.1 line 6-9.
GetFunctionInfo requests from the interpreter a list of all visible functions and opera-
tions that can be used as entry point from the currently configured entry point class.
A response is sent with a list of available operation names. Listing 1.1 line 12-13.
GetModelInfo requests from the interpreter a list of all observable variables in a model,
accessible from the defined entry point. A response is sent that recursively lists the
names of all observable variables. Listing 1.1 line 16-22.
Subscribe subscribes to updates sent out when the variable passed in the message is
update. Currently, only instance variables present in the class definition of the root
class (both static and non-static) are supported. Listing 1.1 line 25-26.
Execute tells the interpreter to execute the model operation passed in the message.
This message can only be sent when the interpreter has an active simulation and
the requested operation must be visible. These messages will allow the UI to pass
data into the model and control its execution. Listing 1.2 line 2-4.
ValueUpdate a message sent containing the name and updated value of a subscribed
variable. This message is broadcast by the server whenever the value of a subscribed
variable changes. Listing 1.2 line 7-13.
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Fig. 4. The main elements of the extension.
StopServer tells the interpreter to stop the simulation. Listing 1.2 line 16.
All messages in the protocol are specified using JSON. The protocol uses a request
response pattern where all messages except value change notification has a predefined
request and response type. Listing 1.1 in combination with Listing 1.2 shows how the
messages looks when the VDM model in Listing 1.3 is simulated by selecting the A
class as root and observing x while running op(). The visual 2D output graph of this
is shown in Figure 5.
Listing 1.1. Request and response sample messages..














15 // Obtain state info of root class
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16 {"type":"REQUEST","data":{"request":"GetModelinfo"}}
17 {"type": "MODEL", "data":
18 {" rootClass": "mm", "name":"", "type":"",
19 "children": [




24 // Subscribe to a variable change from the root class
25 {"type":"SUBSCRIBE","data":{"variableName":"x"}}
26 {"type":"RESPONSE","data":"OK"}
In Listing 1.2 only value change messages are shown for the first two values.
Listing 1.2. Request and response sample messages..














15 // Stop server
16 {"type":"REQUEST","data":{"request":"StopServer"}}
The VDM model in Listing 1.3 is a two class model A and B where the latter class
contains a state x which can be observed, it alters between 1 and 0 through the execu-





x : int := 0;
operations
public op : () ==> ()
op() ==
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for all i in set {1,...,10}





Listing 1.3. Oscillating between +-1
The Electron application will show the following 2D graph shown in Figure 5 when
the model in Listing 1.3 is executed.
Fig. 5. 2D graph of the oscillating VDM model.
3 The Electron Application
As an example of the kinds of UIs that can be developed with our extension, we present
a visualisation application based on variable plotting. The visualisation application is
developed using the Electron framework that enables native applications to be devel-
oped using web technologies like JavaScript, TypeScript, HTML and CSS. Electron is
compatible with Mac, Windows and Linux and therefore easily deployable to the same
platforms as Java.
The plotting capability is created as an Electron application that uses web-sockets
and JSON to communicate with the Overture Extension from Section 2. It enables the
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user to select the entry point of the model in the form of a class and operation/function.
Both of these are currently limited to be used without any arguments. The user can then
create plots based on variables accessible from the entry point. The variables that are
offered as possibilities are all either numeric or lists (of fixed length) of numbers. Once
such a configuration is completed the application can request the Overture interpreter
to start simulating. The application will then plot all variable changes live during the
simulation on the respective graphs. In Figure 6 an example of a 2D plot is shown.
Fig. 6. 2D graph visualisation in the Electron application.
The plot configurations can also be stored and reloaded to make simulations of
VDM models with more extensive plot configurations without having to redo this every
time.
In addition to the conventional 2D plots it is also possible to plot using 3D as well
as plot elements of list of numeric varies with fixed lengths. An example of a 3D plot
can be seen in Figure 7. Note that it is possible to turn the different axes around when
one is using a 3D plot. However, for an application like the one used in TEMPO the 3D
effect does not give so much value so we have mostly used the 2D plots.
4 The TEMPO Case study
The TEMPO6 case study is the first example in which the plotting extensions to Over-
ture are used to communicate relevant parameters of a model execution to domain ex-
6 TEMPO is an acronym for “TMS Experiment with Mobility in the Physical world using Over-
ture”. See http://tempoproject.eu/ for more information.
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Fig. 7. 3D graph visualisation in the Electron application.
perts. It is a case study in the field of (road) traffic management, and it is based on the
following idea.
Many European countries have dense road networks and significant traffic prob-
lems. The flow of traffic on Europe’s roads is managed by a series of TMSs that are
owned and controlled by various local and national authorities. A TMS consists of a col-
lection of distributed systems and devices, usually installed along the roadside. These
can be sensors that collect traffic data, such as cameras, radar detection systems, induc-
tion loops, or actuators that give instructions to road users via signs and signals. Current
TMS architectures are usually run centrally from regional control centres. A low degree
of collaboration hinders efficient management of traffic problems that straddle bound-
aries between authorities, because TMSs cannot communicate between regions and may
have competing goals for traffic flow. While cooperation between various road author-
ities at a governance level has improved recently, technical barriers for collaborative
TMSs are still to be removed.
The TEMPO project addresses the problem of disconnected TMSs by providing
them with collaborative control architectures that engage with one another in automated
negotiation processes. Negotiations are based on policies, which help reach agreement
on which control measures are beneficial for the system as whole, improving the overall
network performance.
Within TEMPO two VDM models have been made. One specifies a system of sys-
tems in which multiple TMSs co-exist that behave in an egocentric way: they do not
communicate with one another and therefore they do no collaborate, they just apply the
control measures that they have to only help themselves. The other model incorporates
communication, negotiation and cooperation between various TMSs. They inform each
other of their needs, and see if they can either provide help or get help to or from each
other. An example of such help is setting up a diversion route. If one TMS has serious
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congestion problems on a part of its network then it can ask the other TMSs to provide
a service “decrease output” to its network. Another TMS can then see if it has any mea-
sures that can provide this service, e.g. by setting up a diversion route that encourages
travellers to avoid the congested part of the other TMS. Of course, setting up such a
diversion route may cause problems for the TMS that provides the service itself, and
therefore a cost (price) is associated with it. This is negotiated between the TMSs, end-
ing up in a situation where the control measure is actually applied or not, depending on
the costs.
In TEMPO, the execution of the two models (non-collaborative/egocentric versus
collaborative) are compared to see if the collaborative version really provides better
results. In order to do this, a simple traffic simulator has been developed which commu-
nicates a traffic situation to the model. The VDM model then executes the calculations
(with or without negotiations) ending up with a series of traffic control measures to be
applied. These are then communicated to the traffic simulator, which takes the mea-
sures into account, performs another round of traffic processing, provides a new traffic
situation to the model, and so forth.
To determine how each model “performs” is not easy. One can think of performance
parameters calculated over the execution of an entire simulation, e.g. the number of ve-
hicle kilometres “produced” by the network, or the accumulation of congestion (product
of length and duration), but these remain debatable and give little (visual) insight over
what is happening during the course of the simulation itself. However, the plotting ex-
tensions are useful here. Typical indicators that a traffic engineer would look at in these
situations are the average density of traffic in the network, and the average velocity
(speed) of vehicles. In the model these parameters are modelled as instance variables.
In the plots shown in Figure 8, generated with the extensions discussed we see density
and speed evolve over time. The first plot shows the situation for a non-collaborative
model and the second one for the collaborative one. The network used is a simplification
of the road network in and around Rotterdam in The Netherlands. Part of this network
is controlled by the municipality of Rotterdam (TMS1) and part by the national road
authority Rijkswaterstaat (TMS2). It is easy to see how the plot visualisation gives a
good impression of the performance of the two models.
5 Related Work
Tools for visualising VDM models have been developed in the past as well. The first
ability to combine the interpretation of a VDM model with executable code was made
on the VDMTools platform [5]. Here special dynamic link libraries were introduced.
This means that the “pollution” of the VDM model was limited to a link to a .dll file
and the explicit calls in the VDM model. Compared to the work presented here this is
a much more cumbersome approach that requires a lot more knowledge to low-level
implementation details.
For more recent related work it is in particular worth mentioning VDMPad [12].
VDMPad has an ability to explore the functionality of a VDM-SL model for example
using a Read-Eval-Print Loop (REPL) capability. This lightweight approach for debug-
ging does not require establishing new debug configurations etc. so it makes it faster
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Fig. 8. Screenshot from the TEMPO simulation.
for the users to explore the behaviour. In addition it is worth mentioning that VDMPad
enables a graphical view of VDM values for example instance variables which can be
convenient for newcomers. The REPL functionality is also enabled in the recent We-
bIDE which has more IDE capabilities than VDMPad [15]. However, neither of these
tools is able to combine executable code with the model and they are not able to mon-
itor selected instance variables enabled in the work presented here. A new tool called
ViennaTalk enables the combination with SmallTalk code but again it does not support
the implicit monitoring presented here [13].
6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a new extension to the Overture tool that enables control
of the Overture interpreter through a server and a protocol. The extension also features
implicit monitoring of model variables, which allows UI interfaces to connect to a VDM
model without needing to pollute the model with explicit UI calls. We have validated
our extension by developing a UI application to monitor values in a traffic management
system model.
The new extension offers greater flexibility in development of model UIs, as it al-
lows the use of any technology that can connect to web sockets. In particular, modern
web technologies such as JavaScript and HTML5 can be employed to develop better
looking UIs in a faster way than the traditional Swing approach employed so far.
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The protocol-based approach also enables a much cleaner decoupling between the
model that represents the application and the UI. This leads to an easier separation of
concerns between the model and the UI. Furthermore, both model and the UI can be
evolved independently. The model does not need to be aware of the UI and the UI can
rely on the protocol to act as an interface with the model.
Because both model and the UI can be developed independently, it is easier to go
from a UI prototype to a production quality UI. As such, once the modelling phase is
over and one begins system implementation, the UI code can be reused.
In this paper we have presented UIs focused on displaying numerical model data,
as that was the primary need of the TEMPO project, which supported the development
of the extension. However, the extension can enable the construction of other kinds of
UIs. Any variable can be subscribed to, so it is possible to display various kinds of
data. However, for complex structured data types such as records or classes, it may be
necessary to write code to adequately render the data. Alternatively, the ASCII VDM
representation of the data type may be used.
In the future, we would like to further validate our approach through the develop-
ment of additional UIs. In particular, we would like to enrich the current collection
of standard examples with user interfaces developed with this extension. Thus, the ex-
amples can showcase a new feature of Overture and the UIs themselves can serve as
documentation for the extension and inspiration for users. To fully support this effort,
we also hope to complete development of the protocol by supporting the Execute
message and enabling two-way control between UI and model.
Finally, it would be worth investigating the possibility of combining our extension
with the Overture code generator so that the UI code is included in the code generation
process where it would be automatically modified in order to control the generated code
instead of the model.
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